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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report documents the development of a life-cycle cost procedure 
and program for project-level pavements. Included in this report are the 
descriptions of the models that are included in the computer program. A 
traffic growth model is described along with performance models for 
asphaltic concrete pavements and Portland cement pavements. The 
program calculates when rehabilitation is predicted at all future dates 
during the design life or analysis period. Recommended overlay 
thicknesses are also given. Because maintenance costs for Kentucky are 
not available, maintenance is treated as an annual, per-square-yard 
quantity. User costs, in the form of a delay model, are also presented. All 
future costs are calculated in terms of present worth. 
A users manual is also included in the report. Appendix B is the 
users manual. Appendix C list a typical output from the program. 
Appendix D is a listing of the source code for the program. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Preliminary evaluation of a paving project should involve economic analysis of 
the design alternatives. Each design alternative should theoretically have the 
potential to provide the required or design level of performance for the specified design 
life. When all other factors are equal, the alternative having the least expected cost 
over the design period should be selected. This leads to the concept of life-cycle costing, 
which may be defined as an economic assessment considering all significant costs 
incurred during the life of the pavement section. Results of life-cycle cost analyses may 
be used to compare alternatives; the more common are the discounted cash-flow 
methods such as present worth, equivalent annual cost, and maximum rate of return. 
Break-even, benefit-cost ratios, analysis of payback period, and capitalized cost 
methods have been used less frequently. Generally, analyses are influenced by 
inflation and discount rates and the time period of the analyses. 
In Kentucky, alternative pavement designs are based upon use of various 
materials and design strategies. All designs are for the same theoretical structural 
design life. Project proposals, as submitted, contain all alternate designs, and the 
design having the least initial cost is selected by default through the competitive 
bidding process. Information presented in NCHRP Report 122 "Life-Cycle Cost 
Analysis of Pavements", December 1985, indicates this approach is used in 10 states 
or Canadian provinces. Additionally, some form of life-cycle costing is used by 22 
agencies, four agencies used the annual cost method, five used the present worth 
method, and eight agencies did not use economic analysis. The survey indicated recent 
trends have been toward use of some form of life-cycle cost analyses as input into 
pavement selection processes. 
It should be recognized that pavement selection may involve other factors. 
Some factors which have been identified as being critical for appropriate pavement 
type selection include: traffic, characteristics of soils and subgrade materials, weather 
and climatic variables, performances of similar pavements in the area, adjacent 
existing pavements, feasibility of stage construction, characteristics of the specific 
highway system, conservation of resources (aggregates, energy, etc.), stimulation of 
competition among local or regional industries, construction consideration specific to 
the site or project, local preferences of the paving industry, traffic control and/or safety, 
local availability of materials for all alternates, and economic or cost comparisons and 
analyses. 
Effective life-cycle cost analyses require a data base of highway cost data 
applicable to a life-cycle cost model. Typical cost components may include initial costs, 
pavement maintenance costs, pavement rehabilitation costs, highway user costs, and 
salvage values. Initial costs are typically the easiest to determine. Initial costs may 
be grouped into two categories: 1) design and engineering costs and 2) construction 
costs. construction costs are considered by many to be the more significant component. 
Maintenance costs are difficult to estimate accurately and reliably. Models for 
forecasting maintenance costs are complicated by the difficulty of predicting the timing 
and type of maintenance required for any specific type of pavement. Furthermore, 
maintenance needs are directly related to pavement performance. Life-cycle cost 
models should include pavement performance models which have not been fully 
developed from both the structural and serviceability perspectives. Rehabilitation 
costs often are related to initial construction costs since similar materials and 
procedures may be used for alternate designs. Timing of rehabilitation activities may 
significantly impact the results of life-cycle cost analyses. User costs are very difficult 
to model because of a lack of precise data that describe differential operating costs for 
pavement types versus conditions. It may be theorized that user costs increase as a 
pavement deteriorates. There are only nominal precise data available to describe the 
suspected variations. Perhaps the more significant user costs are associated with 
delays during pavement maintenance and rehabilitation. Of agencies surveyed during 
a recent NCHRP study, only three agencies made any attempt to include user costs in 
a life-cycle cost analysis procedure. The salvage value of a pavement may be estimated 
on the basis of such factors as the proportion of remaining life and historical 
experience. Development of models for estimating remaining life requires additional 
research. 
Three areas of research are identified (NCHRP Report 122, "Life-Cycle Cost 
Analysis of Pavements", December 1985) as being significant for improvement of life-
cycle cost analysis. 
1. Development of a reliable data base for pavement maintenance costs. 
Variations in costs for different types of maintenance as related to different 
pavement alternatives should be considered. 
2. Development of a better understanding of user costs and/or benefits and 
their relationship to life-cycle cost alternatives. 
3. Development of improved pavement performance data for various pavement 
types and rehabilitation activities. Of specific interest are the performance 
characteristics of a wide range of pavement conditions and rehabilitation 
activities related to pavement defects. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A literature review was conducted to assess the state-of-the-art oflife-cycle cost 
analyses. Life-cycle analyses procedures form California, Florida, the Federal Aviation 
Agency and an FHW A Training Course on Pavement Techniques for Pavement 
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Rehabilitation were summarized in NCHRP Report 122, "Life-Cycle Cost Analysis of 
Pavements", December, 1985 (1). A procedure for life-cycle costing also was presented 
in a N~Ictional Asphalt Pavement Association information circular (Pavement Life-Cycle 
Costing, promotional Series 20/87) (2). Life-cycle cost analyses procedures of the 
Maryland State Highway Agency (Report FHWA/MD-85/02, "Microcomputer Solution 
of the project Level PMS Life-Cycle Cost Model", December, 1984) (3) and the 
Mississippi State Highway Department ("Pavement Selection Based on Life-Cycle 
Cost", July 1985) (4) and the Ontario Ministry of Transport ("Modeling of Life-Cycle 
Costs of Pavement Rehabilitation", November 1985) (5) also were briefly reviewed. 
Finally, literature was obtained from the University of Illinois ("An Integrated 
Decision Making Methodology for Optimal Maintenance Strategies", 1985) (6) where 
research has been ongoing relative to the use ofMarkov chain-dynamic programming 
for the optimization of pavement maintenance decision making. It appears the 
approaches presented by the Maryland State Highway Agency and the University of 
Illinois are somewhat more sophisticated than those of others. For example, a micro-
computer program was developed to determine the least likely life-cycle cost associated 
with various maintenance, design, and/or rehabilitation strategies for a specific 
pavement project. The Maryland approach was particularly interesting from the 
perspective that attempts were made to model construction costs, overlay costs, traffic 
control costs, salvage values, routine maintenance costs, running user costs, and added 
user costs. Need for research to refine and/or verifY the various models was suggested 
by the literature. A bibliography is included at the end of this report listing other 
· literature reviewed in this study. 
BACKGROUND 
In Kentucky, only nominal work has been done in relation to life-cycle analyses 
of pavements. Only basic analyses using initial construction costs with assumptions 
for maintenance costs and salvage values have been completed. Little has been done 
to address the issues of user costs, traffic control costs, or delay costs. There is a need 
for research in Kentucky to identify, quantify, and assimilate sound technical data 
pertaining to pavement construction and rehabilitation costs, annual and other 
maintenance costs associated with various pavement designs, construction and 
rehabilitation costs, annual and other maintenance costs associated with various 
pavement designs, construction and rehabilitation practices, and user costs including 
traffic control costs and delay costs. There also is a need to relate structural 
deterioration, loss of serviceability, and overall pavement performance with the 
economic life of specific pavement design, construction, and rehabilitation practices. 
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet is responsible for construction, 
maintenance, operation, and (as needed) rehabilitation and reconstruction of more 
than 27,000 miles of pavement. Available funding must be used to insure the 
maximum return on the investment. Economically feasible as well as technically 
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sound programs are essential for effective utilization of funds. 
Research has resulted in significant advances for structural and ride quality 
evaluations of pavements. Capabilities and sophistication of equipment used to 
evaluate pavements have advanced significantly during the past few years. These 
advancements have permitted development of large data bases of information 
describing pavement conditions and deterioration. In addition, the Kentucky 
Transportation Center has conducted two research studies aimed at refining 
Kentucky's data base relating to pavement condition and performance. These studies 
were KYHPR-86-115, "Laboratory and Field Evaluations and Correlations of 
Properties of Pavement Components," and KYHPR-86-109, "Pavement Deflection 
Evaluations." 
The data bases and other information form the core of a successful pavement 
management system. A pavement management system has been in place in Kentucky 
for some time. Additionally, Research Study KYHPR-85-106, "Models and Strategies 
for Pavement Management in Kentucky", investigated and, where appropriate, 
recommended implementation of new techniques and/or models and strategies for 
pavement management in Kentucky. 
A pavement management system may be viewed as the coordination and control 
of all related activities (planning, design, construction, maintenance, and 
rehabilitation) to provide for the most efficient use of available funds to maintain the 
entire state highway system in a serviceable condition on a continuous basis. 
The framework of a sound pavement management system incorporates two 
levels of management--network level and project level. Network level management is 
aimed primarily at fulfilling needs of the highway manager/administrator. Impacts 
of technical decisions upon budgetary considerations are of major importance. 
conversely, project level pavement management is intended to interface with technical 
decisions on a detailed highway project basis. Nationally, there has been somewhat 
more research as well as implementation of life-cycle cost analyses for project level 
situations than for network level situations. In Kentucky, life-cycle cost analyses have 
been used infrequently for project level decision making. In those situations where 
life-cycle cost analyses have been used at the project level, material costs were 
addressed with only cursory estimates for salvage and maintenance costs (if used at 
all). There have been little or no life-cycle cost analyses for network level activities. 
The need for sound technical information relating to the estimation of remaining 
life or degree of deterioration of pavements is essential for effective pavement 
management. Considerably more research and development of pavement management 
than of life-cycle cost analyses at both the national level as well as in Kentucky have 
been undertaken. However, there has been less work done to relate technical decision-
making strategies with economic decision-making strategies. 
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OJECTIVES 
The objectives of this study were: 
1. To develop a model to account for the more significant variables in the 
life-cycle cost analysis of a pavement system; 
2. To devleop procedures to apply life-cycle cost analyses to pavement 
maintenance, rehabilitation, and/or reconstruction; 
3. To review information relating to pavement design alternatives; 
maintenance strategies and rehabilitation alternatives, their 
effectiveness, and their costs (initial, user,salvage, and etc.); pavement 
performance and remaining life information; and to determine 
relationships with life-cycle cost analyses; and 
4. To develop a micro-computer program for life-cycle analyses ofKentucy 
pavements and for determination of the maintenance, rehabilitation, 
and/or reconstruction procedures having the least life-cycle cost. 
METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS 
To fulfill Objectives 1, 2, and 4, various models were developed for use in a 
micro- computer program for performing life-cycle cost analyses. The development of 
those models is described in this section. In addition, the assumptions used in the 
analyses and in the program are listed. 
TRAFFIC FACTOR 
The following procedures were used, to calculate ESAL's and AADT. The traffic 
growth is assumed to be 2.0 percent per year over the design life period. The first year 
ESAL's (lstYearEsal) is computed using the following formula: 
where: 
lstYearEsal =(Input Design-Lane ESAL's) I TF 
TF =Traffic Factor= [(l+G)•-1] I G, 
G =Growth Rate per Year (decimal), and 
n = Analysis Period in Years. 
The number of ESAL's at a given year can then be calculated as: 




where: m= A Given Number of Years. 
#ESAL is used for the determination of year or age at which an overlay is required (rut 
depth calculation or critical RI in an asphaltic concrete (AC) pavement and critical RI 
for a Portland cement (PCC) pavement). 
If an overlay is required at year m, the number ofESAL's for overlay design is 
then: 
OverlayESAL =Design-Lane ESAL's- 1stYearEsal * [(1+G)m-1] I G. (3) 
The input AADT is assumed to be the same as the first year AADT. The AADT 
at year m will be equal to 
(4) 
These AADT data are used for the delay cost analysis to be discussed later. 
CRITERIA FOR OVERLAYS AND PERFORMANCE MODELS 
AC Pavements 
For AC pavement, the criteria for requiring an overlay are rut depth and year 
at which input or critical Rideability Index (RI) is reached. Rut depth is calculated by 
using a rutting model developed by Alien and Deen (7). The default rut depth is 12.7 
mm (0.5 inch). 
A performance model from which future conditions on AC pavements were 
predicted was developed from rideability data obtained from the RI "database 
maintained by the Pavement Management Branch of the Kentucky Department of 
Highways. Data from AC pavements on the Federal Aid highway system and other 
state highways were used in developing the performance model. An analysis of this 
data indicated that the average age of these pavements was 9.2 years when the first 
overlay was applied. Also, the average RI at which these pavements were overlaid was 
2.56. To develop the performance model, RI levels were plotted as a function of the 
average age for that particular RI value. A regression analysis was performed on the 
data. All road segments with an RI value of <2.5 and with an age value of <9.3 were 
excluded from the analysis as it was assumed that these sections were not typical or 
representative of the behavior of these types of pavements. The following equation was 
the result of the regression analysis. 
RI = - 0.01(AGE)2 + (Initial RI) (5) 
or 
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AGE = (100[Initial RI]- 100Rl)05 (6) 
As previously stated, this model is a very general model for all asphaltic concrete 
pavements. More precise models are desireable for many different types of AC 
pavements. These models could include such factors as AADT, type of asphalt, 
functional class, and many other factors. These models will be available upon 
completion of a second research study entitled "Pavement Performance Modeling". 
When that study is completed, this program will be modified to use the models 
developed from that study. 
PCC Pavements 
A performance model based on RI and accuroroulated ESAL's was developed 
from performance data of PCC pavements on Interstate highways in Kentucky (only 
rural Interstate highways were used). A regression analysis was performed on the 
data resulting in the following performance equation: 
RI = -0.0189 * (ESAL's)11 + (Initial RI). (7) 
It was assumed that an overlay would be required when the RI value dropped to the 
input critical RI value. If the user chooses not to input a critical RI value, the program 
will supply a default value of 2.7. When the initial RI value is assumed to be 3.5 and 
the critical RI value is assumed to be 2.7, then this model will predict approximately 
30,000,000 ESAL's before the critical RI value is reached. 
As in the case of the performance model for AC pavements, this is a very general 
model and will be replaced by models from the previously mentioned study when it is 
completed. 
OVERLAY DESIGN 
The 1993 AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures (8) was used in the 
overlay design. The overall reliability was 90 percent. Standard deviations of 0.45 and 
0.35 were used for AC pavements and PCC pavements, respectively. 
AC Pavements 
For AC pavements, the effective structural number method was used with the 
following assumptions: 
MR of the subgrade (in PSI) ~ 1,500 * CBR, 
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Layer coefficients for old pavements ---
1. AC ..... a1 = 0.43 + 0.0019422*0VLYR- 0.00033 * OVLYR2 
Where: OVL YR = Year in which an overlay is required. 
2. Base course materials-+ a2, a 3, ... a,= 0.1. 
Layer coefficient for new AC material= 0.44, and 
The minimum AC overlay thickness is 25 mm (1.0 inch). 
PCC Pavements 
Equation 7 is the deterioration model for PCC pavements. This equation can 
now be used to calculate an overlay for a PCC pavement. If it is assumed that the 
critical RI <Rlov.riay) equals 2. 7 and the failure RI (RI1.ilure) equals 1.5 (failure means the 
pavement is no longer in service), then the remaining life can be calculated from the 
following equation (from 1993 AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, page 
III-89): 
RL = 100[1-(N,/N15)] (8) 
where: RL = Remaining Life (percent), 
NP =Total Traffic to Date (ESAL's), and 
N 15 =Total Traffic to Pavement Failure (ESAL's). 
Using the calculated values ofN, and N15 from Equation 7, the remaining life from the 
deterioration model would be 38.1 percent at the critical RI of 2. 7 for PCC pavements. 
The corresponding condition factor is 0.84 (from Figure 5.2, page III-90, AASHTO 
Guide for Design of Pavement Structures). The effective depth of the old PCC 
pavement is then defined as : 
D.tr. = CF * D, (9) 
where: CF = Condition Factor, and 
D, = Original Thickness of PCC Pavement. 
For subsequent overlays, CF is set equal to 0.70. The required overlay thickness is 
now calculated as follows: 
where: 
Thickness = A(D1 - D,tr) (10) 
A = Conversion factor from PCC thickness deficiency to AC overlay 
thickness which is a function of (D1 - Qff. )--(See AASHTO 
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Design Guide, page III-125). A= 1 if a PCC overlay is to be 
used. 
Dr = PCC slab thickness required to carry future design-lane 
ESAL's. 
Dr is computed to determine the required new pavement thickness. The following 
parameters and assumptions were used in calculating Dr: 
a. Modulus of Subgrade Reaction: 
Using a regression algorithm technique on Figures 3.3 through 3.5 
(MSHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, pages II-39 through 
II-41), the modulus of subgrade reaction can be approximated by the 
following equations: 
K = (229.552 + 0.06993 * MR- 23.271 * T,g) I a, (11) 
and 
K' = 10[-0.061092 + 0.835174 • Log(K)] (12) 
where: K = Modulus of Subgrade Reaction, ksi 
K' = K Adjusted for Loss of Subgrade Support, LS, 
MR = Subgrade Resilient Modulus" 1,500 *CBR, 
T,., = Subgrade Thickness (minimum thickness= 610 mm), 
a = 1.15 for no baselsubbase course, 
a = 1.1 for T,g > 3 meters ( 10 feet), 
a= 1.265 for T,g > 3 meters (10 feet) and no baselsubbase 
course, 
LS = Loss of Support (assumed to be 1.0), 
Elastic Modulus of base assumed to be 342 MPa(50,000 psi), 
Thickness of base assumed to be 127 mm (5 irtches). 
b. PCC Modulus of Rupture: 
Se'= 43.5 * (E, I 106) + 448.5 
where: Se' = Modulus of Rupture, and 
E, = Elastic Modulus of concrete " 30,780 MP a 
(4,500,000 psi) for RI values from 2.7 to 2.8. 
Therefore the modulus of rupture is as follows: 
Se'= 4.7 MPa (684 psi). 
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(13) 
c. Load Transfer Coefficient = 2.6. 
d. Design Serviceability Loss= 1.7. 
COST ANALYSIS 
Economic Factor 
To account for the effects of interest and inflation over the analysis period, a 
discount rate which is the difference between interest and inflation is used in all 
analyses. 
Initial Construction Costs 
Initial construction costs are the total costs to construct the pavement section 
including the shoulders in terms of today's dollars. 
Maintenance Costs 
There are little or no data available on maintenance costs or on frequency of 
maintenance activity. In addition, there is are data available on the effects of 
maintenance on pavement performance. Therefore, it was assumed that the same 
amount of maintenance costs occur annually. The costs that occur annually are 
converted to current dollar values by computing present worth. 
Present worth of total maintenance costs= Annual costs* F. 
where F is an economic factor calculated as follows: 
F = [(l+i)"-1] I [i(l+i)"] (14) 
where: i = Discount Rate, and 
n = Analysis Period (years). 
Rehabilitation Costs 
Rehabilitation costs are largely the overlay costs plus the maintenance of traffic 
costs. These costs are computed in terms of current dollars by multiplying by the 
appropriate economic factor. For overlay costs (OVCost) which occurs at some year, m, 
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the present worth (PW) of that cost is: 
PW OVCost = OVCost I [(1+i)m] (15) 
Maintenance of Traffic Costs 
Maintenance of traffic costs are the expenses required for maintaining/directing 
traffic during rehabilitation/reconstruction work. These costs are converted to current 
dollar values by the same procedure as used for rehabilitation costs. 
User Costs (Delay Costs) 
Because of the many uncertainties of developing user cost models, it was 
determined that the cost of delay to the user would be the factor that could be 
calculated most reliably. Therefore, only a delay model was developed in this study. 
Delay cost is defined as the economic loss suffered by the highway user caused by 
traffic delays from rehabilitation/reconstruction work. Using the same economic factor 
as was used for rehabilitation costs, delay costs are computed in terms of today's 
dollars. 
The basis of the delay model was data published in a report entitled "Incident 
Management" by Cambridge Systematics, Inc. in association with JHK & Associates, 
Transmode Consultants, Inc., and Sydec, Inc. (9). The data in this report were 
extrapolated and a regression analysis was performed on the extrapolated data to 
develop functions that relate vehicle-hours of delay as functions of the duration of lane 
blockage. Those data are shown in Appendix A. 
The following assumptions are used in estimating delay costs: 
1. For two-lane highway--- 1lane is blocked, 
2. For three-lane highway--- 1lane is blocked, 
3. For four-lane highway--- 2 lanes are blocked, 
4. For highways having more than four lanes --- same as 4 lanes 
with 2 lanes blocked, 
5. 23 percent of AADT is trucks, 
6. Directional distribution= 0.5, 
7. Lane distribution on four-lane highway--- Outer lane= 80 percent, 
8. Peak hour volume = 0.15 * AADT. 
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RESIDUAL VALUE 
Residual or salvage value is the value, in terms of current dollars, remaining at 
the end of the analysis period. The residual value is computed on the basis of 
remaining ESAL's at the end of the analysis period. 
The residual value is the money required to construct a new pavement, at the 
end of the analysis period, to accommodate the remaining ESAL's. This cost is then 
calculated in current dollars. 
The equivalent new pavement is assumed to be an AC pavement with 33 percent 
and 66 percent AC and DGA, respectively. The same components are also assumed for 
the shoulders. The value of guardrails and edge drains, if they exist, is assumed to be 
50 percent of original worth. 
The thickness of the equivalent new pavement components is computed using 
a regression equation developed from the "1981 Kentucky Thickness Design Curves for 
AC Pavement Structures" (10). The resulting equation is: 
Drull-deptb = -0.0374 * (logESAL)3 + 0.930747 *(logESAL)2 -
3.5624 * (logESAL) +A (16) 
where: A= -0.000385 * (CBR)3 + 0.02495 * (CBR)2 - 0.62739 * (CBR) + 
8.95222. (17) 
This equation is valid for a CBR range of 2 to 30 and an ESAL range of 1,000 to 
15,000,000. 
Drull-<leptb is a full-depth AC layer equivalent to the AC plus DGA layers required 
to carry the traffic. Using AASHTO's structural coefficients for AC and DGA: 
D Ac = 0.606 * Drull-deptb• and 
DDGA = 1.212 * Drull-doptb· 
The minimum thicknesses are 51mm (2.0 inches) and 102 mm (4.0 inches) for AC and·· 
DGA, respectively. If the remaining ESAL's are less than 1,000 (or= zero), then the 
minimum thicknesses are used. 
COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
Objective 4 was the development of a micro-computer program to perform 
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project-level life-cycle cost analysis. A computer program was developed using the 
models previously described. The program is entitled LCCA4 and was written in 
Visual Basic. The program is user interactive. The unit cost information in the 
program is used as default values. The user may overwrite these values if he/she 
chooses. 
Appendix B is the user's manual of operation for the program. This appendix 
includes a generalized flow chart of the program, a list of input screens, and input 
instructions. Appendix C is an example printout of the program. Appendix D is a 
listing of the source code for the program. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
GENERAL 
1. This program currently has only two performance models --- one for AC 
pavement and one for PCC pavement. It is recommended that as soon as 
another research study is completed by the Kentucky Transportation Center 
entitled "Pavement Performance Modeling" the results of that study should be 
incorporateq into this program. This will permit performance models of any 
type of highway segment to be used in life-cycle costing analysis. These 
additional models will permit a much more accurate analysis. 
2. It is further recommended that more maintenance and materials information 
be collected, and that the effects of these parameters be quantified. This will 
allow a more sensitive life-cycle cost analysis and a better expert system that 
will account for these effects. 
PAVEMENT REHABILITATION POLICY 
During the course of this study, the Study Advisory Committee proposed a 
recommended pavement rehabilitation policy that is to be a general guideline for the 
scheduling of rehabilitation cycles and pavement overlay thicknesses. The 
recommendations were based largely on experinece. The following items are the 
Committee's recommendations. 
AC Pavements 
1. All designs should be for 40 years. 
2. Year 10- Mill approximately 1.0" and overlay approximately 1.0". 
3. Year 20- Mill approximately 1.0" and overlay approximately 1.0". 
4. Year 30- Add additional structure to provide service to 40 years. 
13 
5. Year 40 -Look at residual value. 
PCC Pavements 
1. All designs should be for 40 years. 
2. Year 15 - Diamond grind and seal. 
3. Year 30- Add additional structure to provide service to 40 Years. 
4. Look at residual value. 
!4 
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Pavements Data; If of Prab.; 
Prob.#,;Pavement Type,; 
Distresses Criteria 
Compute ' 1st Year ESALI 
no 
I PaveT"Y"Pe =AC I 
J yes 
I COMPUTE ' . 
I 
]Rut D~pth ~d RI as t~e 
IFunct~on or year/age 
I 
Year f.'J.t=Int=JUt Rut Oepch < '{ear RI= 
input RI 
/yes 
I overlay Year = Year R·""t=Inputl 
I 
OVERLAY DESIGN I 
ESALs for Overlay, 
overlay Thickness! 
I LIFE-CYCLE COST .i\NAL'lSIS 
Initial Costs 
?resent \Vorth Main"C: . .::Jsts i 
Present r,.,rortf'~ Rehab. :::::sts! 
?resent Worth Delay C=sts 
~10T & Miscellaneous C.::.st.s 
Effect.J..ve Costs 
Remair.inq Values 
1 PaveType =Peel 
I 
!overlay Year=Year Input 
.no 1 
\!Overlay Year=Year 





input RI I 
SCREENS APPEARANCE ORDER 
. ' 
. STEP) SCREEN/FORM RESPONSE EXPECTED 
' jcreeting Form Click IIQK'' Button .. 
2. Input file Form/ New file/Old Type· in Input file name, then Click 
file IIQK'' to continue or "Cancel" to return 
to DOS 
3. FORM : SKIP DISPLAYING INPUT CLICK "NO" if viewing/editing input is 
desired, otherwise click "YES'' and the 
procedures will jump to step 5 
' 4. INPUT SCREENS 1 to 6 Edit/Overwrite the input data. then 
'I 
click "SAVE-" to save ,.or "CANCEL" to 
1




L ' ,. INPUT SCREEN 7' Overlay an.d !Overwrite to change che default then I •. 
pre-overlay repa1r ·..::-~ l t costs jClick 11 CONTINUE 11 ' 
i. [Calculating Overlay des1gns /none 0 • 
: 7. )OUTPUT SCREL~ l, results of /Click "CONTINUE" to cl'?ntlnue or click 
' overlay analysis "EXIT" t.o term1nat~=~ t..ne program 
I items asked, ! 8. Maintenance of Traffic Costs Type· in unit cost· <Or MOT 
(MOT Costsldurir:g rehabilitation click 11 COMPUTE 11 to compute MOT costs, 
' works (INPUT/OUTPUT SCRENN 5 j then Click 
11 CONTINUE" 
i 9 . ~OUTPUT SCREEN 6' Miscellaneous /CLICK '1 CONTINUE 11 
:COStS 
• c ,OUTPUT SCREEN 2 to 4, ::-.itial !click 11 COMPUTE" to compute, then Click ""· 
r ,costs, ;;Jresent •,,;art!"'. ~na1n::. . "nd I CONTINUE". Or Click 11 '!::XIT" tO 
.. r-ehab. costs i ::ermina ce t:,.e program 
r - - ;FORM ' Inclt.:.de Delay Cost ? I l' . "'!:SS" OR "NO" I - ~' ·I C lCK 
'i :2. ;If step 9 = "YES'
1 
jiNPUT SCREEN 9, Delay unit Overwrit.e to change t:-te default then 
!costs,and duration of delay click "OK" to continue 
' 
' ' 1- ·J OUTPUT SCREE..'I 7' Effective Costs click 11 CONTINUE 11 : j . 
! J..4. OUTPUT SCREEN 8' Life ·Cycle Click nQKn to continue 
Comparisons !appear if all 
' problems have been done) 
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INPUT FOR THE LCCA COMPUTER PROGRAM 
I. INPUT FILE 
After clicking "OK" on the greeting form, "INPUT FILE NAME" form appears on the 
screen. To responsd to this form, type in the file name (new or old file) or click the 
desired file name (for old file) in the files listing in the left box of the form. Then click 
"OK'" to continue. Clicking "CANCEL" at this form will terminate the program. 
I I. PAVEMENT STRUCTURES AND COST INFORMATION : 
This information will be asked (or ~:splayed in case "old file" or default val.ues) in 
INPUT SCREEN 1 to 9. Type in tne c_~ormation asked for or overwrite to change or 
to edit the defaults. 
1. INPUT SCREEN 1 : 
The following information is requested or displayed : 
Selected file name: 
Number of Alternates: 
Active Alternates: 
Number of alternates is how many problems will be analyzed for life-cycle 
comparison (maximum 3 problems). 
Active Alternate is the problem number for the input. 
2. INPUT SCREEN 2 : 
The following information is requested or displayed : 
Analysis Period (years): 
Interest Rate(%): 
Inflation Rate(%): 
The rate used for economic factors is the Discount Rate which is the difference 
between the interest rate and inflation rate. 
33 
:J. INPUT SCREEN 3 : 
The following information is requested or displayed : 
Design Speed (MPH): 
Design Lane ESAL's: 
Two-directional AADT: 
Distresses Criteria: 
RI value for Overlay (1.0-3.0): 
Rut depth for AC pavement (<0.5 in.): 
Design-Lane ESAL's is the number of accumulated ESAL's over the given analysis 
period on a design lane (usually the outer lane). AADT is the total AADT used for 
"DELAY COST" analysis. 
4. INPUT SCREEN 4 : 
The following information is requested or displayed : 
Alternate Name: 
Type of Pavement: 
Number ofMainline Layers: 
Number of Shoulder Layers: 
Number ofMainline Lanes: 
Section Length (ft): 
Subgrade CBR: 
Alternate name is the name of the problem for description purpose. For type of 
pavement, enter ''1" for AC pavement or "2" for PCC pavement. Number of Mainline 
and Shoulder layers should include the subgrade layer. Number ofmainline lanes is 
the total number of lanes in both directions. Section Length is the length of the 
highway pavement section for cost analysis purposes. All costs will be computed in 
terms of the given section length. 
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5. INPUT SCREEN 5: 
Mainline Layer Information 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LAYER WIDTH THICK MATERIAL DENSITY UNITS UNIT PRICE 










The first layer should be the surface layer of the pavement and the last layer is the 
sub grade. For Cost analysis, the unit of the sub grade is square yard. The subgrade 
thickness, however, is required for rutting computations in AC pavements. A 
maximum of 24 inches of subgrade thickness is reco=ended. Beyond that, the 
sub grade has an insignificant contribution to rut depth. 
For "MATERIAL" input, click the arrow beside the appropriate MATERIAL cell. The 
list of accepted materials will appear. Click on the appropriate type of material. The 
default values of density, units and unit price of the chosen material also appear on 
the form. Overwrite to change the default, if desired. The unit price should be the as-
built unit price (material+ construction cost). 
6. INPUT SCREEN 6 : 
Pavement Shoulder data and Miscellaneous. 
Same· as INPUT SCREEN 5, but for Shoulder. In cost analysis, it is assumed that the 
number of shoulders is always two. For a problem with shoulders not equal to two, the 
"WIDTH" input should be modified. 
This screen also requests the following miscellaneous items : 
EDGE DRAIN GUARDRAIL 
Total length (for both directions, ft) ____ _ 
Unit Price ($/ft) 
Installed at Year 
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7. INPUT SCREEN 7: 
Overlay unit cost and pre-overlay repair information : 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Overlay Unit Pre-overlay 
price $/ton repair $/sqyd 
1. AC Overlay on AC Pavement 
2. AC Overlay on PCC Pavement 
3. PCC Overlay on PCC Pavement 
4. Pre-overlay milling (in.) 
The default values for this information are given. Overwrite to change the default. 
8. INPUT SCREEN 8 : 
Maintenance cost information 
>>INPUT<< Present Worth 
Annual Cost $/sqyd ($) 
Mainlines 
Shoulders 
Type in only the annual maintenance cost for one square yard. The present worth 
will be computed if the "COMPUTE" button is clicked. 
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9. INPUT SCREEN 9: 
Delay Cost 
Delay CostJhour/car (car)($) 10.00 
Delay CostJhour/truck (truck)($) 30.00 
Duration of lane closed (hours) 4380 
Overwrite to change the default values. 
Note: 4380 hours is about 6 months. 
See Table for the order of screen appearance. 
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APPENDIXC 
TYPICAL OUTPUT OF LCCA PROGRAM 
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# OF PROBLEMS/ALTERNATES =3 
ALTERNATE NO. =1 Pavement Type =AC PAVEMENT 
DESIGN LANE ESAL'S = 2.5E+07 
ANALYSIS PERIOD = 30 Years 
1st YEAR ESALs = 525481.4 Assuming 3% of Traffic Growth 
DESIGN SPEED = 60 MPH SUBGRADE CBR = 15 
DISTRESS CRITERIA FOR REHABILITATION: 
* RUT DEPTH (FOR AC PAVEMENT ONLY) = .25 In. 
* RI VALUE = 2.25 
PAVEMENT COMPONENT INFORMATION : 
LAYER # 1 MATERIAL TYPE = 1 6 INCHES 
LAYER # 2 MATERIAL TYPE = 5 4 INCHES 
LAYER # 3 MATERIAL TYPE = 2 4 INCHES 
LAYER # 4 MATERIAL TYPE = 2 4 INCHES 
LAYER # 5 MATERIAL TYPE = 4 , 24 INCHES 
# OF LAYERS IN THE SYSTEM = 5 Including Subgrade 
RUTTING INFORMATION : 
RUT DEPTH = .1428125 :..T YEAR = 1 
RUT DEPTH = .1679614 .".T YEAR = 2 
RUT DEPTH = .1859176 M.T YEAR = 3 
RUT DEPTH = .2001745 AT YEAR = 4 
RUT DEPTH = . 2123139 AT YEAR = 5 
RUT DEPTH = .2230924 AT YEAR = 6 
RUT DEPTH = .2329178 AT YEAR = 7 
RUT DEPTH = .2420328 .:.. T YEAR = 8 
RUT DEPTH = . 250613 AT YEAR = 9 
RUT DEPTH REACHS 0.25 In. AT YEAR = 8 
BASED ON PERFORMANCE CRITERIA : 
RI =oWNS TO 2.25 AT YEAR= ll 
RUTTING CRITERIA CONTROLS OVERLAY DESIGN ! ! 
overlay # 1 
overlay Year (RI)= 11 
overlay Year (Rut) = 8 
Used Overlay Year = 8 
Computed Overlay Thickness = 3.238649 
overLay Thickness used= 3.5 
overlay # 2 
Overlay Year (RI)= 19 
overlay Year (Rut) = 16 
used Overlay Year = 16 
Computed Overlay Thickness = 2.556828 
OverLay Thickness used = 3 
Overlay # 3 
Overlay Year (RI)= 27 
overlay Year (Rut) = 24 
Used Overlay Year = 24 
Computed Overlay Thickness = 1.193186 
OverLay Thickness used= 1.5 
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Overlay Summary : 
No OverLays required = 3 
No, At Year, Overlay Thickness =1 8 3.5 
No, At Year, overlay Thickness =2 16 3.0 
No, At Year, Overlay Thickness =3 24 1.5 
Remaining Life = 2 Years 
Remaining ESALs at the end of analysis Period = 2589225 
** Life·Cycle Cost Analysis ** 
Interest and Inflation Rates =9 % and 2 % PA 
la. Initial Cost (Mainline) 







































Intial Cost (Main-line) 395,289.59 
Cost (Shoulders! 

























Intial cost (Shoulders) 89,158.40 














. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Present Worth $ 196,559.20 
Rehabilitation/Overlays Costs 
AC Overlays On AC Pavement 
# At Thickne'ss Quantity Unit Price Present Worth 
Year (in.) (ton) ($/ton) ( *) ( $) 
1 8 3.5 4 704. ton 47.95918 131301.3 
2 16 3. 4032. ton 50.95238 69589.63 
3 24 1.5 2016. ton 71.90476 28578.37 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total $ 229,469.25 




of Traffic Costs due to Rehabilitation/Overlays 

























5 . Delay Cost Due To Rehabilitation 
Duration of Delay =4380 Hours 
Delay Cost for Car =10.00 Per car Per Hour 
Delay Cost for Truck=30.00 Per Truck Per Hour 
Percent Trucks=23 
For Overlay # 1 Present Worth Delay cost is 
For Overlay # 2 Present Worth Delay cost is 









Total PW Delay cost is $291,879.44 




Main. of Traffic costs: 
Miscellaneous Costs 








Total Effective Cost$ ~.669,283.38 
# OF PROBLEMS/ALTERNATES =3 
( $) 
ALTERNATE NO. =2 Pavement Type =AC PAVEMENT 
DESIGN LANE ESAL'S = 2.5E+07 
ANALYSIS PERIOD = 30 Years 
1st YEAR ESALs = 525481.4 Assuming 3% of Traffic Growth 
DESIGN SPEED = 60 MPH SUEGRADE CER = 15 
DISTRESS CRITERIA FOR REHABILITATION: 
* RUT DEPTH (FOR AC PAVEMENT ONLY) = .25 In. 
• RI VALUE = 2. 5 
PAVEMENT COMPONENT INFORMATION : 
LAYER # 1 MATERIAL TYPE = 1 2 INCHES 
LAYER # 2 MATERIAL TYPE = l 12 INCHES 
LAYER # 3 MATERIAL TYPE = 2 4 INCHES 
LAYER # 4 MATERIAL TYPE = 4 , 24 INCHES 
# OF LAYERS IN THE SYSTEM = 4 Including Subgrade 
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RUTTING INFORMATION : 
RUT DEPTH = .1189874 AT YEAR = 1 
RUT DEPTH = .1418529 AT YEAR = 2 
RUT DEPTH = .1579702 AT YEAR = 3 
RUT DEPTH = .1707635 AT .YEAR = 4 
RUT DEPTH = .1816355 AT YEAR = 5 
RUT DEPTH = . 19127 AT YEAR = 6 
RUT DEPTH = .2000252 AT YEAR = 7 
RUT DEPTH = .2081274 AT YEAR = 8 
RUT DEPTH = .215733 AT YEAR = 9 
RUT DEPTH = .2229507 AT YEAR = 10 
RUT DEPTH = .2298576 AT YEAR = 11 
RUT DEPTH = .2365105 AT YEAR = 12 
RUT DEPTH = .2429555 AT YEAR = 13 
RUT DEPTH = .2492296 AT YEAR = 14 
RUT DEPTH = .2553706 AT YEAR = 15 
RUT DEPTH REACHS 0.25 In. AT YEAR = 14 
BASED ON PERFORMANCE CRITERIA : 
RI DOWNS TO 2.5 AT YEAR= 10 
RI CRITERIA CONTROLS OVERLAY DESIGN ! ! 
Overlay # 1 
Overlay Year (RI}= 10 
Overlay Year (Rut} = 14 
Used Overlay Year = 10 
Computed overlay Thickness = 1.363642 
overLay Thickness used = 1.5 
Overlay # 2 
overlay Year used= 20 
Computed Overlay Thickness = 1.193186 
Overlay Thickness used= 1.5 
Overlay Summary : 
No overLays required = 2 
No, At Year, Overlay Thickness =1 
No, At Year, Overlay Thickness =2 
Remaining Life = 0 Years 
10 1.5 
20 1.5 
Remaining ESALs at the end of analysis Period =·2.164982 
** Life·Cycle Cost Analysis ** 
Interest and Inflation Rates =9 % and 2 % PA 
la. Initial Cost (Mainline} 
Pavement Width, No. Lane, Section Length=12 ( f t} ; 4 ; 5280 




















Intial Cost (Main·line} 





































Intial Cost (Shoulders) 89,158.40 













Total Present Worth $ 196,559.20 
Rehabilitation/Overlays Costs 
AC Overlays On AC Pavement 
# At Thickness .-:·uan tit y Unit Price Present Worth 
Year (in. 1 (ton) ($/ton) ( *) ( $) 
1 10 1.5 2016. ton 71.90476 73690.31 
2 20 1.5 2016. ton 71.90476 37460.42 
Total $ 111,150.73 






of Traffic Costs due to Rehabilitation/Overlays 








I ft' I 
10560 
10560 
"Jni t Price 











- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
Total Present Worth $ 
5. Delay Cost Due To Rehabilitation 
Duration of Delay =4380 Hours 
Delay Cost for Car =10.00 Per Car Per Hour 
Delay Cost for Truck=30.00 Per Truck Per Hour 
Percent Trucks=23 
For overlay # 1 
For Overlay # 2 
Present Worth Delay Cost is 




Total PW Delay Cost is $198,342.94 
6. Effective Costs 





Main. of Traffic Costs: 
Miscellaneous Costs 







Total Effective Cost $ 1,704,400.25 
# OF PROBLEMS/ALTERNATES =3 
ALTERNATE NO. =3 Pavement Type =UNBONDED PCC PAVEMENT 
DESIGN LANE ESAL'S = 2.5E+07 
ANALYSIS PERIOD = 30 Years 
1st YEAR ESALs = 525481.4 Assuming 3% of Traffic Growth 
DESIGN SPEED = 60 MPH SUBGRADE CBR = 15 
DISTRESS CRITERIA FOR REHABILITATION: 
* RUT DEPTH (FOR AC PAVEMENT ONLY) = .25 In. 
* RI VALUE = 2.7 
?li.VEMENT COMPONENT INFORMATION : 
LAYER # 1 MATERIAL = PCC (Type= 3 I , 6 INCHES 
LAYER# 2 MATERIAL =OGDL(Type= 2 I, 4 INCHES 
LAYER # 3 MATERIAL =SSG(Type= 4 ) , 8 INCHES 
# of Layers in the System = 3 including subgrade 
RI INFORMATIONS (PCC PAVEMENT) 
RI DOWNS TO 2.7 AT YEAR = 11 
Overlay # 1 
Used Overlay Year = 11 
Computed Overlay Thickness (AC on PCC=I 8.519 
computed Overlay Thickness (PCC on PCC=I 5 
OverLay Thickness used = 9 
overlay Thickness used = 9 Inches AC, or 5 Inches PCC 
Overlay # 2 
Overlay Year used= 19 
computed Overlay Thickness (AC on PCC=I 2.0798 
computed overlay Thickness (PCC on PCC=I 1 
Overlay Thickness used = 2.5 Inches AC, or 4 Inches PCC 
Over;Lay # 3 
Overlay Year used= 26 
Computed Overlay Thickness (AC on PCC=I 0 
computed overlay Thickness (PCC on PCC=) 0 
Overlay Thickness used = 1 Inches AC, or 4 Inches PCC 
Overlay summary : 
No OverLays required = 3 
No, At Year, Overlay Thickness =1 11 
No, At Year, Overlay Thickness =2 19 
No, At Year, Overlay Thickness =3 26 
Remaining Life = 1 Years 
Remaining ESALs at the end of Analysis Period = 1275479 





Interest and Inflation Rates =9 % and 2 % PA 
la. Initial Cost (Mainline) : 






























Cost (Shoulders) : 

























Intial Cost (Shoulders) 89,158.40 











Total Present Worth $ 196,559.20 
3a. Rehabilitation/Overlays Costs 
• AC Overlays on PCC Pavement: 








Year (in.l (ton) 
l 11 9. 12960. 
2 19 2.5 3600. 
3 26 l. 1440. 
Total $ 
PCC overlays on PCC Pavement (UNEONDED) : 
# At Thickness Quantity Unit Price 
Year (in. 1 (ton) ($/ton)(*) 
1 11 5. 7200. 144.5556 
2 19 4. 5760. 149.4444 











Total $ 880,720.88 






Traffic Costs due to 






TOTAL : 141451.8 
•. Miscellaneous Costs : 
Quantity 













Edge Drains: 0 
GuaradRails: 0 
Total Present Worth $ 306,240.00 
5 . Delay Cost Due To Rehabilitation 
Duration of Delay =4380 Hours 
Delay Cost for car =10.00 Per car Per Hour 
Delay Cost for Truck=30.00 Per Truck Per Hour 
Percent Trucks=23 
For overlay # 1 Present Worth Delay Cost is $ 109190.6 
For overlay # 2 Present Worth Delay Cost is $ 88490.96 
For Overlay # 3 Present Worth Delay Cost is $ 73994.13 
Total PW Delay Cost is $271,675.66 




Main. of Traffic Costs: 
Miscellaneous Costs 
Total Delay Costs 
?otal Effective Cost $ 
Present 








6. Life-Cycle Costs Comparison: 
Worth ($) 










COSTS IN TODAY'S DOLLARS 
Years/RI/Mill.ESALs 
. Al t. # 1 : AC PAVEMENT 
2/3.14/2.589.2 
'N"i th AC OVL With PCC OVL 
1,669,283.38 
Residual Values 
Alt. # 2 :AC PAVEMENT 
0/2.5/.0000 
in Today's Dollars = 85,478.05 
1,704,400.25 
Residual Values in 






Residual Values in Today's Dollars= 81,102.44 
Note : Remaining life in terms of Years, RI and 
ESALs (Millions) 
RI value is RI at the end of analysis period. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * * * * * END OF OUTPUT * * * * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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SOURCE CODE OF LCCA PROGRAM 
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DECLARE SUB SALVAGE 1 (Analysts Period AS INTEGER AnnlR AS STruNG, lntR AS STRING, Remalnln.gESAL AS SINGLE. CBRVal AS SINGLE, MlscCoaiT 
AS SINGLE, Area AS SINGLE, UCoat.Asph AS SINGLE. UCostBase AS SINGLE, UCostSSG AS SINGlE, PWRemVal AS _ 
SINGLE) 
DECLARE SUB Mafsub (MOTPWI'ot AS SINGLE. Noverlay AS INTEGER. OverLa.yYear() AS INTEGER. Analys18Perlod AS INTEGER. AnnlRAS STRING, InJR 
AS STRING\ 
DECLARE SUB MISCsub (AnniRAS STRING, lntRASSTRING, EDraJnLAS STRING, GRallLAS srRING. EDUCost AS SIRING, GRUCostAS SIRING. 
EDYear AS STRING, GK'i"ear AS SI'RlNG, M18cCosiT AS SINGLE} 
'$FORM MLscCost 
DECI.J\RE SUB COSfsub6 (NumAlt AS STRING, AltNameA AS STRING, AltNameB AS STRING. AltNameC AS STRING, TodayCost-laAS SINGLE, 
TodayCost lb AS SINGLE, TodayCost2a AS SINGLE. TodayCost2b AS SINGLE. TodayCost3a AS SINGLE, TodayCost3b AS SINGLE, RLifel AS _ 
INTEGER. R!Jfe2 AS INI'EGER. RL1fe3 AS INTEGER. REsall AS SINGLE, REsa12 AS SINGLE, REsa!3 AS SINGLE. PavType AS SIRING, RemRil AS SINGLE, 
RemRI2 AS SINGLE, RemRI3 AS SINGLE, PWRVall AS SINGLE. PWRVa.l2 AS SINGLE. PWRVa13 AS SINGLE} 
'$FORM CostS 
DECLARE SUB DEUY (AnalyaP AS STRING, AADT AS SIRING, TrGrowth AS SINGLE. OverLa.yY-earO AS INTEGER. OVerLa.yNum A5 lN'IEGER. NumMa111L 
AS SI'RING, Num.AltVal AS INTEGER. NumAlt AS STRING, De!Analys AS STRING, DelayDurat1on AS STRING, DelayCostCar AS _ 




DECLARE SUB OVLCOSI' (CostMO AS STRING, PavType AS STRING, ACOVLUCost AS SINGLE, PCOVLUCost AS SINGLE. ACOVLRep AS SINGLE, 
PCOVI.Rep AS SINGlE. MWlngValAS SINGLE\ 
DECLARE SUB COS'I'sub4A tAnalyalsPerlod AS INmGER. ACOVLUCost AS SINGLE, PCOVLUCost AS SINGLE, PCOVIRep AS SINGLE. 0Verl.ay1hlck0 AS 
SINGLE, OverLaytbJckPCQ AS SINGLE, OverLayYear(} AS IN'IEGER Noverlay AS Im'EGER. AnniRAS 51RlNG. IniRAS STRING, _ 
PWOVerlayCosiTot AS STRING, AreaOVL AS SINGLE, PWOVLTO'T' AS SINGLE, PWOVLTO'I'Alt2 AS SINGlE. Num&:ttveAlt AS STRING, Pav'I'ype AS STRING) 
'$FORM Cost3A 
DECLARE SUB PCCYear (OVerLayYearQ AS INTEGER OVerLa.yNum AS INTEGER. EsallstY AS SINGLE, TrGrowthAS SINGU:. OVerLayYearPCC AS 
INTEGER. RRJValue AS STRING, RIValue AS STRING) 
'$FORM lnputl 
DEClARE SUB COSfsubS rrotlnltlal AS SINGLE. Totln!ttaJS AS SINGLE. PWMaJntCostValAS SINGLE. PWOVLTOT AS SINGLE, PWOVLTOTAlt2 AS 
SlNGLE. Num.Act1VeAltAS Sl'RING, EHCostTot AS SINGLE. _EHCosiTotAit2 AS SINGLE, PavType A5 STRING, TotDelayCoat AS _ 
SINGLE, DelAnalys AS STRING. MLscCostT AS SINGLE, MOTPWI'ot AS SINGLE} 
'$FORM Cost4 
DECLARE SUB COSI'sub4 (AnalysliiPertod AS lNil!:GER. ACOVLUCost AS SINGLE, ACOVLRep AS SINGLE. O'/erLa.yTh1ckO AS SINGLE, OVerLayYeart) AS 
IN1EGER. Novertay AS INTEGER. AnnlR AS STRING. lntR AS STRING. PWO'/erlayCostfot AS S1RJNG. AreaOVLAS SINGLE, _ 
PWOVLTOT AS SINGLE, NumActlveAlt AS STRING) 
'$FORM Cost3 
DECLARE SUB C0Sfsub3 (Analys!sPerlod AS INTEGER WldthMO AS STIUNG. W!dthSO AS SlRING, NumMainL AS 51RlNG, SectLAS 511UNG, AnniR AS 
STRING, lntR AS SIRING, PWMalntCostVal AS SINGLE. NumAc:ttveAlt AS STRING) 
'$FORM Cost2 
DEClARE SUB COSTsub2 (LayerSO AS S'IRING, WldthSO AS STRING, TIUckSO AS STRING, MatertalSO AS SI'RING. DenaltySO AS STRING, Unlt50 AS 
STRING, CostS(} AS STRING. CostSCQ AS STRING. JtemCostSO AS STRING, JtemCostSValO AS SINGLE. SectL AS S'IRING _ 
, TotlnluaiS AS SINGLE. NumAcuveA.It AS SilUNG, ShJdNumLa.yer.J AS lml!:GER NumLa.yer.JS M3 STRING\ 
DEClARE SUB cosrsubl (La.yerMO AS SllUNG, WldthMO AS STRING, ThlckMO AS STRING. MatertalMO AS STRING. DenaltyMO AS STRING, Un1tMO AS 
STRING, CostMO AS SfRING, CostMCO AS STRING, JtemCostMO AS STRING, ltemCostMValO AS SINGLE. NumMatnLAS 
STIUNG, SectL AS SlRING, Totlnltlal AS SINGLE. NumActlveA!t AS STruNG, NumLa.yer.JM AS STRING) 
'$FORM Cost l 
DECLARE SUB ESALOVL (AnalysP$, ESALVall, E&allstYl, TrGrowt:hJ. 0'/erLayYear%0. OVerLayNum%, EsalOVerlay!) 
'$FORM FORMOUT2 
DIM LayerM(O TO 6) AS STRING, WtdthM(O TO 61 AS STRING. Thic:kM{O TO 6) AS STRING, MatertalM(OTO 6) AS STRING, DerulltyM(OTO 61 AS STRING, 
UnltM{O TO 6) AS STruNG. CostM(O TO 6\ AS STRJNG 
DIM LayerS(O TO 6) AS STRING, WldthS(O TO 6} AS STIUNG. ThlckS(O TO 6) AS SIRING, MatertalS{O TO 6) AS STRING, DenaltyS(O TO 6} AS STRING, 
Un!tS{O TO 6\ AS SIRING, CostS{O TO 6\ AS STIHNG 
DIM QuanUtyM(O TO 6) AS SIRING, CostMC{O TO 61 AS STRING. ltemCoatM(O TO 6\ AS STRING, ltemCDStMVal(O TO 6\ AS SlNGLE, CoatMVal{O TO 6) AS 
SINGLE 
DIM Quant1ty5(0 TO 6\ AS S'IRING, CostSC(O TO 6\ AS STRING. ltemCostS(O TO 6) AS SfRING, ltemCostSVal(O TO 6) AS SINGLE, CostSVal{O TO 61 AS 
SINGLE 
DIM TIUckMVal{l TO 71 AS SINGLE. MatertjllMlJnell TO 71 AS lm'EGER 
DIM OverLayYear1l TO 71 AS INTEGER 
DIM COHRV(l TO 24, l TO 121 
· Include rue contaJnlng dectara.tlons for called procedures. 
'$INCLUDE: 'CMNDLG.BI' 





· Speclftc Input screens 









'GENERAL ERROR TRAPPING {CATCHES INCOMPATABLE INPliT FILES) 
'ON ERROR Garo cmnDlgError 
•oo•••u••error trap disabled .......... .. 
STAR!': 
ClEAR 
CONSI' FALSE= 0 
CONSfTRUE =NOT FALSE 
SCREEN.ControlPanel(l61 = 5 
SCREEN.ControlPanei{S) "' t 
CmnDlgReglster Success% 
IF NOT Success% TiiEN END 
'Displays supplied text 1n an About dlalog. 
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DECLARE SUB SALVAGE! (AoalysisPcriod AS INTEGER.AnnlRAS STRING.ln:!RAS STRING. R.emainingESAL AS SINGLE, CBRVal AS SINGLE,MscCostT 
AS SINGLE. Area AS SlNGLE, UCo.s:t:Asph AS SlliGI..E. UCostBase AS SINGLE. UCostSSG AS SINGLE. PWR.em Val AS SINGLE) 
DECLARE SUB MOT sub (MOTPWTot AS SINGLE, Novcrlay AS INtEGER. OverLayYcat() AS INTEGER, AnalysisPeriod AS INTEGER, AnniRAS STIUNG, 1nfR 
AS STRING) 
DECI...ARE. SUB MISCrub (AnniR AS STRING.InfR AS STRlNG. EDrainL AS STRING. GR.ailL AS STRING, EDUCost AS STRING, GRUCoot AS STRING, 
EDY ear AS STRING. GR.Y ear AS STR1NG, MiscCostT AS SINGLE) 
'SFORM MiscCost 
DECLARE SUB COSTsub6 (NumAh: AS STRING, AltNameA AS STRING, AltNameB AS STRING, AltNameC AS STRING, TodayCostla AS SINGLE, TodayCostlb 
AS SINGLE, TodayO:lsQa AS SINGLE. TodayCost2b AS SINGLE, TodAyCost3aAS SINGLE, TodayCost3b AS SINGLE, Rl.ifel AS _ 
INTEGER. RLife2 AS INTEGER. RLife3 AS INI'EGER. REsall AS SINGLE. R&al2 AS SINGLE. R.&.a.l3 AS SINffi.E, PavType AS STRING, RemRil AS SINGLE, 
RemRI2 AS SINGLE, R.emRD AS SlliGI.E, PWRVall AS SINGLE, PWRV a12 AS SINGLE. PWRValJ AS SJNGLE) 
'SFORM CostS 
DECLARE SUB DELAY (AnalysP AS S'l'R.mG, AADT AS SfRING. TrGrowth AS SINGLE, OverLay Yea!() AS INTEGER. Oved.ayNum AS INTEGER. NwnMainL 
AS STRING, NumA!tVal AS INTEGER, NumAlt AS STRING, DelAoalys AS STRING. DelayDm.rion AS STRING, DelayCosiCar AS _ 




DECLARE SUB OVLCOSf (CooM() AS STRING. PavType AS STRING, ACOVLUCost AS SINGLE, PCOVLUCost AS SINGLE, ACOVLR.ep AS SINGLE. 
PCOVLRep AS SINGLE, Milling V a! AS SINGlE) 
DECLARE SUB COSTsub4A (Ana.l:ysisPeriod AS INI'EGER. ACOVLUCost AS SINGLE. PCOVLUCost AS SINGLE, PCOVLRep AS SINGLE. Overl.ayThickQ AS 
SINGLE. Oved..a.yThickPCQ AS SINGLE. OverLay V ear() AS INTEGER. Noverlay AS INTEGER. AmliR AS STRING,lnfR AS S1RING, _ 
PWOverlayCostTot AS SI'JUNG, AreaOVL AS SINGLE. PWOVL TOT AS SWGLE, PWOVLTOTAII2 AS SINGLE, NumActiveAlt AS STRING, PavType AS 
STRING) 
'SFORM Cost3A 
DECLARE SUB PCCYear (Overl.ayYear() AS INTEGER. OveriayNum ASINI'EGER. &a.llstY AS SINGLE, TrGrowthAS SINGLE, Overl.ayYearPCC AS 
INTEGER. RRIValue AS S'l'RlliG, RIValue AS STRING) 
'SFORM Inpml 
DECLARE SUB COSTsub5 (Todnitia.l AS SINGLE, TotlnitiaiS AS SINGLE. PWMa.intCostVal AS SINGLE, PWOVLTOT AS SINGLE, PWOVLTafAlt2 AS 
SINGLE, NumActiveAlt AS S'JlUNG, EfiCostTot AS SINGLE, EffCostTotAlt2 AS SINGlE, Pa'IType AS STlUNG, TotDeiayCost AS _ 
SINGLE. DeLAna.lys AS STRING, MiscCostT AS srNGLE. MOTPWfot AS SINGLE) 
'SFORM Cost4 
DECLARE SUB COSTsub4 (Ana.lysisPeriod AS INTEGER. ACOVLUCost AS SINGLE, ACOVI..Rep AS SINGLE. OverLa.yThick()AS SINGLE, Overl..ayYeaiQ AS 
INI'EGER. Noverlay AS INTEGER, AnniR AS STRING.In!R AS STRING, PWDverlayCostTot AS STIUNO, AreaOVL AS SINGLE, _ 
PWOVL TOT AS SlliGLE. NumActiveAlt AS STRING) 
'SFORM Cost3 
DECLARE SUB COSTsub3 (Analysi!.Period AS INTEGER. WidthM(} AS STRING, WidthS() AS STRING. NumMainL AS STRING. SectL AS STRING, AnniR AS 
STRING.ln.fR AS STRING, PWMaintCostVal AS SINGLE. NumActiveAlt AS STRING) 
'SFORM Cost2 
DECLARE SUB COSTsub2 (LayerS() AS STRING. Widt!tS() AS STRING, ThickS() AS STRIN'G, Mareria!SQ AS STRING, DensitySQ AS STRING. UnitS() AS 
STRING, CostS() AS STJUNG, CostSCQ AS STRING, ltemCostS(} AS STRING. ltemCostSValQ AS SINGLE. SeaL AS STRING_ 
, Totlnitis!S AS SINGLE, NumActiveAit AS STRING. ShldNumLayen~ AS INI'EGER., NumLayersS AS STRING) 
DECLARE SUB COSTsubl (LayerMQ AS STRING. WidtbMO AS STRING, Thic!mi() AS STRING. MateriaJMO AS STRING. DensityMQ AS STRING, UnitM()AS 
STRING. CostM() AS STRING, CostMCQ AS STRING.ItemCosdvt(} AS STRING. ltemCostMVal() AS SINGLE. NumMa.inL AS _ 
STRING. Seed. AS SiRING, Totlnitial AS SINGLE. NumAcnveAlt AS STRING. NwnLayersM AS STRING) 
'SFORM Costl 
DECLARE SUB ESALOVL (AoolysPS, ESALVal1, EsallstY!. TrGrowttl!, DverLayYear'%(), OverLayNum%, Esai.Overlayl) 
'SFORM FORMOUf2 
DIM LayerM(O TO 6) AS STR.lNG, WidthM(O TO 6) AS STRING, ThiclcM(O TO 6) AS STRING. Materia!M(O TO 6) AS STRING, DensityM(O TO 6) AS STIUNG, 
UnitM(O TO 6) AS STRING, CostM(O TO 6) AS STRING 
DIM LayerS(O TO 6) AS STRING, WidthS(O TO 6) AS STRiNG. ThicLS(O TO 6) AS STRING. Materi.alS(O TO 6) AS STRING. DensityS(O TO 6) AS STIUNG, 
Uffi~OTO~ASSTRiNG,~OT06)ASSTRING 
DIM QuantityM(O TO 6) AS STRING, CostMC{O TO 6) AS SI'R.IN"G, ltemCostM(O TO 6) AS STRING,ltemCostMVai(O TO 6) AS SINGlE, CostMVal(O TO 6) AS 
SINGLE 
DIM Qua.ntityS(O TO 6) AS STRING, CostSC{O TO 6) AS STRING, !remCostS(O TO 6) AS STRING, ItemCostSVai(O TO 6) AS SIN'GLE, CostSVal(O TO 6) AS 
SINGLE 
DIM ThiclcMVal(l TO 7) AS SINGLE. MaterialMLine(l TO 7) AS INTEGER 
DIM: OverLay Year(! TO 7) AS !NfEGER 
DIM COHRV(l TO 24. 1 TO 12) 
'Include file containing decla.rations for called procedures. 
'SINCLUDE: 'CMNDLG.Br 















'GENERAL ERROR TRAPPIN'G (CATCHES IN' CO MP AT ABLE INPUf FILES) 
'ON ERROR GafO cmnDlgError 
'•••••••••error trap disabled•••••••••••• 
START: 
CLEAR 
CONST FALSE= 0 
CONST TRUE= NOT FALSE 
SCREEN.ControlPa.ncl(16) = 5 
SCR.EEN.Contro!Panel(S) = l 
CmnD!gR.egiflter Success% 
IF NOT Success% TIIEN END 
49 
' Displays supplied text in a.n About dialog. 




Dverl...ayNum% = 0 
· Displays Open dialog. 
' R.etu.rns filename and pathname for open operation. 
' Subroutines for input screen generation 
' after inplt file error resumes at line 10 
lOOOF!leOpenFileNa.meS,PathNameS, '"', "", 0, 7, flags%, cancel% 
IF frmCmnDig.cmdOpenOK..tag ="new'' TIIEN 
NewFileS ="YES" 
TempNameS = Pa!hNamcS + ''I" + FtleNameS 
IF LEN(PathNameS) = 3 TIIEN 
PathNameS = LEFI'S(PathNameS, 2) 
TempNamcS = PathNameS + FileNamcS 
END IF 
IF TempNameS =''\"THEN END 
OPEN ''DATA. TMP'' FOR OUTPUI' AS #7 
G<JfONewFile 
ELSE 
TempNameS = PathNameS + ''\" + FileNa.meS 
IF LEN(PathNameS) = 3 THEN 
PathNameS = LEFTS(PathNameS, 2) 
TempNameS = PathNameS + FileNameS 
END IF 
IF TempName$ =''I" THEN END 
OPENTempNameS FOR INPlTf AS #I 
OPEN''DATA.TMP''FOROliTPUf AS #7 
EililOidlnpS = "" 
20 IF NewfileS = ''YES" TIIEN GOTO NewFile 
IF EditOldlnpS =''YES" TIIEN 
NewFile$ = "YES" 
oaro NewFile 
END IF 
INPUf #I, NumAliS, NumActiveAitS 
IF VAL(NumAltS) =V AL{NumActiveAJtS) TIIEN EditOidinpS: "YES" 
INPUf #I, AnaiyaP$, AnnlRS, lnJRS 'DisCntRS 
INPtrr #1, SpeedS, ESAU. CBR$, AADTS. RRIVa!ueS, RJVaJueS, RUTDepthS 
INPUf #I, AltNameS, PavTypeS, NumLayersMS, NumLayersSS, NumM.ainl..S, Se~;d..S 
MainLNumLayers% = VAL(NumLayer&MS) 
ShldNumLayers% = V AL(Num.LayersSS) 
FOR I= 0 TO MainLNuml..ayers% - I 
INPUf #I, l...ayc:rM$(1), WidthM$(1), ThickM(I), Ma.tenalMS(D. DensityMS(l), UnitMS(I), CostMS{I) 
NEXT! 
FOR I= 0 TO ShldNumLayers%- I 
INPUf #l, LayerSS(I), WidthS$(1), ThickSS(I), MateriaiSSm. Oell!iitySS(D, UnitS$(1), CostSS(I) 
NEXT I 
INPUf #l. EDrainLS, GR.ailU, EDUCostS, GRUCostS. EDYearS, GRYearS 
77' 
IF NumActiveAlt$ = NumAitS THEN CLOSE #I 
END IF 
SKIPS ="YES" 
IF V AL(NumActiveAit$) = I THEN lnputl.SHOW I 
IF lnputl.Commandl.tag ="PUSHED" THEN 
CLOSE #I 
SKIPS= "YES" 




JJJJJJ% = JJJJJJ% + t 
IF NewFile$ =''YES" TIIEN NumActiveAitS = STRS(JJJJJJ%) 
11 REPEATS="" 
Expertsub I FileNameS, NumAitS, NumActiveA\tS 
IF V AL(NumAlt$) = V AL{NumActiveA\tS) THEN 




Expemubl Analys.PS, AnniRS, lnfRS, REPEATS, NumActiveAltS 'DisCntR.S 
IF REPEATS= "YES" THEN GOTO 11 
13 REPEATS="" 
ExpertrubT SpeedS, ESALS, AADTS. REPEATS, RRNalueS. RIVa!ueS, RUTDepthS 
IFREPEATS::"YES"THENGOTO 12 
14 REPEATS='"' 
ExpeiUUbJ AltNameS. PavTypeS, NumLayersMS, Nurnl...ayersSS, NumMainLS, SectLS, CBR$, REPEATS 
IF REPEATS ="YES"TIIENGOTO 13 
15 REPEATS = '"' 
Expemuh4 LayerMS(), WidthM$(), ThickMS(), Materiai.~SO. DensityMS(), Unitl\1S(), CostMS(), MateriaiMLine%0, REPEATS, NumLayers.MS 
IF REPEATS ="YES"THENGOTO 14 
16REPEATS ='"' 
Expernub5 LayerSSQ, WidthSSQ, ThickSSQ, Materia!SS(), DensitySSQ, UnitS$(), CostSSQ, REPEATS. NumLayersSS, EDrainLS, GRain.S, FDUCost$, GR.UCostS, 
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EDYearS. GRYearS 
IF REPEATS ="YES"TIIENGOTO 15 
REPEATS="" 
IF V AL(NumActiveAltS) =V AL(NumAltS) niEN 
' Displays Save dialog. 
: Return, filena.me and pathn&me for save operation. 
FileS&ve Fi!eNameS, Pat:hNa.meS, NewFileS.. "• .'"", "INPUf DATA FD.E SAVE", 0, 7, Hags%, CAncel% 
IF frmCmnDig.cmdOpenOK.tag = "SAVE" THEN 
TempNameS = Pat:hNameS + ''\" + FileNameS 
IF LEN(PathNameS) = 31'HEN 
PathNameS = l...EFTS(PalhNameS, 2) 
TempNameS = PathNameS + FileNameS 
END IF 
IF NewFileS ="YES" THEN 
aaro KnownFile 
ELSE 
KilL Temp NameS 







PRINT #7, Num.Ait$, ",", NumActiveAltS 
PRJNf lf7 An&ly>PS " " AnnlR.I " " lnlRS 
PRINI' 117: SpeedS, ":".'JisALs, ",: •• C:ims, ",", AADTS. ",", RRIValueS. ",", RIValue.S, ",", RUIDepthS 
PRINT 117.AltNamcS, ",",PavTypeS, ",", Num4yerst-AS, ",", NumLayersSS, ",", NumMainLS, ",'',Seed..$ 
MainLNumlayer~%, =V AI..(NumLa.yers.MS) 
ShldNumL&yers% =V Al.(Numl.ayersSS} 
FORI=OTOMainLN~ye~%-1 'SA~~~~TA "" . "" . "" 
PRINT 117, LayerMS(I), , , WuithMS(I), , , ThickMS(I}, , , Matenal.MS(l), , , DemmyMS(I), , , Urut:MS(I), , , CostMS(l) 
NEXT I 
FOR I = 0 TO ShldNuml...ayers%. 1 'SAVE SHOUlDER DATA 
PRINT 117, LayetSS(I), ",", WidthSS(l), ",'', ThickSS(I}, ",". ~SS(l), ",". DensltySS(I}, ",", UnitSS(l), ",", Cost:S$(1) 
NEXT I 
PRINT 117, EDrainU, ",", GRAii.LS, ",'', EDUCO!it$, ",". GRUCostS, ",", EDYea.rS, ··,", GRYearS 
IF V AL(NumActiveAitS) =V AL(NumAltS) THEN 
oaro 19 
END IF 
IF V Al.(NumActiveAltS) < V AL(Nu.mA.ltS) 1HEN GOTO 20 
19 U.OSEfl1 
CLOSE lf7 
OPEN TempNameS FOR OUTPUT AS #t 
PRINT Ill, 'ft' 
CLOSE#! 
Kill. TempNameS 
NAME''DATA.TMP" AS TempNameS 
222 OVLCOST CostMS(}, PavTypeS, ACOVLUCostl, PCOVLUCosd, ACOVLR.epl, PCOVI...Repl, Milling V all 
22 •••• REREAD THE DATA ••••• 
NumA.ltVal% = 0 
DelAna!ysS = "" 
ll23' 
OPEN TempNameS FOR INPUf ACCESS READ AS Ill 
NumA!tVal% = NumAltVal% + I 
FOR J =I TO NumA!tVal% 
INPUf #I, NumAltS, NumActiveAJtS 
rNPUT #I, AnalysPS, AnniR.S, ln1RS 'DisCntRS 
INPUT #1, SpeedS, ESAU, CBR..S, A.ADTS, RRIValueS. RfValueS. RLmJepthS 
INPUT #t, AltNamt$, PavType$, NumLa.yersMS, NumLayersSS. Num.Ma.inLS, SectLS 
Maittl.Numl..ayentlfo =V AL(Numl...ayersMS) 
ShldNulnlAyen~% =V AL(NUllllAyenJSS) 
FOR I= 0 TO MainLNumLayen1% • 1 
INPUf Ill, La.yerMS(I), WidthMS(I), ThickM(I), MalerialMS(I), Den.sityMS(I), Unit!\4${1), CootMS(l} 
IF SKIPS = ''YES" TilEN 
IF Ma.terialM$(1) = ''DOA '' niEN MaterialMLineo/o(I + I ) = 2 
IF Mater!a.IMS(I) = "OGDL" 1HEN MateriaiMLine%(1 + I) = 2 
IF MalerWMI(I) = "SAB" THEN MoterialMUne%(1+ I) = 2 
IF Materia.LMS(I) = ''K.-BASE" 1liEN MaierialMI.ine%(1 + 1) = I 
IF MaterlaiM$(1) = ''I-BASE" THEN Materia.IMI...ine%(1 + I) = I 
IF Materia!MS(I) = ''K.-SURFACE" 1liEN MaterialMLine%(1 + 1) = 1 
IF Materia1M$(l) =''I-SURFACE" TIIENMateriallill..ine%(1 + l) = I 
IF Materla!MS(I) = "A-SURFACE"TIIENMateria.lMLine%(1 + I)= I 
IF MateriaiMS(I) = ''N-SURFACE" TIIENMatmalMI..ine%(1 + I)= I 
IF Materia.IMS(I) = "CIDB" 1liEN Materia.lMLine%(1 + 1) = 2 
IF MaterialM$(1} = "SSG" 1llEN MaterialMUne%(1 + 1) = 4 
IF Ma.tcria!M$(1) ="A TDB" TIIENMaterial.MI...ine%(1 + I) = 2 
IF MaterialMS(I) = "OlliER" 1llEN MateriaiMLinc%(1 + I)= l 
IF Ma.tcria!MS(l) = "PCC' UIEN Materia.lMl.ine%(1 + I) = 3 
IF Materia!MS(l) =''BREAK/SEA 1"' THEN Material.MLine%(1 + 1) = 5 
IF MaterialMI..ine%(1 + 1) = 1 THENUCostAsphl = VAL(CostM$(1)) 
IF MaterialMLine0/o(I + 1) = 2 THEN UCost&sel =V Al...(Cos!MS(I)) 
IF Ma.tcrWMLineo/o(I + 1) = 4 TIIEN UCostSSGI =V AUCostMS(l)) 
END IF 
NEXT! 
FOR I= 0 TO ShldNumLayers% • l 
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INPUf #I, LayerSS(I), WidthS$(!), ThickS$(1), MaterialSS{I), DensitySS{I), UnitSS(I), CostSS(I) 
NEXT! 




SpeedY all =VAL(SpeedS) 
ESALVall =VAL(ESALS) 
FOR I= 0 TO Mainl.NumLayeD%. 1 
TbickMVall(I + 1) =V AL(ThickMS(l)) 
NEXT! 
IFMateriaiMLi.ne(l)= 3 AND PaVType$ = "1 "TIIENPavTypeS = "2" .................................................... 
'BEGIN PA VEMENl' ANALYSIS 
'CHECK. YEAR OVEIUA. Y MUST BE APPUED 
'FOR RI AND RUTTING {EARLIEST YEAR CONTROLS) 
60' 
TrfFactorl =I! 
TrGrowtht = 2! 'Ass:ume ESAL Growth= 2% 
Anal:ysisPeriod% =V AL(AnalysP$) 
FOR I= 2 TO V Al.(Anai}"PS) 
TrfFactorl = TrfFactorl + (1 + TrOrowtht /l 00) A (1- I) 
NEXT! 
EsallstYl = ESALVal! I TrfFactDrl 
IFNumA!tVal% > 1 TIIENGOTO 1135 
OPEN "OUI'PUI'l.Our' FOROUTPUI' AS #12 
1135 I 
PRINf #12, "#OFPROBLEMSIALlERNATES =": NumAitS 
PRINT #12. "" 
IF PavTypeS = "1" 1liEN PAVEMENTS = "AC PAVEMENT' 
IF PavTypeS = ''2"1HEN PA VEMENI'S = "UNBONDED PCC PAVEMENl" 
IF P_avTypeS = "3'' TIIEN PAVEMENTS= "BONDED FCC PAVEMENT' 
PRINT#l2. ''ALTERNA1E NO . .:!'; NumAc:dveAltS. ''Pavement Type=··: PAVEMENTS 
PRINT #12, "DESIGN u.NE ESAL'S =": ESALVal! 
PRINT #12. "ANALYSIS PERIOD =''; AnalyaisPeriod%:" Years" 
PRINf #12, "1st YEARESA.l.s ='': Esal1stYl; "Assuming 1% of Traffic Growth" 
PRINT #12, "DESIGN SPEED =''; SpccdVal!:" MPH": 
PRll'IT #12." SUBGR.ADE CBR =''; CBRVal! 
PRINf #12. " DISTRESS CRITERIA FOR REHABILITATION: " 
PRINf #12," • RUfDEPTil(FORAC PAVEMENT ONLY)=": VAURUIDepthS);" ln." 
PRINT #I 2. " • INI11AL RI VALUE ="; V AL(RRfV alueS) 
PRINTII\2," •RIVALUE ='';VAl...(RlValuc.S) 
lF V AL(PavTypeS) >= 21liEN 
PRINT #12, '"' 
PRINT 1112, ''PAVEMENTCOMPONENfiNFORMATION :" 
FORI= l TO VAl..{NurnLa}'llnMS) 'NS 
PRINT #12, ''LAYER#":~" MATERIAL =:!'; Ma.terialMS(l- 1 ); ''(Type=''; Materia.IMLine(I); ''), "; ThickMVal(I); ''INCHES'' 
NEXT! 
PRINT #12, ''# ofLAyet3 in the System="; V AL(Nurnl..l.ye!'iMS);" including subgrade" 
END IF 
PRINT # 12. "" 
OverLayNum% = o 
NewPaveModel: 
Oved....&yNum% = OverLayNum% + I 
AnaiysisPeriod% :V Al(AnaiysPS) 
IF Pav'fypeS <> "I" THEN 
CALL PCCYcar(OVerLayYear%0, Overl.AyNumo/o.. Esa.llstY!. TrGrowth!. OverLayYearPCC%. RRfValueS. RlValucS) 
GOT065 
END IF ...................................................... ~ ..... 
SUBROUllNE RutCalc .......................................... 
'READING COHRV VALUES ......................................... 
FORI=! TO 24 STEP I 
FORJ= I TO 12STEP I 




DATA .23 ,.16,.16,.14,.16,.35 ,.33 ,.23,.23 .. 2,.23 ,.49 ,. 78,1.4, 1.2,1.4, 1.4 .1.4. Ll. 1.9 ,1. 7 .2.0,2.1 ,2.1 
OAT A 1. 4.1.5 ,1.6, 1.8,1.9 ,1.8,2.0,2.1 ,2.2,2.5 ,2. 7 ,2.5, 1.2,. 92 •. 71 .. 5 7 ,.48,.35, I. 7, 1.3,1.0,.82,.69 ,.49 
OAT A .23,.23 ,.23,.16 •. 14,.35 .. 32..22,. 21..19,.22,. 48,. 79, 1.4.1.2,1.4.1.5 .1.5.1.1 ,1. 9 ,1. 7 ,2.0,2.0,2.0 
DATA I. 4, 1.5 ,1.6,1.8,1.9 ,1.8,2.0.2.1.2.2,2.5 ,2.7 ,2.5 ,1.2,. 93 ,. 72 .. 5 8 • .49 ,.35, I. 7 .1.3,.99 ,.8,.67 ,.48 
OAT A .26,.18,.18,.16,.18,.39 ,.28,.19 .. 19 ,.17 ,.19 • .42,.&8,1.5 ,1.3 .1.6.1.6,1.6,.94, 1.6,1. 4,1. 7 ,1. 7 .1. 7 
OAT A 1. 6, 1.7 ,1.8,2.0,2.1,2. 0, 1. 7 ,l.B, 1.9 ,2.1.2.3 ,2.2,1.4, 1.0, . 8,.65 ,. 54,. 39.1. 5,1.1,. 86,. 69,. 58,. 42 
OAT A .27 ,.19 ,.19 ,.16,.19 ,.41 .. 28,.20 •. 20,.17 ,.20,.42,.93, 1.6,1.4, 1. 7, 1.7, I. 7 ,. 96, 1. 7 ,1.5 ,1.7, 1.8,1.8 
OAT A I. 7, 1. S,l. 9,2.1 ,2.3,2.1,1. 7 .1.8,1.9 ,2.2,2.3 ,2.2,1.5 .1.1 •. 85 ,.68 •. 58,.41, 1.5 ,1.1 ,.87 ,. 70,.59 ,.42 
DATA .3 .. 21,.21,.18,.21,.45,.27,.18,.18,.16,.18,.40,1.0,1.8,1.5.1.8.1.9.1.9,.92,1.5.1.4,1.6,1.7.1.7 
DATA 1. 8,1. 9 ,2.0,2.3,2.5,2.3 .1.6, 1. 7, I. 8,2.0,2.2,2.1,\.6,2.2 .. 92 .. 7 4,.62,.45 .1.4, 1.0,. 83,.67 ,.56,.40 
DATA .31,.22,.22,.19,.22 .. 46,.25,.!8,.18,.15,.18,.38,1.0,!.8,1.6,1.9.1.9.1.9 .. 87.1.5,!.3,1.6.1.6,1.6 
DATA 1. 9 ,2.0,2.1 ,2.4,2.6,2. 4,1.6,1.6,1. 7 ,1. 9 ,2.1,2.0,1.6, 1.2,. 96 .. 77 ,.65,.46, 1.3 ,1.0,.80,.64,.54,.3 8 




IF AGER.UT% < AnalysisPeriod% I 7 TI1EN 
ClS 
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LOCATE 15, 15 
PRINf" •••••• TOO MANY (M:ORE THAN SEVEN) OVERLAYS REQUIRED u••••" 
LOCATE 16,20 
PRINT" ••••••CHECKTIIEINPliTDATA .. •••*" 
END 
END IF 
&W.Tota.ll = 0! 
50' 
IF OverLa.yNum% > I 1HEN 
Overl...ayYearlillt% =OVerU.yYear'%(0veri..ayNum%- I)+ AGERUT% 
ELSE 
OverLay¥ ea.rRUI."/a = AGER.UI"'I.. 
END IF ................................................... 
SUBROUTINE CrackCa.lc 
CrackCalc Overl..ayYear%(), OverLayNum%, OverLayYeaiCrk%, RRIValue$, RIValueS 
65' ........................................................ 
SUBROUTINE OverLay 
Overl-ay Ana1}'3PS, OverLayYeat'/o(), OverLayNum% .. OverLayYearR.ur%, OverLayYea:rCrk%, RepaveS, RemainingLife%, OverLayYearPCC'(.,, PavTypeS 
ESALOVL AnalysPS. ESAL V all, Esa.llstYI, TrGrowthl, OverlayYear'%(), DverlayNum%, Esa.!Dverlayl ..•...•....•.........•....•...••................. 
SUBROlll"ll'ffi ReDesign 
il' Rep&veS =''NO" THEN GOTO 135 
IF PavTypeS = "I" TIIEN 
PRINf #12. ''Overlay#"; OverU.yNum% 
PRINT #12, "Overlay Year (RI)=", Overi...ayYe&lCrk"/o 
PRThT #12, "Overlay Year (Rut) = ", OverLayYearRut% 
END IF 
IF VAL(PavType$) <>I THEN PRINT #12, "Overlay#": OverlayNum% 
PRDIT # 12, "Used Overlay Year = "; OverLay Y eai'Vn(OverLay Num%) 
IF RepaveS =''YES" 1HEN 'AND Overl....ayNum% = ITIIEN 
IF PavTypeS ="I" UIENThickMVall(l) = ThlckMVall( I). Milling V a!! 
CAlL R.eDe:llign(Esa!Overlayl, CBRVall, OverLayNum%. Ma.inLNumLayers%. TbickMV a! IQ, OverLThickl, OverLThickPCI, PavType$, FactorAI, MaterialMLineo/o(), 
OVerLay Year%()) 
IF PavTypeS ::"I" AND Overl...ayYear''lo(OverLayNum%) =Overlay¥ earRut% TIIEN 
[F'Oved.Thic:kl < 11 THENOverLThickl =I! 
IF Oved...Thickl > 11 TIIEN 
[f (Oved..Thickl. INI'(OverLThickl)) <= 51BEN 
~LThic:kl = INT(QverL Thick!)+ .5 
ELSE 
OverLThickl = lNT{Oved...Thickl) +I! 
END IF 
END IF 
Thic][M\'al!{l):: ThickMVall(l) + OverLThlckl 
Overl....ayTb..ickl(Oved.AyNum%) = Overl... Thick.! 
PRINT #12, "OverLay Thickness used=". OVerLayThid.!{OverlayNum%) 
Overl...ayNum% = OverLayNum% + 1 
0010 50 'NewPavcModel 
END IF 
IF OVerL Thic.kl < I TIIEN OverL Thlckl = I ! 
IF DverLThickl > I! TIIEN 
IF (OverLThick.l. INT(OverLThiclt.l)) <= .5 1BEN 
OVerLThick.l = INT(OverLThickl) + .5 
ELSE 
DverLThick.l = INT(Overl..Thlckl) +I! 
END IF 
END IF 
OVerLavThic.ki(OVerLayNum%) = Overi.. Thick! 
PRINf-#12. "OverLay TilicknCSII used=''. OVerLavThiclc.!{OverLavNum%1 
IF PavTypeS = "2" AND OverLThiclt.PCI < 4! 11-IEN . 
OverLThic:kPC! = 41 
IF OverLThickPCt > 41 THEN 
IF (OverLThiclcPCI · INf(OVerLThickPC!)) <= .5 TREN 
OVerLThiclcPCI = INI"(Overl..ThickPCI) + .5 
ELSE 




IF PavTypeS = "3" AND DverLThiclt.PC! < 8! TIIEN 
DvetLThickPCI = 81 
IF Oved..Thick:PCI > 81 THEN 
IF (Dverl..ThiclcPCI • INf(OVerl..ThickPC!)) <= .511IEN 
OverLThiclcPCI = INT(OverLThickPC!) + .5 
ELSE 




IF Pav'I'ype$ <:>"I" 1HEN OverLayThickPC!(OverLayNum%1 = OverLThickPC! 
IF PavType$ <:>"I" 1HEN PRJNI' #12. "Overlay Thickness used=", OverLayThicki(Overl..ayNum%); "Inches AC, or"; OverLayThiclt.PC!(OverLayNum%); "Inches 
PCC' . 
END IF 
125 Overi..ayNum%=0Verl..ayNum%+ t ...................... 
IF PavTypeS <:> "l" TIIEN 
ThickMVall{l) =ThickMVall(l) + OverLThickll FactorAI 
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ELSE 
ThickMVall(l) = ThickMV&l!(l). Milling V all + Overl.Thic.k.J 
END IF 
IF VAL(PavTypeS) = 1 TIIEN OverLayYeax%(0verLayNum%) = OverLayYeu%(0ved...ayNum.%- 1) + OverLayYearCrt% 
lF V Al{PavTypeS) >= 2 THEN CALL PCCYear(OverLayYear%{), OverLayNum%, Esa.llstYl, TrGrowth!, OverLayYeaxPCC%, RRIValueS. RIValueS) ,,. ........................................... . 
IF V AL(PavTypeS) > 1 TIIEN OverLayYea:r"/o(OverLayNum%) = Overl...ayYea.r%(0verLayNum%. 1) + OverLa.yYearPCC% 
ESALOVL Analys.PS, ESALVall, Esa.llstYl, TrGrowth!, OverlayYear"/o(), OverLa.yNum%, EsalOverlayl 
IF Overl..ayYear'lfo(DvetLayNum%) <(V Al(Ana.lysPS)) THEN 
PRINT #12, "Overlay# ", Over.UyNum% 
PRINT #12," Overlay Year wed="; Overl.ayYw%(0verLayNum%) 
END IF 
IF OverLayYear%(0verLayNum%) >=(V AL(AnalysP$)) THEN GOTO I 35 
IF Overl..ayYearC!o(Oved..ayNum%) <(V AL(AnalysPS)) TIIEN 
CAlL ReDmign(EsalOverlayl, CBRVall, OverLayNum%, Mainl..Numl.ayers%. ThickMValiQ, OverLThickl, Oved..ThickPCI, Pa.vTypeS, FactorAJ, 
MateriaiMLine%(), Oved..a.y Y eu%()) 
IF Oved.Thickl < IITIIEN Oved..Thicld = 11 
IFOved.Thickl > 11 TIIEN 
IF (Oved..Thick:.l- INf(Overl.ThickJ)) <= .5 THEN 
OverLThick.l = INf(Oved...'Ib.icld) + .5 
ELSE 
Overl...Thickl = INT(Oved..Thickl) + 11 
END IF 
END IF 
Oved...ayThicld(Oved.AyNum%) = OverLThickl 
IF PaVTypeS = "2" AND OverLThickPCI < 4! TIIEN 
Oved.ThiclcPCI = 41 
IF OverLThickPCI > 4! THEN 
IF (OverLThickPC! • INf(OVerl.ThickPCI)) <= .5 TIIEN 
OVerLThick.PCI = INT(OverL ThickPCI) + .5 
ELSE 




IF PavTypeS = "3" AND OverLThickPCJ < 8! 1HEN 
OverLThickPCI = 81 
IF OverLThickPCI > 81 1HEN 
IF (OverLTb.ickPCI. INf(OverLThickPCI)) <= 5 TIIE.l\1 
Overl.ThiclcPCI = INT(OverL ThiclcPCI) + .5 
ELSE 




IF Pav'I'ypeS <>"I" THEN Overf...ayThiclcPCI(OverLayNum%1 = Overl ThickPC! 
IF VA.L(PavTypeS) < 2 THEN PRINf #12, "Overlay Thiclmess wed=" OverLayThic~(OverLayNum%) · 




135 Noveriay% =Overl...ayNum%- 1 
IF Noverlay% >= I TIIEN 
RLifel....alitOVL% = Ana.ly!lisPeriod% • OverlayYea.r%(Noverlay%) 
Rema.iningl% = OverLayYea.ro/o(OverLayNum%1. Anal.ysisPeriod% 
R!!mainingESA.l.-1 = (Esa.l1stY! • (((I + TrGrowthl/100)" (OverLa.yYear'I,(OverLayNum%)))- 1) I (frGrowrh /100))- (VAL(ESAU)) 
ESALtoENDPI =(V AL(ESALS))· (EsallstYI • (((I + TrGrowthll \00)" (Over.LayYear"lc(Noverlay%))). l) i (TrGrowth /100)) 
ELSE 
RLifeLastOVL% = Analysi.!Period% 
Remai.ningL% =OverLa.yYea.r%(0verl...ayNum%). AnalysisPeriod% 
Remai.n.inQESALJ = (EsallstY! • (((l + TrGrowthl J 100)" (OverlayYea.rWOverLayNum%))). I)/ (frGrowtb./100))· (VAL(ESAU)) 
ESALtoENDPI = (VAUF.SAU))'- {Esa.llstYI • (((1 + TrGrowth! I 100)" (Overl...ayYea.r%(Noverlay%))) • 1)/ (frGroWth /lOO)) 
END IF 
PRINT #12, "" 
PR!Nf #12. ''Overlay SWrunary :" 
PRINT #12, ''No OVerLays required=''; Noverlay% 
IF PavTypeS =- " I" TIIEN 
RUTS= FORMA TS(faiDLF!, "#.#####'') 
YealR.utS = FORMATS(OverLayYearR.ut%, "###'') 
YEARCRKS =FORMATS(Oved..a.yYea.rCrk.o/o, "l#f#'') 
YearS= FORMATS(Overl.a.yYear(l), ''###'') 
NOVLA YS =FORMA TS(Noverlayl'lo, ''###'') 
OVLTIDCKS =FORMATS(Oved...Thick!, ''##.##'') 
FileNum = FREEFll...E 
OPEN "OUI1.0llr' FOR OUfPUf ACCESS WRITE AS #lOO 
PRINT #lOO, Noveriay<'lo; ","; R.e.ma.iningL%; ","; NumActiveAltS 
PRINf #100, Pav'J'ypeS; ","; R.emainingESALI 
NUM%= I 
FOR 00 = I TO Noverla}"'lo 





PRINT #12, "Remaining Life=''; Remainingl%; "Years" 




IF V AI.<PavTypeS) >= 2 TIIEN 
Year$ =FORMATS(Overl.AyYear(l), "###") 
NOVLA YS =FORMA TS(Noverlay%, ''###'') 
OVLTillCKS = FORMATS(Overi.Tb.ick!, "##.##'') 
FileNum = FREEFD..E 
OPEN "OUfl.OUI'" FOR OllTPUI' ACCESS WRITE AS #I DO 
PRINf #lOO, Noverlay'%; ","; Remajnjngl %; ","; NumActiveAltS 
PRINT #lOO PavTypeS· ""· Rem.ai.ningESAI...I 
NU'M"/o = I ' • ' ' 
FOR 00 = I TO Noverlay% 
AAAAAAAS = FORMAT$(0verl..ayThicld(OO), ''##.0"} 
ABABABAS = FORMATS(Oved..a.yThickPC!(OO), "##.0") 
PRINT #lOO, NUM%:","; Overi.ayYeatlfo(OO); ","; AAAAAAAS; ''r'; ABABABAS 




PRINT #12, ''Remaining Life="; RemainingLo/o; "Yean" 









PR.mr "•••••• COST ANALYSIS ••••••••" 
PRINT#I2. "" 
PRINI' #12." •• Life-Cycle Cost Analysis..,., 
PRINT #12, "Interest and-Inflation Rates="; AnniRS;"% and"; J.nfRl; "% PA" 
PRINI' #12. "la. Initial Cost (Mainline) :" 
PRINT #12." Pavemeru: Width, No. La.ne. Section Length=": WidthM$(1);" (ft); "; NumMainU;": "; SectLS:" (ft)" 
COSTsubl La.yerMS(), WidthMS(), ThickMSQ, MaterialMS(), DensityMS(), l!nitMSO, Cood\ttSQ, CostMCSQ, ItemCostMSQ, ltemCostMVaHQ, NwnMainLS, SectL$, 
Totlnitial!. NumActiveAitS, NumL.ayersMS · ................................................. 
SUBROUTINE CostSbld .................................................... 
PRINT#l2. ·~· 
PRINT #12, "I b. lnit:ial Cost (Shoulders} :" 
PRINT #12," Shoulder Width. No. ofShouldeD, Section Length=": WidthSS(l); "(ft) ;"; "2"; "; "; Secti...S; "(ft)" 
COSTsub2 LayerS$(), WidthS$(), ThickSSQ, MaterialS$(), Deru~i[)'SS(), UnitSSO. CostSSQ, CostSC$0, IremCootSSQ,ltemCostSVal!Q, SectLS, TotlnitialSI, 
NumActiveAltS, ShldNumLayers%, NumLa.yeDSS ................................................... 
Prc!en[ Worth Maintenance Costs ........................................................... 
PRINT#l2, ·~· 
PRINT #12. "2. Maimena.nce Cost3 :" 
COSTsubJ AnalysiaPeriod'Vo. WidthMS(), WidthS$(). NumMain.LS, SeaLS. Ann.!RS. InJru. PWMaintCosrVal!. NumActiveAitS ....................................................... 
Present Wonh IU:h.abilitation Co.m ..................................................... 
PRINT #12, "" 
PRINT #12. "Ja. Rehabilitation/Overlays Costs:" 
IFPavTypc$"' "I" TIIEN PRINT #12." • AC OVerla}'ll On AC Pavement·· 
Ares.OVLl =V AL(DensityMS(O)) • VAL(WidthMS(O)) • VAUSectU.) • VAL(NumMainU) 
Area!= VAL(WidthMS(O)) • VAL(SectLS) • V Al.(NumMainLSl +V AL(WidthS$(1)) • 2 • V AL(SectLS) 
IFV AL(PavTypeS) < 2 THEN COSTsub4 Analysi!!Period%. ACOVI..UCost!. ACOVLR.ep!, OVerLayTbic~O. OverLayYear"/o(), Noverlay%, AnniRS,lnfRS. 
PWOverlayCoscTotS, AluOVLI, PWOVLTOT!, NumActiveAltS 
!F PavTypeS <> "1" TilEN COSTsuh4A AnalysisPeriod%, ACOVLUCost!. PCOVLUCost!, PCOVLRep!, OverLayTbic~(). Overf...ayThickPC!O, Overl..ayYear%0, 
Noverlay%, Ann.IRS, InfR.S. PWOverlayCostTotS, AreaOVL!. PWOVL TOT!, PWOVLTOTAlt2!. NumActiveA!tS, PavTypeS 
••••••••••PRESENT WORTII MOT COSTS •••n•••••* 
PRINT #12. "" 
PRINT #12, "Jb. Maintenance of Traffic Costs due to R.enabilita.tio!liOverl.aY9 :" 
MCYfsub MOIPWI'ot!, NoverlaY'Yo. OverLayYeaso/»(), Ana.lysi!Period''lo. AnniRS.lnfRS' ....................... 
'MISCEU.ANEOUS COSTS 
PRINT#l2 "" 
PRlNT #12: "4. MiscellAneous Coots :" 
MISCsub AnniRS,InfRS, IIDrainLS. GR.ailLS. IDUCoot$, GRUCootS. EDYearS, GRYea.rS, MiscCootT! 
................................. 
'DELAY COST DUE TO REHAB1IITA110N ................................. 
PRINT #12, "" 
DELAY AnalysP$, AADT$, TrOrowth!, Overl...ayYearo/o(), OverLayNum%. NumMainLS, NumAltVal%, NumAltS, DelAna.lysS,De!a.y.DurationS, DelayCostCarS, 
DelayCostTrkS, TotDelayCostl, AnniRS, InfRS ...................................................... 
'CALCULA1E EFFECilVE COST OF CURRENT PAVEillN'T DESIGN & SALVAGE VALUES ................................................... 
PRINI'#l2. "" 
PRINT #12, "6. Effective Costs:" 
SALVAGE I AnalysisPeriod%, AnnDU,ln.tRS. RemainingESALJ. CBRVal!, MiscCootTI, Area!, UCostA.sph!. UCostBasel, UCostSSGI, PWRemValJ 
COST subS Todnitiall. Totlnitia.lSJ. PWMaintCostV a.ll, PWOVI.. TOT!. PWOVL TOT Alt21, NumActiveAltS, EfiCoot'fotl, EffCostTotA1t2!, PavTypeS, TotDela.yCOBt!, 
DelAnalysS. MiscCostT!, MOTPWTot! 
IF NumAltVal% = l TIIEN 
TodayCostlal = EffCostTotl 
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TodayCootlbl = EflCc6tTotAlt2! 
AltNa.xneAS = AltNameS 
RI..ifel% = RemainingL% 
R.Esalll = ReiilAiningESALl I 1 000000 
IF VAL(PavTypeS) = 1 TIIENRem.Ril! = -.01 • (RLifei...astOVL%) "2 + VAL(R."RIYa.IueS) 
IFVAL(Pa.vTypeS) >= 21EENRemRI1! = -.0189 • {ESALtoENDP! I 1000000)" 1.1 + VAL(RRIValueS) 
IF RLifel% = 0 TIIEN RemRill =V AL(RIValueS) 
PWRVal11 = PWRI:mVall 
END IF 
IF Nu mAlt V a.!%= 2 TIIEN 
TodayCoot2al = EHCostTotl 
Toda.yCost2bl = EflCostTotAlt2! 
AltNameBS = AitNamcS 
RI..ifel% = R.emainin.gl..% 
R&aU! =ReiilAiningESAL! /1000000 
IF VAl.(PavType$) =I TIIENRemR121 =-.01 • (RLifel...astOVL%)" 2 + VAL(IUUVa.lueS) 
IFVAL(PavTypeS) >= 21HENRelllRI21 = -.0189 • {ESALtoENDP\/1000000)" Ll + VAL(RRIValueS) 
IF RUfe2% =01HEN IWnRI2! =V AL(RIVa.IueS) 
PWRVal21 = PWR.emVI11 
END IF 
IF NumAltVal% = 31HEN 
TodayCost3a! =EtfCootTotl 
TodayCoot.Jbl = EffCaltTotA.lt21 
AitNameCS = AitNJ.IDeS 
RI..ife3% =Rem.ainingL% 
R.Esa13! = R.emainingESAL! I 1 000000 
IF VAL(PavTypeS) = 111IENRemlU31 = -.01 • (RLifei...astOVL%)" 2 + VAI.{RRIValue$) 
IF VAL(PavTypeS) >= 2 TIIENRemRI31 = -.0189 • {ESALtoENDP! I 1000000)" 1.1 + VAL(RRIValueS) 
IF RUfe3% =0 TIIENRemRD! =V AL(RIValueS) 
PWRVa131 = PWR.f=mVall 
END IF 
·····················*••······· 
'EXECliTE NEXT ACITVE ALlERNATES ·····················*········· IFNumAltVal% = VAl...(NumA.ltS) 1HEN GOTO 1125 
LOCATE 14,17 
PRINT ''RUNNING lliE NEXT ALTERNATE PROBLElv!. ..... ·· 
PRINT !l \ 2. '"' 
GOTO 1113 
1125' 
PRINT 1#12, "" 
PRINT 1#12, "6. Lif~cle Coott1 Comparison:" 
PRINT 1112 "" 
COSI'sub6 NumA!tS, AltNameAS, Alt:NameBS. AltNam.eCS. TodayCostlaL TodayCoot1b!, TodayCostl.al, TodayCostlb!, TodayCostJal. TodayCoot3b1. RI..ifel %, 
RLi!e2%, RUfe3%, R&a.lll, Rfual.21, R.E3al3!, PaVI'ypeS, RemRll!. RemR12!, RemRD!. PWRVall!,PWRVal2!. _ 
PWRVal3! 
PRtNI' #12, '' Note: Rema.in.ing life in terms of Years. RI and ESALs(Mi!lions)" 
PRMI' # \2, " RI value is RI a! the end of Blllllysis penod. ·· 
PRINT #12, "-----••••• END OF OUI'Pur •••• -·------" ............................................................ 
'PAVEMENT DESIGN & liFE-CYCLE ANALYSES ARE CO~LETED ............................................................. 
ExpertSSub RECYCLES 
IF RECYCLES= "YES" TilEN 
· Fi\eNameS = '"': NuznA.It.S = ""· NumActiveAltS"' ···· 
· Analys.PS = "": AnniRS = "": DisCru:R.S = "" 
· SpeedS:::"": ESALS = '"': CBRS = "" 
' AltNameS = "": Pav'T'ypeS = "": !'h.unl...ayersMS = '"": :-lumLayersSS = '"' ~umM.ainL$ ='"'·Seed..$="" 
FORI=OT06 
' LayerMS(l) = "": WidthMS(I) = "": ThiciiD·-IS(D"' "": MaterialMS(l) ="":Density M$(!)="": UnitMS(I) = "": CootMS(l) = "" 
' LayerS$(1) = "": WidthSS(I) = "": Thic~S(1) = "": \1ateria!SS(l) = "'": Densicyssm = "": UnitSS(I) = "": CostSS(I) = "" 
, NEXT! 




·••• FOLLOWING ARE SUBROUTINESISUBPROGRAMS 
cmnDigEnor: 
SELECI' CASE ERR 
CASE?!: 
MSGBOX "Disk not ready .... Please insert a ctisk in drive.", 0, "DISK DRIVE ERROR" 
RESUME 
CASE ELSE 
MSGBOX "Please check: your input file data", 0, "INPUTFlLE DATA ERROR" 




SUB About (AboutTen AS STRING, ForeCo\or AS INTEGER. BackColor AS INTEGER. Flags AS INTEGER) 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO AboutError 
frmCmnDlg,Caption::: "Expen Pavement Management System·· 'Set form caption. 
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frmCmnDlg.Fore<::olor = ForeColor 
frmCmnDlg.Ba.c.k.Color = &ckeolor 
ftmCmnD\g.pctAbout.ForeColor = ForeColor 
frm.CmnDig.pctAbout..Back.Color = BackCo\or 
frmCmnD\g.pctAboutPict.ForeColor = ForeColor 
frm.CmnD\g.pctAboutPict.&c~lor = BackCoJor 
frmCtnnD\g.lblAboutText.Fore<::olor = ForeColor 
frm.CmnDlgJblAboutText.B&ck.Color = BackCo\or 
frmCIImD\g.cmci.AboulOK.Back.Color = BackColor 
IF Flags = l 1liEN 
CAll. DrawAboutPici.'Ul'e 'Rootine that draws picture. 
PictWidth% = frmCmnD\g.pctAboutPict Width ' Get Width and Height of picture for 
Pict:Height% = fimCmnD\g.pctAbou!Pict.Height' determining size of dialog. 
ELSE 
frmCmnD\g.pct.AboutPictvisible =FALSE 'Make picture visible. 
PictWidth% = 0 
Pictlleight'V .. = 0 
END IF 
frmCmnDlg.lblAboutText.CAption = AboutText 
frm.CtnnDig.lblAboutTat.MOVE frmCmnD\g.pctAboutPict.Left + PictWidth% + 3, frmCrnnDlg.lbiAboutl'ext. TOP, 
frm.CmnDlg.TEX1WID'IH(frmCmnDlg.lbiAbourText.Caption), ftmCmnDig.TEXTIIEIGHT(ftmCm:nDlg.lblAboutText.Caption) 
Label Width%= frmCmnDlg.lb\AboutText. Width 'Get Width and Height often for 
LabelHei~/o = frmCmnDig.lblAboutTextReight 'derennining size of dialog. 
fnnCm.nDig.pctAbCAlt.Border&yle = 0 
fn:nCmnDlg.pctAbout.visibie =TRUE 
fnnCmnD\g.pctAbout. Width= PictWidth% +Label Width% + 8 
IF Labe!Heigbt% > Picilleight% THEN 
frmCmnDlg.pct.About.Heigbt = UbelHeight% + 6 
ELSE 
frmCmnD\g.pc:rA'Q()uilleigbt = PictHeight% + 5 
END IF 
frmCmnD\g.cmdAboutOK.l\IIOVE (frmCmnDlg.pctAbout.ScaleWidth- frmCmnD\g.cmd.AboutOK. Width)\ 2, frmCmnDig.pctAbout.ScaleHeight- 3 
frmCmnD\g.cmdAboutO}U)EF AULT =TRUE 
frm.CmnD\g.cmdAboUIOK..Cancel ::TRUE 
frmCmnDlgMOVE frmCmnD\g.Left, frmCmnD!gTOP. fnnCmnDlg.pcrAbout Width+ 2, frmCmnD\g.pctAbout.Height + 2 
frmCmnDlg.MOVE (SCREEN.Width- frmCmnDlg. Width\' 2. ((SCREEN.Height- frmCmnDlg.Height) \ 2)- 2 
frmCmnD\g.SHOW I 
IF LEFTS(frmCmnDlg.ta.g. l) = '1-I" lliEN 






' Error lundling routine. 
A boutE.rror. 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE7; 'Outofmemory. 










SUB CmnDlgRegister (Success AS INI'EGER) 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO RegisterError 
LOAD frmCmnDig 




SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Out of memory. 
MSGBOX "Out of memory. Can't load Common Dia.log'l. , 0, "Common Dialog" 
Succes3 = FALSE 
EXIT SUB 
CASE ELSE 





SUB COSTsubl (LayerM() AS STRING, WidtbM:Q AS STRING, ThickM() AS S'ffiL".lG, Materia.IM() AS STRlNG, DensityMQ AS STRING, UnitMQ AS STRING, 
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CostM() AS STRING, CostMCO AS STRING, ItemCostM() AS STIUNG. ItemCostMVaiO AS SINGLE. NumMainL AS STRING. _ 
SectL AS STRING, Totlnitia.l AS SINGLE, NumActiveAlt AS STRING. NumLayersM AS STRING) 
DIM Qu.antityM(O TO 6) AS STRING, Qu&m:MVal(O TO 6) AS SINGLE 
DIM CostMV al(O TO 6) AS SINGLE 
DIM PUSH AS INIEGER 
' Set up error handling for option validation. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO COSTlerror 
FORI=OT06 
qu.micyM$(1) = "" 
ItemCostMS(J) = ·~· 
C06tl.Teoo:l(I).text = "" 
Costl.Text2(I).text = ·~• 
Costl.Text3(1).text = "" 
Costl.Text4(I).text = "" 
Costl.TextS(I).text = "'' 
Costl.Text6(I).text = "" 
NEXT! 
IntialeartMS = '"' 
FOR I = 0 TO V AL(NumLayeraMS). 1 
Costl.Text3(l).text = UnitM$(1) 
Cost.l.Te:ttl(I).text = Ma:r.erialM$(1) 
C06tl.Text2(l).text = QJ..antityMS(I} 
Costl.Text4(I).text = CoatMS(l) 
Costl.Text6(l}.text = ltemCoatMS(I) 
NEXT! 
Cost.l. TextS .teXt = N umActiveA.ltS 
Costl .Text7.text = lnitialCoetMS 
Cootl.TextS.tex.t =''Pavement Mainline" 
Costl.Commandll)EF AULT =TRUE 
Costl.Commandl.Cancel =TRUE 
Cost I. SHOW 1 
21 IF Costl.Con:unand2.tag = ''PUSHED"TIIEN GOTO 25 
IF Costl.Com.mandl.tag = ''PUSHED" 11IEN 
Totlnitial! = 0! 
FOR I= 0 T9 V AL(NumLayersMS)- I 
CostMS(I) =Costl.Text4(I).text 
IF MaterialMS(I) <> "SSG" AND MaierialMS(I) <> "BRE.AKJSEA T'TIIEN 
Qu.antMVal!(I) = VAL(Sect:U} • V AL(WidthMS(l)) • VAL(NumMainLS) • 0f AL(ThickMS(I)) /12) '"V Al.{DensityM(I)) I 2000 
QwmticyMS(I) = STRS(Q>antMVoJI(l)) 
IF Materio!MS(l) =""mEN Qu<nticyMSO) = "" 
ELSE 
QuantMVal!(I) = VAL(Sect:LS) • V Al..(NumMainLS) • VAUWidthMS(I)) /9 
QwmticyM$(1) = STRS(Q>antMVoJI(l)) 
IF Ma.terialMS(I} = '"' mEN QuantityMS(I) == "" 
END IF 
CostMVal!(f) =V AL(CostMS(I}) 
ItemC06tMVal!(l) =Qu&ntMVal!(I) • ((Coat:MVai!(I)))' + VAL(CostMCS(l))) 
Totlnitiall = Todnirial! + ltemCootMVa.l!(I) 
ItemCostMS(I} = S'TRS(ItemCostMVall(l)} 
IF Materia!MS{I) = "" 'THEN ltemCostMS(I) = "" 
NEXT! 
Initia!CostMS = STRS(Todnitiall) 
Cost1.HIDE 
END IF 
FOR I = 0 TO V AL(Nwnl..ayersMS). I 
Costl.Text3(I).text = UnitMS(I) 
Costl.T extl{D.text = MaterialMS(l) 
Costl.Text2(D.text = QuantityMS(I) 
Cost I. Text4(1).text = C061MS(l) 
Costl.Text6{I).tcxt:::: ItemC06tMS(l) 
NEXT! 
Costl.Text7.text"' FORMATS(Todnitia.l!, ''#,###,##0.00") 
Cost! .SHOW 1 
Gal'021 
25' 
PRINT #12." l..ayer# Thick(in) Maulrial Quantity U.Price Item-Cost" 
FOR I= OTO VAl..{Nuznl...ayers.MS) ·I 
PRINT 1112." "; LayerMS(I);" "; Thick:MS(I); TAB{22); MaterialMS<n; TAB(32); QuanticyMS(l); ""; Unit:MS(D; TAB(45); CootMS(I); TAB(52); Item.CostMS(I) 
NEXT! 
PRINT 1112." 
PRINf 1112," lntial Cost (Main-line) ";FORMA TS(foUnitial!, "U##,##O.OO") 
UNLOAD Cost! 
EJQTSUB 
' Option error handling routine. 
' Ignore errors b.ere and let dialog's controls 
' b.andle the error.>. 
COSTlerror: 
SELECr CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Outofmemory. 








SUB COSTsub2 (LayerS{) AS STRING. WidthSQ AS STRING, Thick.SQ AS STRING. MaterialS() AS STRING. DensityS() AS STRING, UnitSQ AS SI'RING, 
CostSO AS STRING, CostSC() AS STRING, ltemCostSO AS S1RING,ltemCostSVa!O AS SINGLE. SectL AS STRING, _ 
TotlnitialS AS SINGLE, NumActiveAtt AS STRING. Sh!dNumLa.yers AS INTEGER. NumLayersS AS SI'ltlliG) 
DIM QuaacityS(O TO 6) AS SI'RJNG, QuantSVal(O TO 6) AS SINGLE 
DIMCostSVa.I(OTO 6)AS SINGLE 
DIM. PUSH AS INTEGER 
' Set up error llandling for option validation. 
ON LOCAL ERROR 0010 COSI'2error 
FOR I:::: 0 TO 6 'V AL(Numl.AyenSS) - 1 
QumtityS$(1) = '"' 
ltemCostSS(I) = ·~· 
Costl.Textl(l).text = ·~• 
Cosrl.Te:xt2(l).text ='M' 
Costl.Text3(I).text = "" 
Costl.Te:u4{1).text::::; OMo 
Costl.Text5(I).WJtt::::; OMo 
Costl.Text6(I).text = ·~· 
NEXT! 
lntiai.CostSS = "" 
FORI= 0 TO VAL(NumLa.ycrsSS) • 1 
Costl.TextJ(I).text = UnitSS(I) 
Costl.Textl(I).text = MatcrialSS(I) 
Costl.Text2(I).text = QuanticyS$(1) 
Cosr.l.Text4(I).text-=:. CostS${1) 
Costl.Text6(0.text = ltemCcstSS(l) 
NEXT! 
Costl. Text5.rcxt = NumActivcAltS 
Costl.Text7 .text= lnit:WCostSS 
Costl.Text8.text =''Pavement Shoulder'' 
Costl.CommandlDEF AULT =TRUE 
Costl.Coaun&nd2.Gancel =TRUE 
Costl.SHOW l 
31 IF Costl.Comma.ndLtag ="PUSHED" THEN GOlD 35 
IF Costl.Conunandl.tag = ''PUSHED"'I'HEN 
Totlnitia.lSI =0! 
FOR I = 0 TO V AL(NwnLa.yemSS)- 1 
CostSS(l) = Costl.Ten4(1).text 
IF Materi&lSS(I) <> "SSG" AND MsterialSS(T) <> "BREAK.. SEAT' 11-IEN 
QuantSV&I\(1) = 2 • VAL(Sectl..S) • V AL(WidthSS(Ill • (V AL(Th.ictS$(1)) 1\2) • V AL(DensicyS(I)) 12000 
QuAntitySI(I) = S'I1U(QuutSVall(l)) 
IF M<tena!SS(I) = '"' 1HEN QuantitySS(I) = "" 
ELSE 
Qu.a.ntSVa.I!(I) = 2 • VAL(SectL$) • V A.L(WidthS$(1)) I 9 
QuantitySS(T) = STR5(Qua.ntSVal!(I)) 
IF MAterialSS(I) = "" 1HEN QuantirySS(I) = "" 
END IF 
CostSVal!(l) = VAL(CcstSS(l)) 
ltemCostSVal!(l) = QuantSVal!(l) • ((CootSYall(I)))' + VAL(Ccol[SCS(I))) 
TotlnitialSI =Totlniti.a.lS! +ItemCostSVal!(l) 
lremCostSS(D = STRS(ItemCostSVall(l)) 
IF MBterilJSS(l) = '"' TIIEN ltemCostSS(l) = "" 
NEXT! 
lnitia!CostSS = STRS(T otlnitialS!) 
CostlliiDE 
END IF 
FOR I= 0 TO V AL(NwnLa.yemSS)- I 




Coatl.Text6(1).text = ltemCostSS(I) 
NEXT! 




PRINI' I;IJ2," Layer# Thick:( in) Materi.a.l Quantity U.Pricc Item-Cost'' 
FOR I = 0 TO (ShldNwnLAyen% - l) 
PRINT #ll" "; LayerS$(1);" "; Thick.SS(l); TAB(24); MaterialSS(l); TAB(32); QuantitySS(I);" "; UnitSS(I); TAB(45); CootSS(I); TAB(S2); ItemCostSS(I) 
NEXT! 
PRINT#l2." 
PRINT #12." lntial Cost (Shoui.den) "; FORMAH(TotlnitialS!, "#,###,##0.00") 
UNLOAD Cost! 
EXIT SUB 
' Option error handling routine. 
COST2error: 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE?: 'OUtofmemory. 








SUB COSTsubJ (AnaiysisPcriod AS INTEGER. WidthMO AS STRING, WidthS() AS STRlNG, Num.MainL AS STRING, Sectl. AS STRING, AnniR AS STRING, 
InfR. AS STRrnG, PWMainteostVal AS SINGLE, NumActiveAJt AS STR.mG) 
DiscRl =(V Al.(AnniR.S) • V AL(ln.tRS)) /I 00 
DIM PUSH AS INTEGER. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO COST3error 
AnnMa.i.ntCostMS = "" 
A~wtSS='~' 
ltmnMaintC1\II$ = "" 
JtemMaintCSS = ouo 
PWMaintCost$ =M 
Cost2.Textl.text = AnnMaintCostMS 
Cost2.Text2.ten"" AnnM&intCostSS 
Cost2.Text3.text = ItemMaintCMS 
CllSt2.Text4.text = ItemMaintCSS 
Cost2. Text5.teXI = PWMaintCost:S 
Cost2.Text6.text= NwnActivcA!t$ 
Cost2.Conunandl.DEFAULT =TRUE 
Cost2.Conunand2.Ca.ncel = lRUE 
Cost:l.SHOW I 
41 IF Cost2.Command2.tag =''PUSHED'' THEN GOTO 45 
IF Cos:l.Commandl.ta.g = "PUSHED" 1HEN 
AnnMaintCOst:MS = Cost2.Textl.text 
AnnMaintCOlltSS = Cost2. Textl.text 
AAA! = (((l + DiscRl)" (AnalysisPeriod%)). I}/ (DiscRJ "(\ + DiscR!) 11 (AnalysisPeriod%)) 
ItemMa.intCMVa\1 =(V AL(Num.Maini....S) • V Al.{SectU) • V AL{WidthMS( I)) • V AL(AnnMaintCostlvl$)) • AAA I /9 
ltem.MaintCSValt = (2 • VAL(SectLS) • V AL(WidthS$(1 )) "VAUAnn.Ma.intCostSS)) • AAAI/9 
PWMaintCostVall = Item.Ma.iniCMVaJ! + ltemMainrCSVall 
ltemMaintCMS = STR.S(ItemMaintCMVall) 
IlemMaintCSS = STRS(ItemMaintCSVall) 
PWMaintCostS = STRS(PWMaintCostV all ) 
Cost2.Textl.text = AnnMai.nlCostMS 
Cost2.Text2.text= AnnMa.intCostSS 
Cost2.Text3.text = ltemMa.intCMS 
Cost2.Text4.text = ltemMaintCSS 





PRINT #12," Annual Maintenance Present Worth" 
PRlNT #12." Cost ($/SqYd) (S)" 
PRINT #12." Mainlincs :"; TAB(20); AnnMaintCostMS: TAB{39); [temMaintCMS 
PRINf #12." Shoulders :"; TAB(20); AnnMaintCostSS; T AB{39); ltemMaintCSS 
PRINT #12." -----" 




SELECf CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Out of memory. 







SUB COSTsub4 (AnalylrisPeriod AS INTEGER. ACOVLUCost AS SINGLE. ACOVl.Rep AS SINGLE, OVerLayThick()AS SrnGLE, Oved.AyYea.r() AS INTEGER. 
Noverlay AS INTEGER. AnniR. AS STRING, IntR AS STRmG. PWOverlayCostTot AS STRING, AreaOVL AS SlliGLE, PWOVLTOT AS _ 
SINGLE. NumAaiveAlt AS STRING) 
DIM OVerlayCostS(I TO 8), PWOVcrlayCost$(1 TO 8), OVerlayCostV.al!(l TO 8) 
DIM UnitCootOVLS(l TO 8), Quanl:l(l TO 8), PWOVI.Cost(l TO 8), OVLThickTextS(l TO 8), OVL YeatrextS(l TO 8) 
Di>cRJ • (V Al.(Annlltl) · V Al(lnlltl)) I I 00 ' 
DIM PUSH AS INfEGE.R 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO COSf4error 
FORI:::OT07 
C011tJ.Textl(U.tcxt = "" 
Cost3.Text2(I).tcxt"' "" 
CostJ.TextJ(l).text = "" 
Cost3.Text4(I).text = "" 
Cost3.Text5(U.text = "" 
CostJ.Text6(I).text = "" 
NEXT! 
CootJ.Text7.te:o::t"' "" 
FOR I= 0 TO Noverlay% - l 
OverlayCostS(I + 1) = ''" 
PWOverlayCootS(I + I)= "" 
NEXT! 
PWOverlayCostTotS = "" 
60 
PWOVL T011 = 0! 
FOR I= 0 TO Noverlay% ~ 1 
C)Jant:J(l + 1) = ((OVerl.ayThickl(l + 1))/12) • AreaOVLI/2000 
UnitCostOVU(I + 1) = S1R${ACOVLUCoot! + ((AreaOVL! 1140) • ACOVLRepl/9) t (Quaru!(l + 1))) 
Cost3.Textl(I).text = FORMATS(OvetLayThickl(l + I), "##.#") 
Cost3.Text2(1).text = STR.S{Quam:l(l + 1)) 
Cost3.Text3(l).text = STRS(OverL&yYeat'/o(l + 1)) 
Cost3.Text4(1).text: UnitCotitOVL$(1 + 1) 
Overi.AyCostVal!(l + 1) = (Quanll(l + 1) • VAL(UnitCostOVU(l + !))) '+ AreaOVL! • (ACOVLRep!)/9 
Cost3.Text:5(I).text = STRS{OverL&yCosi:Vall(l + I)) 
PWOVLCootl =(I/ ((1 + DiscRI}" (OverLay Year%(!+ I)))) • OVerLayCosrVall(l + 1) 
Cost3.Text6(I).text = STRS(PWOVLCostl) 
NEXT! 
Cost3.CommandlDEFAULT =TRUE 
Cost3.Command2.Cancel = 1RUE 
Cost3.Text8.text"" NumActiveAitS 
Cost3.SHOW 1 
51 PWOVLT011 =01 
IF Cost3.Commandl.t&g = "PUSHFD" THEN 
FOR I= 0 TO Noverlay% ~ I 
OVLThickTextS(l + 1) = CostJ.Textl(l).text 
OVLYearTcxt$(1 + 1)"" Cost3.Text.3(l).text 
Overl..ayThickl(I + I)= V AL(OVLThickTextS(l +I)) 
Oved...ayYear%(1 + I)= V AL(OVL YearTextS(l + 1 )) 
Quam:l(l + 1) ""((OverLayThicld(l + 1))/ 12) • Area.OVL! t 2000 
Cost3.Text2(I).text = STR.S(Qu&ntl(I + 1)) 
IF UnitCootO\ry..S(I + 1) <> Cost,3.Text4(1).text TI1EN 
UnitCosJ()VLS(l + I)= Cost3.Text4(I).text 
ELSE 
UnitCostOVLS(l +I)= S'IRS(ACOVLUCostl + ((Area.OVL! I 140) • ACOVLRepl/9)/ (Quantl(l + 1))) 
END IF 
Cost3.Text4(I).text = UnitCostOVL$(1 + 1) 
OVeriayCostVal!(l + l) =Qua.ntl(l + 1) • VAL(UniLCosr:OVL$(1 + I)) 
CostJ.TelOS(l).tcn= STR.S(Overl.AyCostVal!(l + I)) 
PWOVLCosti(I + I)= (I/ ((1 + DiscRJ)" (OVerLayYear"/o(l + \)))) • OverLayCostVal!(l + I) 
Cost3.Text6(1).text = STRS(PWOVLCostl(l + l)) 
PWOVLIDT! = PWOVLTOf! + PWOVLCostl(l + 11 
NEXT! 
PWOverlayCost'fotS = STRS(PWOVL TOT!) 
Cost3.Text7.text = FORMATS(PWOVLTOT!. "#,###.lti!'O.OO") 
CostlSHOW 1 
END IF 
IF Cmtl.Commandl.tag =''PUSHED'' TIIEN GOTO 55 
GOfOll 
55' 
PRINT#12." # At Thicknes-s Quantity UnirPricePresentWortb" 
PRINT#I2." Year (in.) (ton) ($/ton)(•) (S)" 
FOR l = t TO Noverlay% 
PRINf #12, TAB(6); I; TAB(9); OverLa.yYear"/o(I); TAB( I 7); FORMATS{OverLayThick!{O, "tt#.#''); TAB(24); FORMATS(Quantl(I), "###tt#.#'');" ton"; TAB{36); 





Total S"; TAB(47): FORMA TS(PWOVLTart. "#,###.1#10.00") 
PRINT #12," {Note :(•) : Pro.overlay repair has been in~;;1uded)" 
EXIT SUB 
' Option error h&ndling routine. 
COSf4error: . 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7; 'OUt of memory. 







SUB COSTsub4A (An&lysisPeriod AS INIEGER. ACOVLUCost AS SINGLE, PCOVLUCost AS Slli"Gl.E, PCOVLRep AS SIN"GLE. OverLayThick() AS SINGLE, 
Oved.ayThickPC() AS SINGLE. OverLa.yYear() AS INTEGER. Noverlay AS INTEGER. AnniR AS STRING. In1R AS SlRING, _ 
PWOverlayCostTot AS S'TRIN"G, Are&OVL AS SINGLE, PWOVLTOT AS Slli"GLE, PWOVL TOTA1t2 AS SINGLE, NumActiveAlt AS STRrnG, PavType AS 
STRING) 
DIM OveriayCostS(l TO 8), PWOverla:yCostS(l TO 8), OVerLayCosrVal!(l TO 8), PWOVLCostl(l TO 8) 
DIM UnitCostOVL${1 TO 8), Quanti( I TO 8), BLANKS(O TO 8), OVLThickTextS(l TO 8), OVL Yea.rText$(1 TO 8) 
DisoRI • (V AL(Ann!RS)- V AL(InfRS))/100 
DIM PUSH AS INI'EGER 
ALT%= I 
' Set up error handling for option validation. 
l7. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO COST4Aerror 
l%=0 
\31 I%=I%+ 1 
BLANKS(I)• .... 
Cost3A.Textl(l%).text = BlANKS(l) 
Cost3A.Text2(l%).text = Bl..ANKS(I) 
Cost3A.Text3(1%).text = BLANKS(l) 
Cost3A.Text4{1%).text = BLANKS(l) 
Cost3A.Text5(l%).text = BLANKS(I) 
61 
Cost3A.Text6(I%).text =BLANKS([) 
IF I% <4TIIENGOTO 131 
Cost3A.Text7.text= "" 
IF ALT%= 11liENCost3A.Text9.text= "AC OVERLAYONPCCPAVE.MENr' 
IF ALT% = 2 AND Pav'fypeS = "2" THENCost3A. Text9.text = "PCC OVERIA Y ON PCC PAVEMENT (UNBONDED)" 
IF ALT% = 2 AND Pav'fype.S = "3" 1liEN Cost3A.Text9.tat= "PCC OVERLAY ONPCC PAVEMENI' (BONDED)" 
FOR I= 0 TO Noverlay%, • l 
OVerlayCost$(1 + l) = '"' 
PWOverlayCoilt$(1 + 1) = '"' 
NEXT! 
PWOvertayCostTOlS = OMO 
PWOVLTOTI = 01 
FORI=OTONoverlay%-1 
OVI.Mati'hickl = Overl..ayThicki(I + 1) 
IF ALT% = 2 TIIEN OVLMarl'hicld = Oved..ayThickPC!(I + I) 
Quanti (I+ l) = (OVLMatfhi.ckl/12)"' AreaOVL! /2000 
IF ALT% = 1 THEN 
Unit0:16t0VT....S(I + l) = ST'RS(ACOVLUCostl + ((AreaOVL! I !50)"' PCOVl.Repl I 9) I (Quanti(!+ l))) 
ELSE 
UnitCostOVU(I + l) = S'IllS(PCOVLUCost! + ((AreaOVLI/150)"' PCOVLRepl I 9) I (Quanti (I+ 1))) 
END IF 
Cost3A.Textl(I).text = FORMATS(Overl...ayThickl(l +I)."##.#'') 
IF AL T% = 2 TiffiN Cost3A. Textl(l).text =FORMA TS(OverLayThickPCI(l + 1), "##.#'') 
Cost3A.Tcott2(l).text::: STRS(Qu.antl(l + l)) 
Cost3A.Text3(1).text = SlllS(Overl...ayYear"/o(l + I)) 
Cost3A.T~.text = UnilCostOVL$(1 + I) 
OverLayCostVall(l + 1) = (Quantl(l + 1) • V AL(UnitCostOVU(l +I))) + (AreaOVL! I 9)"' PCOVLR.epl 
Cost3A.Text5(1).text = STR.S(OverLayCostVal!(l + I)} 
PWOVLCostl(l + 1) = (1 I ((1 + DiscRl)" (OverLayYear%(1 + I)))) • OverLayCostVail(l + 1) 




Cost3A.Text8.text = NumAc:tiveAJtS 
Cost3A.SHOW 1 
56 PWOVLTOTI =0! 
IF CostJA.Commandl.tag ="PUSHED" TIIEN 
FOR I= 0 TO Noverlay<'/o- l 
OVLThick:TextS(I + I)= CostJA.Textl(l).text 
OVL Yeatrext$(1 + I)= Cost3A.Tert3(1).text 
OVI.MatThickl = V AL(OVLThick:TextS(l + I)) 
Quantl(l + I)= (OVLMatfbickl/12) • AreaOVL!I 2000 
Cost3A.Text2(1).text = STIU(Quanr:J(l + I)) 
OverLayYear"/o(l + I)= V Al.(OVLYearTextS(l + I)) 
IF UnitCostOVLS(l +I)<> CostJA.Text4(I).te:a TIIEN 
UnitCostOVLS(l +I)= Cost3A.Text4{1}text 
ELSE 
UnitCostOVLS(I + I)= STRl(ACOVLUCo.stl + ((AreaOVL! I DEN!) • PCOVLRepl I 9) I (Quanti (I+ 1))) 
IF AL1'Vo > 1 THEN UnitCostOVLS(I + 1):::: STRS(PCOVLUCost! + ((Area.OVL! I DEN!)"' PCOVLRepl I 9)1 (Qusnt!(l + l))) 
END IF 
Cost3A.Text4(1).text = UnitCostOVLS(I + I) 
Overl.ayCostVal!(I + I)= Q,u.ntl(l + I)"' VAL(UnitCostOVU(I + I)) 
Cost3A.Text5(1).text = STRS{Overl.ayCostVa!J(I + 1 )) 
PWOVLCostl(l + I) = (I I ((l + DiscRI) A (OverLayYesr''!.ll + I)))) ~ Overl.ayCostV al!(l + 1) 
Cost3A.Text6(I).text =STRS(PWOVLCostl(l + l)) 
PWOVLTOTI =PWOVLTOT! + PWOVLCost!(I + 1 l 
NEXTI . 
PWOverlayCost'fotS = STRS(PWOVLTOTI) 
Cost3A. Text7.text = FORMAT$(PWOVLTOT!, "11-.###,I##J_OO") 
IF ALT''Io = i TilEN PWOVLTOTA!tll =PWOVLTaf! 
IF ALT''Io = 2 TI1EN PWOVLTOTA1t21::: PWOVLTar! 
CostJA.SHOW 1 
END IF 
IF Cost3A.Comma.nd2.tag"' "PUSHED" TIIEN GOTO 59 
Gai'056 
59' 
IF ALT%= I TIIENPRINT #12." • AC Overlays on PCC Pavement:" 
IF AL T% = 2 AND PavType.S = ''2" TI1EN PRINT #12. " • PCC Overlays on PCC Pavement (UNBONDED):" 
IF AL'fO/o = 2 AND PavTypeS"" "3" nmN PRINf #12, " • PCC Overlays on PCC Pavement (BONDED):" 
PRINT #12," 11 At Thicla:l.c:s.s Quantity Unit Price Present Worth" 
PRINT IH2," Yeax (in.) (ton) ($/ton X') (.$)" 
FORI= I TO Noverlay% 
IF AL T"/o = I TIIEN 
PRINT #12, TAB(6); I; TAB(9); Dverl.ayYeat%(1); TAB(I7): FORMATS(OverUyThickl(l), "##.#''); TAB(24); FORMATS(Quantl(l), "#####.#"); TAB(36); 
UnitCostOVLS(I); TAB(47); STRS(PWOVLCostl(l)) 
ELSE 
PRINI' #12, TAB(6); I; TAB(9); Overl.ayYear%(1); TAB(l7); FORMATS(OverLayTb.ickPC!(I), ''##.#''); TAB(24); FORMATS(Qusntl(l), "#####.#"); TAB(36); 




PRINT #12," Total $"; TAB(47); FORMATS(PWOVLTOTt. "#,###,##0.00'') 
UNLOAD Cost3A 
IF AL T% >= 2 1HEN GOTO 58 




PRrn'T #12," (Note:("'): Pm-overlay repair has been included)" 
EXIT SUB 
COSf4Aerror: 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Out of memory. 








SUB COSTsub5 (fotlnitial AS SINGLE. TotlnitialS AS SINGLE. PWMaintCostVal AS SINGLE, PWOVLTOI' AS SINGLE. PWOVLTOTAlt2 AS SINGLE. 
NumActiveAlt AS STRING, EfiCostTot AS SINGLE. EffCostToiA!t2 AS SINGLE. PavType AS S'I'RrnG, TotDelayCost AS SINGLE. ~ 
DeiAnalys AS Sl'RlNG, MiscCostT AS SINGLE, MOTPWTotAS SINGLE) 
DIM PUSH AS INI'EGER 
TotlnitialCosti == Todnitia.ll + Totlnitia.lSl 
Cost4.Textl.text == FORMATS(l'odnitialCostJ," #,###.1#10.00") 
Cost4.Text6.~ = FORMATS(l'odnitia!Costl, " # ,1#1#,1#10.00") 
Cost4.Text2...texr: = FORMATS(PWMaintCostVall," 11.11##.##0.00") 
Cost4. Ten7.text = FORMATS(PWMaintCostVall. " #.###.##0.00") 
Cost4.Text3.text = FORMATS(PWOVLTOT!," #.#:##,##0.00") 
Cost4.Text8.text = FORMATS(PWOVI..TOTAJQ.J. "#.###.##0.00") 
Cost4.Textl2.text = FORMATS(MiscCostT1, "#.###.##O.OO"l 
Cost4.Textl3.text = FORMATS(Mist;CostTL "#.###.##O.OO"l 
Cost4.Te:<tl4.text = FORMATS(MOI'PWTotl. "#,'#1#.### OO"l 
Cost4.Textl5.text = FORMATS(MOTPWTot!. "#,###.lt## OO"l 
IF DeiAn&lysS <>"NO" 1HEN 
Cost4.TextlO.text =FORMA TS(TotDelayCost!. "tt.tt##.lt#O.OO"l 
Cost4.Textll.text = FORMATS(TotDelayCostl, '"#.tt##.lt#O 00'") 
ELSE 
Cost4.TextlO.text =" Naf COMPUTED" 
Cost4.Textll.text ="NOT COMPUTED" 
END IF 
EffCostTotl = TodnitialCostl + PWMaintCost.Val! + ToillelayCost! + PWOVLTOT! + MiscCos(f! + MarF\-VTot! 
EffC'ostTotAlt2J =TotlnitialCostl + PWMaintCootVal! + folOelavCost! + PWOVLTOTAlt2! + MiscCostTI + MOTPWTot! 
Cost4.Ten4.text = FORMATS(EfiCos(fotl," #,11##.##0 OO"l 
Cost4.Text9.text"' FORMA TS{EflCostfotAlt2!. " #,lt##.lt:tl{) 00") 
Cost4.Text5.text= NumActivcA.!t.S 
IF PavTypeS ="I" TIIEN 
Cost4.Text6.text =" 
CQI!t4.Text7.text=" . " 
Cost4.Text8.text =" . " 




EftCosffotAlt2t = 0 
END IF 
[f PavType$ = "I" 11IEN 
PRINT #12." Present Worth (S) 
PRINT #12," Initial Cost :'"; TAB(27); FORMATS(fotlmtiaJCo.<~t!. "' ::.:t##.lt#O.OO") 
PRINT #12," !\.1aintenance Casu :"; TAB(27); FORMA TS(PWMaintCostVal!." #.###.##0.00") 
PRINT #12." Rehabilitation Costs:"; TAB{27); FORMA Ts(PWOVL TOT!." 11,/t##,##O.OO") 
PRINT #12," r-&.in. ofTra.ffic Coors:"; TAB(27); FORMA nevtOTPWTot!." #.#:##.##(1.00") 
PRINT #12," Miscella.neow Cosu :"; TAB(27); FORMATS(MillcCostT!." #,lt##.##O.OO") 
[f De!Ana.lysS <>"NO" TIIEN PRINf #12." Total Delay Cosr.s :"'; TAB(27); FORMATS(fotDe1ayCostl." #,###,##{J.OO"} 
IF DelAna.lysS ="NO" TIIENPRINf #12," Total Delay Costs :"': TAB(27): ":-laf COMPUTED" 
PRINf#\2." -----" 
PRINT #12," Total Effective CostS": TAB(27); FORMATS(EffCostTotl. "#:###.##0.00") 
ELSE 
PRINT #12." Present Worth (S) 
PRINT #12, '' With AC OVL With PCC OVL" 
PRINI' #12," Initial Cost :"; TAB(27); FORMA TS(Totlnitia!Cosd, "#.###,##(J.OO"); TAB(43); FORMATS(TotlnitialCost!, '' #,###,##Q.OO") 
PRINT #12," Maintenance Coots :"; TAB(27); FORMATS(PWMaintCostVall," #,###,##0.00"); TAB(43); FORMATS(PWMaintCostVal!," #,###,1#10.00") 
PRINI' #12," Rehabilitation Costs:"; TAB(27); FORMATS(PWOVLTOT!," #,###,##0.00"); TAB(43); FORMATS(PWOVLTOTA1t21, "#,###,##0.00'1 
PRINf IH2." Main. ofTraffic Costs:": TAB(27): FORMATS(MOTPWTot!," #,###.##0.00"); TAB(43); FORMATS(MOTPWTotl," #,1###,##0.00") 
PRINf #12." Miscellaneous Costs :"; TAB{27); FORMA. TS(MiscCosiT!. "#,1#1#,##0.00"); TAB(43); FORMATS(MiscCostf!, "#,###,##0.00") 
IFDeiAna.lysS <>''NO" THEN PRINf #12," Total Delay Cosrs :''; TAB(27); FORMATS(TotDelayCostl," #,###,##{100"); TAB(43); FORMATS(I'otDeiayCost!," 
#,###,##0.00") 
IFDelAnalysS =''NO'' l1IFJ'l PRINT #12," Total Delay Cos13 :": TAB(27); "Naf COtvfPUI"ED"; TAB(43); "NOT COMPUfED" 
PRINT#12." " 
PRlNT #12," Total Effective CostS": TAB(27); FORMA TS(Ef!CostTotl. '#,###,##0.00"); TAB(43); FORMATS(EffCostToiAlt21," #,###,##0.00") 
END IF 
Cost4.SHOW I 
IF Cost4.Comm.andl.tag"' "PUSHED" TIIEN 
UNLOAD Cost4 
SCREEN.ControiPanel( 16) = 5 
SCREEN.Contro1Panel(l6) = 6 
SCREEN.ControlPane!(!6) = 7 
SCREEN.ControlPanel(l6) = 9 





SUB COSTsub6 (NumAltAS STRING, AltNameA AS S1'Rll'IG, AltNameB AS STRING. AltNameC AS STRING, TodayCostlaAS SINGLE. TodayCostlb AS 
SINGLE. TodayCosl2aAS SINGLE, TodayCostlb AS SINGLE. TodayCon3a AS SINGlE. Toda.yCost3b AB SINGLE, RL.ifel AS iNTEGER... _ 
RLife2 AS INfEGER., Rl.ife3 AS INTEGER. REsall AS SINGLE. REsal2 AS srnGLE.REsal3 AS SINGLE, PavType AS STRING. RemR!l AS SINGLE. RemRI2 
AS SINGLE, RemRD AS SINrn..E, PWRVall AS SINGLE. PWRVal2 AS SINGLE. PWRVa.lJ AS SINGLE) 
DJM PUSH AS INIEGER 
Cost:S.Textl.re.u= AltNameAS 
Cost5.Tex:t2.text = AltNameBS 
Cost5.Text3.text = AltN&meCS 
CanS.TenA.text = FORMATS(I'odtyCostlal, " #,###,##0.00") 
Cost5.Text5.text = FORMAll(l'odayCootlbl," #,###,##0.00") 
Cost:S.Te:u6.text = FORMATS(TodayCost2al." #,###,##OJXJ") 
CodS. Text'l.text = FORMATS(l'odayCost2b!, " #,###,##0.00'') 
CoiO.TextS.nm = FORMATS(TodayO:l:nlal, " #,###,##0.00") 
Cost5.Text9.text = FORMAT${TodayCost3bl, "#,###,##0.00") 
CostS. T extl3.text = FORMA TS(PWR V all!, "# ,###,###. ti{Y') 
Cost:S.Textl4.text = FORMATS(PWR.Vall!, ''#,lt##,###.#O") 
CostS.TextlS.text = FORMATS(PWR.Va.l3!, ''#,###,###.#0'') 
CostS.TextlO.text= S1TlS(RiifelYo)+ "f' + FORMATS(RemRll!, ''#.##'j + "f' + FORMATS(REsall!, "##.0000'') 
Cosi:S.Textll.text = SlRS(lU.ife2%) + "f' + FORMATS(RemRU!, ''#.##'') + "f' + FORMATS(RF.aal21, ''##.0000'') 
Cost5.Textl2.text ==STRS{R.Lifi:3%) + "f' + FORMATS(R.emRDI, ''#.##'1+ "I"+ FORMATS(REsaill, ''##.0000'') 












IF NumAltS = "2" TIIEN 






IFTodayCMlbl = 0 niEN Cost5.Text5.text = '' 
IF TodayCoot2bl = OTHEN Cost:S.Text7.text = '' 
IFTodayCost3bl = 0 niEN Cost5.TI!Xt9.text = '' 
CosS.SHOW I 
IF CosO.Commandl.tag = "PUSHFD" THEN 
RemlifelS = Cost5.Textl0.text 
Remlife2S = Cost5.Textll.text 
R.emLifeJS = Cost5.Textl2.text 
PWResVallS = Coot5.Text13.text 
PWR.esVa.I2S = Cost5.Textl4.text 
PWResValJS = Coot5.Textl5.text 
UNWADCoot5 
PRINI" # 12 " Pavement Type COSTS IN TODA V'S DOllARS Remaining Life" 
PRINT #12." With AC OVL With PCC 0\Tl. Ye.arstRUMiU.ESA.I..s" 
IF TodayCost!bl <> 0 THEN PRINT #12," Alt. # 1 :": TAB(l6): AltName.A; TABi'36); FORMATS(TodayCostlal." #,###,##0.00"); TAB(51); 
FORMATS(TodayCootlbl, "#.###.##0.00"); TAB(70); RemLifeiS 
IF TodayCoot!bl "'0 1HEN PRINf #12," Alt. # I :": TAB(I6); AltName.A; TAB(36); FORMATS(l'odayCootlal, "#,###,##0.001; TAB(5l);" · "; TAB(70); 
RemLi.felS 
PRINT #12," "; TAB(I6); "Residual Values in Today's Dollars=": PWResVaHS 'FORMATS(PWR.Valll, "#,tt##,###.#O") 
IF TodayCostlbt <> 0 THEN PR.INI' #12," Alt. # 2 :": T AB(\6); AltNameB; TAB(36); FORMATS(TodayCostla.J." #,###,##0.00''); TAB(51); 
FORMATS(fodayCost2bl. "#,###,##0.00"); TAB{70): RemLife2S 
IFTodayCost2bl = OTIIEN PRrnf #12," Alt. # 2 :"; TAB(\6); AltNa.meB: TAB(36); FORMATS(Toda.yCootlal, "#,###,##OJXJj; TAB(51);" · ''; TAB(70); 
Reml.ife2S 
PRINf #12. '' "; TAB(l6); "Residual Values in Today's Dollars="; PWResVal2S 'FORMATS(PWRVa12!, "#,###,###.#0") 
IF TodayCost3bl <> 0 TIIEN PRINT #12, '' Alt. # 3 :";TAB( 16); AltNameC: T AB(36); FORMATS(l'odayCoot3al," #,###,##0.00''); TAB(51); 
FORMATS(TodayC06t3bl, "#,###,##0.00''): TAB(70); RemLife3S 
IFToda.yCostJbl = 0 1HEN PRINT #12," Alt. # 3 :"; TAB(l6); AltNameC; TAB{36); FORMATS(TodayCoot3al," #,###,##0.00'1; TAB(51);" · "; TAB(70); 
RemLife3S 




SUB DEL\ Y (AnalysP AS smiNG, AADT AS STRll'-lG. TrGrowth AS SINGLE, OverLay V ear() AS IN1EGER.. Oved.ayNum AS n-ri'EGER. NwnMainL AS 
STRING, NumAltVal AS INTEGER. NumAltAS STRING. DelAnalys AS STRING, DelayDuration AS SIR.ING, DelayCostCar AS S1RING, -
Del&yCostTrlr. AS STRING, TotDelayCoot AS SINGLE, AnniR. AS STRING, lnfll AS STRING) 
DIM .AADTV AL(l TO 1), Pe!l.kHL VOI..Cat'~ 1 TO 7), Peak.HL VOLTrk%(1 TO 7), DelayCar%(1 1D 7), DelayTrko/o(l 1D 7), Delay<:ost!(l TO 7) 
Dilvl PUSH AS INfEGER 
D;,clU =(V AL(AnnlRS) • V Al(lnlltl)) 1100 
ON LOCAL ERROR OOTO DELA Yerror 
Delayl.Cornmandl.te.g = "" 
Dclay2.Commandl.te.g = "" 
Delay 1. Comma.ndl.te.g = "" 
Delayt.SHOW I 





IF Delayl.Commandl.tag ="PUSHED" 'I'HEJ'.I 
Delay2 Textl.text = STR.S(NumAltVal%) 
Dela.y2.DELCARtext = "10.00" 
Dela.y2DELTRK..tat = "30.00' 
Dela.y2.DURATION.text = "4380" 
Dela.y2.Text2.text = "23" 
Dela.y2.SHOW 1 
IF Dela.y2.Commandl.tag= "PUSHED" THEN 
Dcla.yCostCa.rS = Dela.y2.DELCARtext 
DclayCostTrkS = Dclay2.DELTRK.text 
Delay Duration$ = Delay2.DURA TION.rexr 
PertrkS = Dela.yl.Text2.texi 
END IF 
1237' 
IF DclAnalysS ="NO" 1liEN GOTO 1560 
PRrnT #12," 5. Delay Cost Due To ~habilitation:" 
PRINT #12," Dunuion of Delay="; DelayD.irationS; "HOilr3" 
PRrnT #12," Delay Cost for CM ="; DelayCostCarS; "Per Cat Per Hour'' 
PRINT #12," De.lay Cost for Truclr-"; DelayCostTrkS: " Per True le. Per Hout' 
PRINT #12." Perceru: Truckll=''; Pettrk$ 
Fra.cTruclcl =.01 "'VAL(PertrkS) 
IF FracTruclcl < .01 TIIEN 
FracTruckl = .01 
PRINT #12," "''"Percent Truckll used= LO" 
END IF 
FracCarl = 11· FracTruclcl 
DURATION! =V AL(DelayDurationS) • 60 
T od>eiayCostt = 01 
FOR 1 = I TO OverLa.yNum%. I 
AADTVAL{I) =VAL(AADn) • (I+ (f!Growth! t\00))·" (OverLayYear(I)) 
IF V AL(NumMainLS) =I TIIEN 
PeakHLVOLCa.r%(I) = FracCart '".15 • AADTVAL{I)' PeakHVOlCar%([) 
Peakl-ll..VOLTrk%(1) =FracTruckl"' .15 • AAD1V AL(l)' PealdNOLTric.%(1) 
END IF 
IF V AL(NumMa.i.nLS) = 211IEN 
PeakHL VOLCar%{1) = .5 • (FracCul • -15 • AADT\/ A Lit) 1 
Pea.kHLVOLTrk:%(1) = .5"' (FracTruckl • . 15 • AAD1\" AU{)) 
DelayCar%(T) = (LOG(DURATION) f 2.30259) • 10 "r. 300635 • (LOG( I/ PeakHL VOLCar"lo(f)) 1230259) + 194662"' (LOG{ll Peak:HLVOLCar"/o(I))J 
2.30259)" 2) 
1Tf = \0" (-.300635 "'(LOG( II PeakHLVOLCar%(1)); 2 30259) + 194662 • (LOG(!/ PeakHL VOLCatiJo(I)) /2.30259)" 2) 
T1TJTO/o = 11 • (LOG(DURA TION) f 2.30259) • fTTT) 
DelayCar%(1) = T11TI'% 
Dela.yTrk%(1) =(LOG(DURATION) /2.30259) • 1 D "i· 300635 • flOG(\ t Pea.kHLVOLTrk"/.,(1)) I 2.30259) + .194662 • (LOG(l/ Pea.k:HLVOLTrk'%(1))/ 
2.30259) ... 2) 
END IF 
IF V AL(NumMainU) = 3 TI1EN 
Peakl-ll.. VOLCu%(f) =. 8 • .5 • (FracC'.arl • 15 • AADTV AL(D)'PealliVOLCar"/,(1) 
Pea.kHL VOL Trk%(1) = .5 "' (FracTruckl • _\5 • AAD1V AL(I))'PeillNOl Trk"/.,(1) 
DelayCar%(1) = (LOG(DURA TION) I 2.30259) • 1 D " (. \66622 • (LOG( I I Pea.kHL VOLCar"jg{l)) I 2.30259) + .2284907# • (LOG( I I Peaklll... VOLCu%(1)) I 
:U0259) ... 2) 
TIT= 10" {·.166622"' (lOG(l/ PeakHLVOLCar%(1)). 2.30259) + 228490711 • (LOG(!/ Pea.k:HLVOLCar%(1)) 12.30259)" 2) 
TITIT% = I ! • (LOG(DURA TION) /2.30259) • r11T1 
De1ayCar%(l) = T11TI"Io 
DelayTrk"/o(l) = (LOG(DURATION) /2.30259) • 1 D ~ r. \66622 • (LOGO/ Peallii.. VOLTrko/o(I)) 12.30259) + .2284907# • (LOG( I I Pea.kHLVOLTrk%(1)) I 
2.30259)" 2) 
END IF 
IF V AL(NumMainLS) = 4 TI-IEN 
Pea.kHL VOLCar%(1) = .6 • .5 • (FracCarl • . 15 • AADTV AUDl 
Pea.kill.VOLTrk"/o(l) = .8"' .5 • (FracTruck! • 15 • AADTV AUI)) 
DelayCat"/.,(1) = (LOG(DURATION) /2.30259) • \0" {· 556489 • (LOG(!/ Peallii.. VOLCar"/o(I)) 12.30259) + .129691 • (LOG(ll PeakHLVOLca.ro/o(l))l 
2.30259)" 2) 
TIT= 10 "(-.556489"' (LOG(l/ PeakHI..VOLCar%(1)) 1 2.30259) + 129691 "'(LOG(!/ PeakHLVOLcat'/o(l)) /2.30259)" 2) 
TlTIT% = 11 • (LOO{DURA TION) /2.30259) • (TIT) 
O.layC.t'/o(l) • ITITI% 
Dela.yTrk%(1) = (LOG(DURATION) 12.30259) • 10" (· 556489 • (LOG(! I Pea..k:Hl.. VOLTrk%(1)) 12J0259) + .129691 • {LOG(l I Pea.k:HLVOLTrk%(I))/ 
2.30259)" 2) 
END IF 
IF V AL(NumMainU) = 5 TIIEN 
Peakl-ll.VOLCar%(1)= .6 • .5 • (FracCarl • .15 • AADTV AUDl 
PeakHLVOLTrk"/.,(1)"' .75 • 5 • (FracTrucld • .15 • AADTVAL(I)) 
De!a.yeat'/o(l) = .9 • (LOO{DURATION) /2.30259) • tO" (-.556489 • (LOG( I/ PeakHLVOLCa.r"/n{l)) I 2.30259) + .129691 • (LOG(l/ Pea.kHLVOLCar"/..(1))/ 
2.30259) ... 2) 
TIT= 10" (-.556489 • {LOG(l/ PeaillLVOLCar%(1)} 1 2.30259) + 129691 • (LOO(!IPeakHl. VOLCar"lo(I)) /2.30259)" 2) 
TI1TT% = .9 • (LOG(DURATION)/2.30259) • (TIT) 
DelayCar'%(1) = TITTI% 
DelayTrk%(1) = .9 • {LOG(DURATION)/ 2.30259) • 10 11 {-.556489 • {LOG(l/ Peald-ILVOLTric.%(I))/ 2.30259) + .129691 • (LOG(l/ PealliL VOLTrk%(f))/ 
2.30259) ... 2) 
END IF 
IF V AL(NumMa.inU) = 6TIIEN 
Pea.kHLVOLCar"/o(I)=.5"' .5 • (FracCarl • .15 • AADTVAL(l)) 
PeakHLVOLTrlc"lo(n = .7 • .5 6 (Fra.cTrucic.l • .15 • AADTVAL(I)) 
Delayeat'/o(l) = .75 "'(LOO(DURATION)I 230259) ~ I 0" {- 556489 • {LOG(!/ Peak:HL VOLCat'/c(l)) /2.30259) + .129691 "'(LOG(!/ Pea.k:HLVOLCar"/o(l))/ 
2.30259)" 2) 
TIT= 10" (-.556489"' (LOG( I/ PeakHLVOLCar%{1)) t 2.30259) + .129691 • (LOO( I /Pea.U-ILVOLOu%(1)) /2.30259)" 2) 
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TITIT%= .75 • (LOG(DURATION)/2.30259) • (TIT) 
DelayCar%(1) = TIT'IT'A. 
Delay'frkO/..(I) = .75 • (LOG(DURATION)/2.30259) • \0" (-.556489 • (LOG{l/ Peaklll.VOLTrkD/o(l)) /2.30259) + .129691 • (1.00(1/ Peaklll.VOLTrlC'/o(l))/ 
2.30259)" 2) 
END IF 
IF V Al{NumMaid$) = 7 OR V Al.(NumMainLS) = 8 THEN 
Peallil..VOLCAI%(1) = .S • .S • (FtacCarl • .15 • AADTVAL(I)) 
PWHLVOLTrk'%(1) = .65 • .5 • (FracTruc~ • .15 • AADTVAL(I)} 
DelayCat'la(I) = .5 • (LOG(DURATION) /2.30159) • 10 "(-.556489 • (LOG(l/Peakffi.VOLCar%(1)) /2.30259) + .129691 • (LOG(l/ Peillll.VOLCat'/o(I))J 
2.30259)" 2) 
TIT= 10" (-.556489 • (LOG(l/ PeUH!..VOLCar%(1))/2.30259) + .129691 • (LOG(l/PeakHLVOLCar%(1)) /2.30259)" 2) 
lTITT"/o = .5 • (LOG(DURATION) /2.30259) • (TIT} 
DelayCar%(I) = TI1TI% 
Delayi'rk%(1) = .5 "(LOG(Dl.lRATION)/230259) • 10" (-.556489 • (LOG(l/ Pea.kHLVOLTrk%(1))/2.30259) + .129691 • (LOG{l /Peaklll..VOLTrk%,(1))/ 
2.30259)" 2) 
END IF 
IF V AL(NwnMa.inU) > 811IEN" 
PeUIU.VOLCafl/o(l) = .4 • .5 • (FrtcCarl • .15 • AAD'IVAL(I)) 
Peillli.VOLTrk:%(1) = .6" .5 "(FracTruck! • .15 • AADTVAL(T)) 
DelayCat'lo(l) = .5 • (LOG(DURATION) /2.30259) • 10 "(-.556489 • (LOG(1/Pea.k:HLVOI.Cat'/o(l)) /2.30259) + .129691 • (LOG(l/ Peak:HLVOLCat'/o(I))/ 
2.30259)" 2) 
TIT= 10 "(-.556489 • (LOG(1/ PeakHLVOLCar%(1)) t 2.30259) + .129691 • (LOG(l/Pealdll.VOLC:u%(1)) /2.30259)" 2) 
TITIT% = .5 • (LOG(DURATION) /2.30259) • {TIT) 
DelayCM%(1) = TITn",< 
Delay'frk!'/o(l) = .5 • (LOG(DURATION) f 2.30259) * 10" (-.556489 • (LOG(l/ PeakHLVOLTrk.%(1)) /2.30259)+ .129691 • (LOG(1/Pes.kHL VOLTfk:O/o(l))/ 
2.3 0259) "2) 
END IF 
DelayCostl(l) =(I f {(I + Di.scRJ)" {OverLay Year'%({)))} • (DelayCar''lo(I) • V AL(DelayCootCarS) + DelayTrk.o/co(I) *V AL{DelayCostTrkS)) 
TotDelayCoscl = TotDelAyCostl + DelayCooti(I) 





ToW PW Delay Cost is S.": FORMA T$(fotDelayCootl. "#,###,###.#0'') 
1560 EXIT SUB 
DELAY error: 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: ' Our: of memory. 







SUB DrawAbout.Picwre 0 
fimCmnDig.pctAboutPict.Heigb.t = 8 
fimCmnDig.pctAboUtPkt. Width= 16 




frmCmnD\g.pctAboutPictJ'RlNT" Center " 
frmCmnDlg.pctAboutPict.PRINf" University " 
frmCmnD!g.pctAboutPict.PR!NT" of " 
frmCmn.Dlg.pctAboW:Pia.PRINT " Kenruclcy 
END SUB 
SUB F.SALOVL (AnaiyU'S, ESALVall. EsallstYI, TrGrowtb.!. OverLayYeaf%0. OverLayNum%. EsalOverlay!) 
IF OverLay Num% = 1 11IEN 
n = Oved.ayYeatiJ..(Overl..ayNum%) 
nl =(V AL(AnalysPS))' 2 • n 
IF nl >= 0f AL(AnalysPS)) THEN nl =(V AL(AnalysPS)) 
EsalOverlayl = ESALVall • E.sallstYI • (({ l + TrGrowthl t 100)" n)- I) t (frGrowtb. f lOO) 
ELSE 
n = Dved.ayYeat'/o(Oved..4yNum%)' + (DveiLayY t"M"/o{OverlayNum%)- OverlayYear%(0vetLayNum%- I)) 
EsalOverlayl = ESALVall • EsaHstY! "(((1 + TrGrowthl t 100)" n)- 1) I (frGrowth 1100) 
IF Esa!Overlayl <= 011liEN EsalOverlayl = 01 
IF (VAL(Ana.lysPS). Overl..ayY~Io(Overl..a.yNum%)) < ((DverLayYeai'%(DverLayNum%)- OverLayYt"M"/o(Oved..a.yNum% • I))- I) AND 
(OverLayYeaf'/o{Ovcd..a.yNUIIl%) < V Al.{AnalyU>S)) TIIEN 
nl = OverLa.yYea:%(0ved..ayNum%) + (Overi.AyYear%{0verLayNum%)- Oved.a.yYeaf'A.(DverLa.yNum%- l))- l · 




SUB ExpertSSub (RECYQ..E AS STRING) 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO E.xpen:Serror 
REPEATS = '"' 
Expert:S.SHOW I 




' Option error handling routine. 
ExpertSerror: 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 







SUB Expensubl (FileName AS STRING, NumAit AS STRING. NumActiveAit AS STRING) 
' Set up error handling for option validation. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GaiO expert! error 
Ex:pertl.Textl.text = FileNamcS 
Expertl.Textl.text = NumAitS 
Expertl.Text3.text = NwnActiveAJtS 
Expertl.Comma.ndl.DEFAUL T =TRUE 
Expertl.Comma.ndl.Cancel =TRUE 
Expertl.SHOW l 
IF Expertl.Commandl.ta.g = "PUSHFD" TIIEN 
FileNameS = Ex:pertl.Textl.text 
N'umAltS = Expertl.Textl.text 




' Option error handling routine. 
expert! error: 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Out of memory 







SUB Expertsub2 (Anal)'llP AS STRING. AnnlRAS STRING. lo!R AS STRING. REPEAT AS STRING, NumActiveAlt AS STRING) 
· Set up error handling for option validation. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO eKpertlerror 
EXPERT2.Textl.text = NumActiveAitS 
EXPERT2.Text4.text = Ana.I)'3PS 
EXPER T2. Text:S.te:ct::::: AnniRS 
EXPER.T2.Text6.text = InfR.S 'OiliCntlU 
REPEATS="" 
EXPERTI.SHOW l 
IF EXPER.TI.Comm.andl.tag ="PUSHED" TIIEN 
REl'EA TS = "" 
Ana.ly&PS = EXPERT2.Text4.text 
AnniR5 = EXPERT2.Text:S.text 
InfRS = EXPERT2.Texr6.text 
END IF 
IF E>CPERT2.Command2.t&g ="PUSHED" TifEN REPEATS= "YES" 
liNLOAD EXPERT2 
EXIT SUB 
' Option error handling routine. 
expe!tlerror: 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Our of memory. 








SUB Expertsub3 (AitName AS STRThTG. PavType AS STRING, NumLayersM AS STRING. Numl..ayersS AS STRING, NurnMainL AS STRING, SertL AS STlUNG, 
CBRAS STRING, REPEAT AS STRING) . 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOI'O expert3error 
Expert3.Text7.text = AltNameS 
Expett3.Tex:tS.te:a = PavTypeS 
E::cpert3.Text9.text = Nu.InU.yersMS 
E.xpen3.TextlO.text = NumLayemSS 
Expert3.Textll.teXt = NumMainLS 
Expert3.Textl2.text =Seed.$ 
Expert3.Textl3.text = CBRS 
Expert3.SHOW 1 
REPEATS='''' 
IF Expenl.Cmnmandl.tag ="PUSHED" TI1EN 
REPEATS="" 
AltNameS = Expen3.Text7 .text 
PavTypeS = Expett3.Texdl.text 
Numl.ay~=Expert3.Text9.text 
NI1Illl...&yemSS = Expert3.Textl0.text 
NumMainLS = Expert3.Textll.text 
SectLS::: Expert3.Textl2.text 
CBRS = Expert3.Textl3.text 
END IF 
IF ~.CommandJ.tag="PUSHED"TIIENREPEAT$ ="YES" 
UNLOAD Expenl 
EXIT SUB 
'Option error handling routine. 
e:q:~Cn3error: 
SELECI' CASE ERR 
CASE 7: ' Out of memory. 







SUB Experuub4 (Layer M() AS STRING. WidthMO AS STRING. Thick.M() AS STRING, MateriaJI\.i() AS STRING, DensityMQ AS STRING, UnitMQ AS STRING, 
CostM() AS STIUNG. MatcrialMLine() AS lNTEGER, REPEAT AS STRING. NwnLayersM AS STRING) 
DIM PUSH AS [NTEGER 
· Set up error handling for option validation. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GGrO expert4error 
REPEATS = ''" 
FORI =OTO VAL(Num1...4ymMS)· I 
Expert4.Text2(I).text = WidthMS(I) 
Expert4.Text3(I).text = ThickMSm 
Expen4.Tex:t4{I).text = Materi&JMS(I) 
Expen4.Text5(I).teXt = DensityMS(l) 
Expert4.Text6(l).text = UnitMS(I) 


















IF Expen4.Coz:nmandl.lll.g =''PUSHED" TilliN 
REPEATS="" 
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FOR I:: 0 TO V AL(NumLayersMS)- 1 
LayerM$(1) = Sl'Rl:(l + 1) 
WidthMS(l) = Expe:n4.Text2(l).text 
ThickMS(I) = Expen:4.Text3(l).text 
MaterialMS(I) = Expen4.Texr4(n.re:a 
DeDSityMS(I) = Expert4.Text5(l),text 
UnitMS(I) = Expelt4.Text6(1).text 
CostMS(I) = Expen4.Text7(I).text 
NEXT! 
END IF 
FOR I= 0 TO V Al.(NumUye<>MS) • 1 
IF Fxpert4.Text4(I).mxt = ''DGA" 1HENMateri.allill.ine%(1 + I)= 2 
IF &pert4. T ext4(I).text = "OGOL" UIEN MateriaJMLine%(1 + I) = 2 
IF Expert4.Text4(l).mxt = "SAB"UIEN Mate:rialMl.ine%(1 +I l = 2 
IF F.xpert4.Text4(I).te:a = ''K-BASE" TIIEN MarerialMLine%(1 + I) = I 
IFF.xpert4.Text4(1).te:« ="I-BASE" THEN MaterialMLineo/.(I + I)= I 
IFF.xpert4.Text4(1}.texx = ''K-SURFACE"UIEN MaterialMLine%(1 + I)= I 
IFExpert4.Text4(1).teu ="I-SURFACE" THEN MaterialMLineo/.(I + 1) = l 
IFExpen4.Text4(l).texl: ="A-SURFACE" THEN Materiai.MLine%(1 + I)= I 
IFExpen4.Text4(I}.text = ''N-SURFACE" THENMaterialMLine%(1 + 1) = 1 
lF Expert4.Text4(1).texl: = "CIDB" TIIEN MaterialMLine%(1 + 1 l = 2 
lF Expert4.Text4(l).tcx:t = "SSG" TIIENMa.terialMLine%(1 + l) = 4 
IF Expert4.Text4(1).text = ''AIDB" THENMateri&lMLine%(1 + l) = I 
IF Expen:4.Text4(I).te.u = "CYI'HER" TIIEN Materia!MLne0/.(I + I)= 1 
IF Expert4.Text4(f).rext:::: "PCC' TIIEN MaterialMLine%(1 + 1 l = 3 
lF Ewert4.Te:a4(n.re::a = ''BREAKISEA.T"-TIIEN Ma.terialMLne%{1 + I)= 5 
NEXT! 
[f Expert4.Com.mandJ.tag = ''PUSHED"THEN REPEATS= 'YES" 
UNLOAD Expen4 
EXIT SUB 
· Option error h.a.ndling rounne. 
expett4error. 
SELECr CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Out of memory. 







SUB Expemub5 (LayerS() AS STRING. WidthSO AS STRI:-JG. Th1ck.SO AS STR.ING.lvlaterialS{) AS STRING, DellllitySQ AS STRING, UnitSQ AS STRING, 
CostS() AS STRING, REPEAT AS STRING. Numlaver.sS AS SllUNG. EDrn.inL AS STIUNG. GRailL AS S1RING, EDUCost AS _ 
S'I'RTh"G. GRUCost AS STRING, EDYear AS STRJ:NG. GR Yea! AS STR.IN'G) 
DIM PUSH AS INI'EGER 
· Set up error handling for option validation. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO expert5error 
REPEATS="" 
FOR I= 0 TO V AL(NumLa.yer.sSS)- l 
Expen:i.Text2(I).text = WidtbSS(I) 
Expert5.Text3(I).tat = ThickSS(f) 
ExpertS. Text4(1).text = Material SS (I) 
ExpertS. TextS (I). text = DensicySS(I) 
















Expett5. Textl.te:U"' EDrainLS 
Expert5.Text8.text = GRAill.S 
Expert5. Ten9.texi = EDUCostS 
F.xpeltS.TextlO.text = GRUCostS 
Expert5.Textll.text = EDYearS 





Expert5 .Text9 .ADD ITEM "1 0.00'' 
Expen:5.TextlO.ADDITEM: "8.50" 
Expen:5.TextlO.ADDITEM "15.00" 
Expen:5.Textl O.ADDITEM ''20.00" 
Expen:5.ConunandLDEF AULT =TRUE 
Expen:5.Com.m.and2Canccl =TRUE 
Exponl.SHOW! 
IF ExperO.ColilJJWldl.ta.g =''PUSHED" TIIEN 
FOR I= 0 TO V AL(NwnLayemS$) • 1 
LAyerSS(I) = STRS(I + 1) 
WidtbSS(I) = Expen:5.Text2(I).text 
ThickSS(l) = Expen5.Text3(I).text 
Materiai.SS(I) = Expert5.Text4(I).text 
DensitYSS(I) = Expett5.Text5(l).text 
UnitSS(I} = Expert5.Ten6(l}.text 
CostSS(I) = Expett5.Text7(l).text 
NEXT! 
EDtainU = Elcpert:S.Textl.text 
GlWILS = Expert5.Tcxt8.text 
EDUCostS = Expert5.Text9.text 
GRUCostS = &pertS.TextlO.text 
EDYearS = Ex:pett5.Textll.text 
GR.YearS = Experd.Textl2.text 
END IF 





· Option error handling routine. 
expert5error: 
SELECr CASE ERR 
CASE?; 'Outofmemory. 







SUB ExpertSUbT (Speed AS STRING, ESAL AS SlRING, AADT AS STRING. REPEAT AS STRING, RRIValue AS STIUNG, RNalue AS STRING, RUTDepthAS 
STRING) 
'Set: up error handling for option validation. 
REPEATS = '"' 
ON LOCAL ERROR oaro eJtpertf error 
TOP: 
E.xpenT.Speed.text =SpeedS 
ExpenT.ESALtext = ESALS 
E.xpenT.AADT.text = AADTS 
ExpertT.RRIValue.reJCI = RRIVa.lueS 
ExpenT.RIValue.rext = RNalueS 
ExpenT .RUTI1 tcx:t = RUTDepthS 
Expert! .Comma.ndlDEF AULT =TRUE 
Expen'f.ColllllWld2.Cancel =TRUE 
ExpertT.SHOW 1 
IF &pertT.Conunandl.tag ="PUSHED" TilEN 
SpeedS= ExpertT.Speed.text 
ESALS = ExpertT.ESALtext 
A.ADrS = ExpertT .AADT.text 
R.RIValueS = ExpertT.RRIValue.text 





RN &lueS= Expertt.RIValue.text 
IF VAl(JUValue$) > 31 OR V Al.(RIValueS) < ll TIIEN 
BEEP 
RIVa.lueS = "2.1" 
GOfOTOP 
END IF 
RUTDepthS = ExpenT .RUTD.text 
IF V AL(RUfDepthS) >= 2! THEN 
BEEP 








' Option error handling routine. 
experrT error: 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Out of memory. 







SUB FileOpen (FileNamc AS SllliNG, PathName AS STRING, Defa.ultExt AS STRING, DialogTitle AS STRING, ForeColor AS IN1EGER, BackColor AS 
INTEGER. Flag:~ AS INTEGER, Cancel AS INTEGER) 
' Set up error handling for option validation. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOfO FileOpenError 
' Set form caption. 
IF DialogTitle = "" TI1EN 
frmCmnDlg.Caption "' "Input File Name (new or old)" 
ELSE 
frmCmnDlg.Caption "' Dia.log:Title 
END IF 
' Deteml.ine search pattern for file li.!ltbox. 
rF DefaultE:n <> "" TI1EN 
frmCmnDlg.fi!Openl..istJlattern = DefaultExr 
ELSE 
frmCmnD!g.fllOpenList.Pmem = "•. •" 
END IF 
' Determine default path.. 
rF PathName <>""THEN 
' Set drive and path for file-3}'Stem controls. 
· Set Direcrory listbox path. IfPathNamc is differen.t 
' than wrrent path. PathChange event will be triggered 
' which updal:es Drive list:box drive and File !istbox pa.m_ 
frmCmnDig.dirOpenl..isLPath = PathName 
END IF 
· Display current path to the wer. 
frmCmnDlg.Ib!OpenPa.th..Caption = frmCmnDlg.filOpenl..Jst.Pa!.h 
' Determine default filena.me to display in edit field. 
IF FileName <> "" TIIEN 




' Set default and cancel command buttons. 
frm.CmnDLg..cmdOpenOK.DEFAUL T =TRUE 
frmCmnDlg.cnulOpenCancei.Cance! =TRUE 
· Size and position OpentSave container. 
frmCmnDJg.pctfileOpen.BorderStyie = 0 
frmCmnDlg.pctFileOpen. visible =TRUE 
' Size and center diaiog. 
frmCmnDlg.MOVE frmCmnDlg.Left, frmCmni;>lg. TOP. frmCmnDLg.pctfileOpenWidth + 2. frmCmnDJg..pctFileOpenReight + 2 
frmCmnDlg.MOVE (SCREEN .Width- frmCmnDLg. Width\ 1 2. ((SCREEN.Height- frmCmnDlg.Height) \ 2)- 2 
' Set dialog colors. 
ftmCmnDlg.ForeColor "'ForeColor 
frmCmnDJg.&ckColor"' BackColor 
frmCmnDlg.pctFileOpen.ForcColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnDig.pctFileOpen.BacltColor = BackColor 
frmCmnDlg.lbiOpenFile.ForeColor = FoteColor 
frmCmnDig.lb!OpenFile.Back.Color = BackColor 
frmCm.nDlg.ooOpenFile.ForeColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnDig.txtOpenFile.BackColor = BackColor 
frmCmnDig.lblOpenPath.ForeColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnDlg.lblOpenPath.BaGkColor = BackColor 
frmCmnDig.fi!Openl..ist.ForcColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnDlg.fi!Open.LisLBackCo\or"' BackColor 
frmCmnDig.drvOpenList.ForeColor = F oreColor 
frmCmnDlg.drvOpenList.BackColor = BackColor 
frmCmnDig.dirOpe!lList.ForeColor = ForeCo!or 
frmCmnDig.di!OpenListBackColor = BackColor 
frmCmnD\g.cmdOpenO~kColor = BackColor 
frm.CmnDlg.cmdOpenCAncel.Bac:k.Coior = BackColor 
frmCmnDlg.SHOW I 





FileName = frmCmnDlg.txtOpenFil.e.text 
PathName = frmCmnD!g.fil()penl.isU'ath 
!imCmnDlg.cmdOpen.CanceLtag = "" 
END IF 








SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: ·Out of memory. 







' FilcPrini common dialog suppon routine 
SUB FilePrint (Copies AS INTEGER. ForeColor AS INTEGER. BackColor AS INTEGER. Cancel AS mrEGER.) 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO FilePrintError 
frm.CmnDlg.Caption ="Print" ' Set form caption. 
IF Copies= 0 1HEN 
frmCmnDJg.txtPrintCopies.text ="I" 
ELSE 




frmCmnDig.pctFiiePrinLBorderStyle = 0 
fnnCmnDig.pctFilePrinLvillible =TRUE 
funCmnDig.MOVE frmCmnDlg.Left., frm.CmnDJg..TOP. fimCmnD\g.pctFilePrint.Width + 2, fimCmnD\g.pctFilePrint.Height + 2 
fnnCmnD!g.MOVE {SCREEN. Width- frmCmnD\g. Widlh) 1 2. ((SCREEN.Height- frm.CmnDlg.Height) \ 2)- 2 
frmCmnD!g..ForeColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnDJg.BackColor = BackColor 
fnnCmnDlg.pctFilePrint.Fo~o\or = ForeCo\or 
ftmCmnD\g..pctFilePrlnt.BackColor = Bac.kColor 
frmCmnD!g.lblPrintCopies.ForeColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnD!g.!blPrintCopiea.BaclcColor = Ba.ckCo!or 
frmCmnD!g..txtPrintCopies.ForeColor"" ForeCo\or 
fimCmnDlg.ooPrintCopies.BackColor = BackColor 
frmCmnDlg.txtPrintFile.ForeColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnD!g.txtPrintFile.BacK.Color = Bac~olor 
frmCmnD!g.fraPrintTa.rget.foreColor = ForeColor 
frm.CmnDlg.fnLPrintT arget.BackColor = BaclcColor 
FORI%=0T03 
frmCmnDlg.optPrin(I'arget(I%).ForeColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnD!g.optPrintTargel(l%).BadColor = Back.Color 
:-ffiXTI% 
FORI%=0TOI 
frmCmnDlg.optPrintAppend(1%).Fo~olor"' ForeColor . 
frmCmnDlg.optPriDtAppend(l% ).BackCoior = Back:Color 
NEXT I% 
frmCmnDlg.lb!PrintAppend.ForeColor = ForeColor 
funCmnDig.lb!PrintAppend.Ba.ckColor = Back.Color 
frmCmnDlg.cmdPrintOI'-BackColor = BackColor 
frmCmnDlg.cmdPrintCa.ncel.BackColor = BackColor 
frmCmnDlg.SHOW I 
IF frmCmnDig.cmdPrintCancel.tag <>"FALSE" THEN 
Cancel =TRUE 
ELSE 
Cancel = FALSE 
IF V AL(frmCmnDlg.txtPrintCopies.teitt) > 991HEN 
Copies= 99 





frmCmnDig.cmdPrtntCanceltag = '"' 
END IF 
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' Error handling routine. 
FilePrintError: 
SELECI' CASE ERR 
CASE 1: 'Out of memory. 







SUB File&ve (FileNatne AS STRING, PathNa.me AS STRlNG. NewFile AS STRING, DefaultExl:AS STRING, DialogTitle AS STR1NG, ForeCoior AS JNIEGER.. 
BackColor AS INTEGER. Flags AS INTEGER. Cancel AS DITEGER) 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO FiieSaveError 
Go&oio 
IF Dia.logTitle =""THEN 
frmCmnDlg.Caption = "Save M" 
ELSE 
frmCmnD!g.Capti<ln = DialogTitle 
END IF 
frmCmnDlg.t&g = frmCmnDlg.tag 1- "SAVE" ' Set form tag for common unload procedure. 
IF DefaultExt <> "" THEN 
frmCmnDlg.filOpenUst.Pattem = DefaultExt 
ELSE 
frmCmnDlg.filOpenLiat.Pattern = •••. •'' 
END IF 
IF P&thNa.me <> "" 'I1IEN 
IF RIGIITS(PathNa.me. 1) = ''\" niEN 
PathName = LEFTS(PathName, LEN(PathName)- ll 
END IF 
frmCmnDig.fi10pe11lJ.stJlath = PathName 
END IF 
frmCmnDlg.IhiOpenPath.Caption = frmCmnD!g.fLl()pen.Llst.Path 
IF FileNa..me <> "" niEN 
frmCmnD!g.txtOpenfile.text = UCASES(FileName) 
ELSE 




frmCmnDig.pctFileOpen:..Bon:ierScyle = 0 
frmCmnDlg.pctFileOpen.visible =TRUE 
frmCmnDlg.MOVE frmCmnDig.Left. frmCmnDlg.TOP. frmCmnD!g.pctfileOpen.Width + 2. frmCmnDlg.pctFileOpenlleight + 2 
frmCmnOl~OVE (SCREEN.Width. frmCmnD\g. Width) I 2. ((SCREE.N.Height. frmCmnDlg..Height)\ 2) · 2 
frmCmnDtg.ForeColor = ForeColor 




frmCmnDlglblOpenFile.Back.Color = BacltCo\or 
fnnCmnDlg. onOpenFile.ForeColor ::: ForeCo\or 
frmCnmDlg.txtOpenFile.Ba.ckColor = BacltColor 
frmCmnDlg.lb!OpcnPath..FonCo\or = ForeColor 
frmCmnDlg.lbiOpenPath..BackColor = BackColor 
ftmCmnDlg.filOpe~oreColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnDlg.filOpenl...ist.BackColor = BackColor 
ftmCmnDlg.drvOpenLm.ForeColor= ForeCo!or 
frmCnmD!g.drvOpenl..isLBakColor = BackColor 
frmCmnDig.d.irOpenl.ist.ForeColor = ForeColor 
frmCmnDig.dit()penl..ist.&ckColor = BackCo\or 
frmCmnDlg.cmrl(}p!mOK..BackColor = Back.Color 
fnnCmnDlg.cmdOpenCancel.BackColor = BackColor 
frmCmnDlg.SHOW l 






FileName = ftmCmnDlg.oo:Openfiie.text 
PathName = frmCmnDlg.fil()peni..isLPath 
frmCmnD\g.cmdOpenCanceltag = "" 
frmCmnDlg.cmdOpenOK.tag = "SAVE" 
END IF 
Temp NameS= PathName + ''\" +File Name 
OPEN TempNa.trulS FOR INPtiT AS #I 
RecCount = LOF(l) 
CLOSE#t 
IF RecCount > 0 TIIEN 
lll3g$ = ''Do you Want to write over this file?'' 
Answer= MSGBOX(msg$, 4, "EXISTING DATA F1LE NANffil") 
IF Answer= 7 THEN GOTO GoBack 
ELSE NewfileS = "YES'' 
END IF 
canceled: 
IF LEFI'S(frmCmnDJg.tag. 1) = "H" 1HEN 
frm.CmnDig.pttfiieOpen.visilile"' FALSE 
fnnCmnDlg.HIDE 





' Option error handling routine. 
FileSaveError. 
SELECf CASE ERR 
CASE?: 'Outofmemory. 










SUB MISC:rub (A.nniRAS STRING.lniRAS STRING. EDrainL AS STRING, GR.aiU.. AS STRING. EDUCost AS STRING, GRUCost AS STRING, EDYear AS 
STRlNG, GR.Year AS STRING, MiscCootT AS SINGLE) 
DiscRJ =(V AL(AnniR.S) - V AL(InfRS)) /100 
DIM PUSH AS INI'EGER 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO MISCerror 
MiscCost Textl.text = EDrainLS 
MiscCost Text2.text = GRAilLS 
MiscCoot T ext3 .text = EDUCostS 
MiscCoot.Text4.text = GRUCostS 
MiscCost.Text5.text = EDYears 
MiscCost.Text6.text = GRYearS 
PWEDC'ootl = (1/ ((I + DiscRl)" (V AL(EDYearS)))) * VAL(EDrainL$) *V AL(EDUCoot.S) 
PWGRCost! = ( 1/ ((I + Di.!lcRJ)" (V AL(GRYearS)))) *V AL{GRailU) *V AL(GRUCosd) 
Mi3cCost. Text7 .text= FORMATS{PWEDCostl, "tl,l#t#.##O.OO") 
MiscCost. TextS. text = FORMA TS{PWGRCostl, "#,### ,##0.00") 
MiscCostTI = PWEDCostl + PWGRCostl 
Mi.scCost.Text9.text = FORMATS(MiscCostTl, "#,###.fi#D.OO") 
MiscCost.Commandl DEFAULT= TRUE 
MiscCost.SHOW 1 
IF Misc:Cost.Commandl.t&g = "PUSHFlJ" TIIEN GOTO 345 
345' 
PRINT #12," QuantitY Unit Price ln9ta.lled Present Worth" 
PRINT #!2." (ft') (Sift') at Year (S)" 
PRINf #12," Edge Dra.i.nll:"; TAB( I B); EDrainLS; TAB(28); EDUCost.S; TAB(41); EDYearS; TAB(52); FORMATS(PWEDCostl, "#,###,#00.00") 
PRINI' #12." Guarad.Rails:"; TAB(18f. GR.ailU; TAB(28); GRUCostS; TAB(41); GRYearS; TAB(52); FORMATS(PWGRCostl, "#,###,##0.00") 
PRINT #12," -----" 




SELECf CASE ERR 
CASE7: 'Outofmetnory. 








SUB OVLCOST (Cost.M() AS STRmG, PavType AS STRING, ACOVLUCost AS SrnGLE. PCOVLUCost AS SINGLE. ACOVLRep AS SINGLE. PCOVI..Rep AS 
SINGLE. MillingVal AS SINGLE) 
DIM PUSH AS INfEGER 
OVLUCoot. Textl.text = "30.00" 
OVLUCost. Ten:l.text = "30.00" 
OVLUCost.TextJ.text = "125.00'' 
IF V AL(PavType$) = l TIIEN OVLUCost. Textl.text = CootM(O) 
IF V AL(PavTypeS) = l TIIEN OVLUCost.Textl.text = CostM(O) 
IF V AL(PavTypeS) >= 21HEN OVLUCCISt.Textl.text = "30.0()" 
IF V AL(Pav'J'ypcS) >= 2 TimN OVLUCost.Textl.text = "30.00'' 
IF VAL(PavTypcS) >= 2 THEN OVLUCosLTextJ.text = CostM(O) 
OVLUCC1St.Text4.text = "3.00'' 
OVLUCost.Text!i.ren: = "SJHl" 
OVLUCost.Text6.text = "5.00" 
OVLUCost. Text7.text = "1.0" 
OVLUCost.SHOW l 
IF OVLUCost.Cornmand.Ltag = "PUSHFD" 1HEN 
ACOVLCost$ = OVLUCost. Textl.text 
IF V AL(PavTypeS) >= 2 THEN ACOVLCootS = OVLUCost. Tenl.text 
PCOVLCostS =OVLUCost.Te:nJ.texr: 
ACOVLRepairS :: OVLUCost Text4.text 
PCOVl..R.epairS = OVLUCost Text6.text 
Milling$ = OVLUCost. Text7 .text 
UNLOAD OVLUCoot 
END IF 
ACDVLUCostl =V AL(ACOVLCootS) 
PCOVLUCostl:: V AL(PCOVLCost$) 
ACOVLRcpl =V AL(ACOVLR.epa.irS) 
PCO~l·V~CO~) 




'SUB MOT sub (MOTiotht AS SINGLE, MOTiot2nd AS SINGLE, MOTiot3ni AS SINGLE, MOTTot4tb AS SINGLE, MOTiot5th AS 
SINGLE) 
SUB MOT sub (MOTPWTot AS SINGLE, Noveday AS INTEGER, OverLay¥ ead) AS INTEGER, AoalymsPeriod AS INTEGER, Ann!R AS 
STRING, ln!R AS STRING) 
DIM PUSH AS INTEGER 
Disc RI =(V AL(Aml!RS) · VAL(ln!RS)) I lOO 
' Set up error handling for option validation. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO MOT error 
Mat Textl.text = "" 
Mat. T ext2.text = '"' 
Mat Text3.text = "" 
Mat. Text4.tm = "" 
Mat Text5.text = "" 
Mot.Text6.text = "" 
Mot.Text7.text= "" 
Mat Text8.text = "" 
Mat Text9.text = "" 
Mot. TextlO.text = "" 
Mat Textll.text = "" 
Mot. Textl2.text = '"' 
Mot. Textl3.text = '"' 
Mat. Textl4.text = "" 
Mot.Textl5.text= '"' 
Mat. Textl6.text = ''" 
Mol Text17.text"" "" 
Mat TextLS.text = "" 
Mot. Textl9.text = "" 
Mot.TextlO.text = "" 
Mat. Text2l.text = "" 
MatT ext22.text = "" 
Mot.Text23.text= "" 
MatT ext24.tcxt = "" 
Mot.Text25.text = "" 
Mat Text26.text = '"' 
Mot. Text27.text = "" 
Mat Text28.text = "" 
Mot.Text29.text= "" 
Mot.Text30.text = "" 
Mol Text36.text = "" 
Mot. Text37.text = "" 
Mat Text38.text = "" 
Mat. Text39.text = "" 
Mat. T ext40.text = "" 
Mot. T ext4l.text :: "" 
Mot.Text42.text = "" 
~ot.Text43.text = "" 
Mot.Text44.text = "" 
Mot. Text45.text = "" 
Mot.Text46.text:::: "" 
Mot Text47.text = "" 
Mot.Text48.text = "" 
Mot Text49.text = "" 
Mot TextSO.text = "" 
Mol TextSl.text = "" 
Mol Text52.text = "" 
Mot. Text53.text = '"' 
Mol Text54.text = "" 
Mot.Text55.text = "" 
Mol Text56.text = '"' 
Mol Text57.text:::: "" 
Mot.TextSS.text = "" 
Mot Text59.text = "" 
Mol Text60.text::: '"' 
Mol Text61.text = "" 
Mot T ext62 text ::: '"' 
Mol Text63.text = '"' 
Mot Text64.text = "" 
Mol Text65.text = "" 
Mot.Text66.text = "" 
Mot.Text67.text= "" 
Mot Text68.text = "" 
Mot. Text69.text = "" 
Mot. T ext70.text = "" 
Mol Text7l.text::: "" 
Mot.Text72.text:: "" 
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MotText73.text = "0" 
Mot Text74.text = "0" 
Mot Text75.text = "0" 
Mot Text76.text = "0" 
Mol Text6l.text = "0" 
MolText77.text= "0" 
Mot Text78.text = "0" 
Mol Text79.text = "0" 
Mot Text80.text = "0" 
MotText8l.text = "0" 
Mol T ext30.text = "0" 




MotCom.mand2.Cancel = TRUE 
MotSHOW I 
776 IF MotCommand2.tag = "PUSHED" THEN GOTO 777 
IF MotCommandl.tag ="PUSHED" THEN 
Signnlstl =VAL(MotTextl.text) 
· Signdlstl = VAL(Mot Text2.text) 
Signn2ndl = VAL(MotTeJ<tl.text) 
Signd2ndl = VAL(Mot Text4.text) 
Signn3nll =V AL(Mot TeJ<t5.text) 
Signd3nll =V AL(Mot Text53.text) 
Signo4thl =V AL(Mot Text58.text) 
Signd4thl =V AL(Mot Text59.text) 
Signn5thl =V AL(Mot Text60.text) 
SigndSthl =V AL(Mot Text6l.text) 
Tapenlstl =V AL(MotTextti.text) 
Tnpedhtl =V AL(Mot Text7.text) 
Tapeolndl =VAL(Mot.Text8.text) 
Taped2ndl =VAL(MotTeJ<t9.text) 
Tapcn3rdl =V AL(Mot TextlO.text) 
Taped3rdl = VAUMot Text54.text) 
Tapcn4thl = VAL(Mot Text62.tcxt) 
Tnped4thl =V AL(Mot TeJ<t67.text) 
Tapenlthl = VAL(MotText72.text) 
Taperllthl = VAL(Mot TeJ<t77.text) 
Pamnlstl = VAL(Mot Textll.text) 
Paindlstl = VAL(Mot Tex:tl2.text) 
Painnlndl = VAL(MotText13.text) 
Paind2ndl = VAL(Mot Text14.tex.t) 
Painn3nll = VAL(Mot.Textll.text) 
Paind3nll = VAL(MotText55.text) 
Painn4tbl = VAL(Mot Text63.text) 
Paind4tbl =V AL(Mot.T~xt68.text) 
Painn5th! = VAL(Mot.Text73.text) 
Pa.ind5thl = VAL(MotTex:t78.text) 
Barrnlst! =V AL(Mot Textl6.text) 
BII.ITdlstl = VAL(Mot Textl7.text) 
Barrnlndl = VAL(Mot.Text49.text) 
Barrdlndl = VAL(Mot Textl9.text) 
Barrn3rdl =V AL(Mot Text20.text) 
Bami3rdl =V AL(Mot Text56.text) 
Barrn4thl =V AL(Mot Text64.text) 
BII.ITd4tbl =V AL(Mot Text69.text) 
Barm5tb! =V AUMot. Text74.text) 
Mi.snilstl =V AL(Mot.Text2l.text) 
Misdllstl = VAUMot.Text22.text) 
Mi.sn I 2nd! = V AL(Mot Text23.te:rt) 
Misdl2ndl = VAL(Mot Text24.text) 
Misn13rdl = VAL(Mot Text25.text) 
M.dl3nll = VAL(Mot Text52.text) 
Mml4thl = VAL(Mot.Text6S.text) 
M..! 14th! =V AL(Mot Text70.text) 
Msnllthl = VAL(Mot.Text75.text) 
Misdl5thl = VAL(MotTextSO.text) 
Misn2lstl = VAUMot.Text47.text) 
Misd2lstl = VAL(1v!ot.Text48.text) 
Misn22ndl =V AL{Mot Textl8.text) 
M.d22ndl =V AL(Mot TextSO.text) 
Mm23n!l = VAL(MotTextSI.text) 
M.d23nll = VAL(Mot.Text57.text) 
Mi.sn24thl = VAL(Mot Text66.text) 
Misd24thl = VAL(MotText71.text) 
Misn25thl = VAL(Mot.Text76.text) 
Msd2Sthl = VAL(MotText81.text) 
MOTTotlst! = (Signnlst! • Signdlst!) + (Tapen 1st! * Tapedlst!) + (Painnlstl * Paindlst!) + (Bannlst! • Bamilstl) + (Misnllst! • rvfisdllstl) 
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Mot Text73.text= "" 
Mol Text74.text = ''" 
Mol Text75.text = "" 
Mol Text76.text = "" 
MolText17.text= '"' 
Mot Text78.text = "" 
MolText79.text= "" 
Mot Text80.text = "" 
MotTextSl.text= "" 
IF Noverlay% >= I THEN 
Mot. Textl.text = "0" 
Mot. Text6.text = "0" 
Mol Textll.text = "0" 
Mot.Textl6.text = "0" 
Mot. Text2l.text = "0" 
Mot Text47 .text= "0" 
Mot Text2.text = "0" 
MotText7.text= "0" 
Mot Text12.text = "0" 
MotTextl7.text= "0" 
Mot. Textll.text = "0" 
Mot. Text48.text = "0" 
MotText26.text = "0" 
Mol T ext36.text = STRS(OverLayYeai( l )) 
MolText4l.text = "0" 
END IF 
IF Noverlay% >= 2 THEN 
Mol T ext3.text = "0" 
MoL TextS. text= "0" 
Mot. Text13.text == "0" 
Mot. Text49.text = "0" 
Mot Text23.text = "0" 
Mot. Textl8.text = "0" 
MoL T ext4.text = "0" 
Mot. Text9.text == "0" 
MoL Text14.text == "0" 
Mot. Text19.text = "0" 
Mot. Text24.text == "0" 
Mot. Text50.text = "0" 
Mot. Text27.text = "0" 
Mol Text37.text = STRS(OverLayYear(2)) 
Mol Text42.text = "0" 
END IF 
IF Noverlay% >= 3 THEN 
Mol Text5.text= "0" 
Mol TextlO.text = "0" 
MoL Textl5.text = "0" 
MotText20.text = "0" 
Mot T ext25.text = "0" 
MolText5l.text = "0" 
Mot Text53.text = "0" 
Mot Text54.text = "0" 
Mol Tex.t55.text = "0" 
Mol Text56.text = "0" 
Mot. T ext52.text :::: "0" 
Mot Tex:t57.text = "0" 
Mol Text28.text = "0" 
Mol Text38.text = STR$(0verLayYear(3)) 
Mol Text43.text:::: "0" 
END IF 
IF Noverlay% >= 4 THEN 
Mot. Text58.text = "0" 
Mot. Text62.text = "0" 
Mot Text63.text = "0" 
Mol Tcxt64.tex.t = "0" 
Mol Text65.tex.t = "0" 
Mot. Text66.text = "0" 
Mot.Text59.text = "0" 
Mot. Text67 .text= "0" 
Mot. Text68.text = ''0" 
MotText69.text= "0" 
Mot T ex.t70.text = "0" 
Mot Text7l.text == "0" 
MotText29.text= "0" 
Mot Text39.text = STRS(OverLayYeou(4)) 
Mol Text44.text = "0" 
END IF 
IF Noverlay% >= 5 THEN 
Mot. Text60.text"" "0" 
Mol Text72.text = "0" 
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+ (Misn2lndl "'Misd2lstl) 
MOTiot2ndl = (Signn2nd! • Signd2nd1) + (Tapen2nd! • Tapedlnd!) + {Painnlndl • Paind2ndl) + (Barrn2ndl • Ba.rrd2ndl) + (Misnl2ndl • 
Misdl2ndl) + (Misn22ndl • Misd22ndl) 
MOTTot3rdl = (Signn3rdl * Signd3rdl) + (Tapen3rd! * Taped.3rd!) + (Painn3rdl * Paind3rd!) + (Barrn3rd! * Barni3rd!) + (Misnl3rd! * 
Misd13rdl) + (Misn23rdl 'Misd23rdl) 
M0Tfot4thl = (Signn4thl * Signd4thl) + (Tapen4th! • Taped4th!) + (Painn4thl • Paind4thl) + (Barm4thl * Barrd4thl) + (Misnl4thl * 
Misdl4thl) + (Misn24thl* Misd24thl) 
MOTTot5thl = (Signn5thl * Signd5thl) + (Tapen5thl • Taped5th!) + (Painn5th! * Paind5th!) + (Barrn5th! • Bami5thl) + (Misnl5thl * 
Misdl5thl) + (Misn25thl • Misdlfthl) 
Mot Text26.tex.t = FORMATS(MOTTotlstl, "#,###,##0.00") 
Mol Text27.text = FORMATS(MOTfot2nd!, "#,###,#00.00") 
MolText28.toxt= FORMATS(MOTTot3rd!, "#,###,##0.00") 
MolText29.text = FORMATS(MOTTot4thl, "#,###,#00.00") 
Mol Text30.text = FORMATS(MOTTot5thl, "#,###,##0.00") 
MOTPW1stl = (1 I ((1 + DiscRI) • (Overl.ayYeat%(1)))) • MOTTotlstl 
MOTPW2ndl =(I/ ((I+ m,.,RI) • (Ovcrl.ayY ear%(2)))) • MOTTot2ndl 
MOTPWJrdl = (l/ ((1 + DisoRI)' (Overl.ayYcat/o(3)))) • MOTTot3rd! 
MOTPW4thl = (l/ ((1 + DiscRI)' (OverLayYeat'/o(4)))) • MOTTot4th! 
MOTPW5thl = (1/ ((1 + DiscRI)' (OverLayYcat/o(5)))) • MOTTot5th! 
MOTPW6thl =(1/ ((1 + DiscRI)' (OverLayYcat/o(6)))) • MOTTot5th! 
MOTPW7thl = (1/ ((1 + DiscRI) • (OverLayYcat/o(7)))) • MOTTot5th! 
MOTPWTotl = MOTPW1stl + MOTPW2ndl + MOTPW3rdl + MOTPW4thl + MOTPW5thl + MOTPW6thl + MOTPW7thl 
Mot.Text4l.text = FORMATS(MOTPWlst!, "#,###,##0.00") 
Mot.Text42.text = FORMAT$(MOTPW2nd!. "#,###,##D.OO") 
MotText43.text = FOR.11AAT$(MOTPW3rcl!, "#,###,##(lOO") 
MolText44.text = FORMATS(MOTPW4thl, "#.###,##0.00") 
Mot Text45.text =FORMA TS(MOTPW5th!. "#,###,##0.00") 
IF Noverlay% = 1 THEN · 
Mot Text42.text = "" 
Mot T ext43.text = '"' 
Mol Text44.text = "'' 
Mot Text45.text = "" 
END IF 
IF Noverlay'llo = 2 THEN 
MoL Text43.text"" "" 
Mat Text44.text = "" 
Mot Text45.text = "" 
END1F 
lF Noveriay'llo = 3 THEN 
Mot Text44.text = "" 
Mot Text45.text = "" 
END IF 
IF Noveriay'l/o = 4 THEN 
Mot. Text45.text = "" 
END IF 




777 UNLOAD Mot 
PRINT # 12," Overlay# Present Worth { $)" 
IF Noverlay% = I THEN PRINT #12." "; I." ... \t!OTPW!st! 
IF Noverlay% = 2 THEN 
PRINT #12." "; I;" 
PRINT #12." "; 2;" 
END IF 
IF Noverlay'llo = 3 THEN 
PRINT #12," "; I;" 
PRINT #12," "; 2;" 
PRINT #12," "; 3;" 
END IF 
IF Noverlay'Vn = 4 THEN 
PRINT #12," "; 1;" 
PRINT #12," "; 2;" 
PRINT #12," "; 3;" 
PRINT #12," "; 4;" 
END IF 
IF Noverlay'l/n = 5 THEN 
PRINT #12," "; 1;" 
PRINT #12," "; 2;" 
PRINT #12," "; 3;" 
PRINT #12," "; 4;" 
PRINT #12," "; 5;" 
END IF 
IF Noverlay'l/o = 6 THEN 
PRINT #12," "; I;" 
PRINT #12," "; 2;" 
PRINT #12," "; 3;" 
PRINT #12," "; 4;" 
PRINT #12," "; 5;" 













.. : MOTPW4thl 
": MOTPWStht 








rF Noveriay% = 7 11IEN 
PRINT #12 " "· 1·" 
PRINT #12> ": i " 
PRINT #12," "; 3;" 
PRINT #12," "; 4;" 
PRINT #12 " "· 5·" 
PRINT #12:" "; 6;" 
PRINT #12 " "· 7·" 




.. : MOTPW4thl 
.. : MOTPW5thl 
.. : MOTPW6thl < MOTPW7thl 
PRINT#l2," ----
PRINT #12," TOTAL: "; MOTPWTotl 
EXIT SUB 
' Option error handling routine. 
' lgnon: errors here and let dialog's controls 
' handle the errors. 
MOT error. 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Out of memory. 
MSOBOX "Out of memory. Can't load dialog.", 0, "FileOpen" 







SUB SAL VAGE1 (AnalysisPeriod AS INTEGER, Ann1R AS STRING, 1nfR AS STRING, RemainingESAL AS SINGLE, CBRVal AS SINGLE, 
MiscCo"T AS SINGLE, Area AS SINGLE UCostA.ph AS SINGLE, UCostllase AS SINGLE, UComSSG AS SINGLE, PWRemVal AS SINGLE) 
DIM PUSH AS INTEGER 
DiscRI =(VAL(AonfR$). VAL(ln!R$))/100 
Factor! = (1/ ((I + DiscR!) A (AnalysisPeriod%))) 
' Set up error bandling for option validation. 
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO SALVAGE1error 
IF RemainingESALI <= 1000 TilEN 
DA'Phaltl = 21 
OBasel = 41 
GOTO 10 
END IF 
IFCBRVall <2 THENCBRVal! =2! 
IF CBRVall > 30 THEN CBRVall = 301 
LogRcmEaall = (LOG(RemainingESALI)) /2.30259 
Coostantl = -.00038475# • (CBRVall) A 3 + .02494912# • (CBRVall) A 2- .6273856# • (CBRVall) + 8.952224 
Dfulll = -.0374 * (LogRemEaall) A 3 + .930747 • (LogRemEaall) A 2- 3.5624135# • (LogRemEaall) +Constant! 
DA'!'haltl = .60606 • Dfulll 
DBasel = 1.21212 • Dfulll 
10 IF UCostA'!'hl =01 TilENUCostA'Phl = 30! 
IF UCostBasel = 01 THEN UCostBasel = 121 
IF UCostSSGI = 0! TilEN UComSSGI = 1.2 
RomValA.sphl =Area* (DAspbaJtl/12) • ( 140 12000) • UCostAsph! 
RemValBasel =Area • (DBascl I 12) * (130 /2000) • UCostBasel 
Rem V alSSG! = Area * UCostSSGI I 9 
LPRINT ''UCost Asph="; UCostAspb! 
LPRINT "UCost Base"; UCostBasel 
LPRINT" UCostSSG! =": UCostSSG! 
LPRINT"CBR=": CBRVall 
LPRINT "RemESAL="; RemainingESAL! 
LPRINT "Dasphalt =": DAsphaltl 
LPRINT "DBase ="; DBasel 
LPRINT "REm V a! Asp=": RemValAaphl 
LPRINT "REm Vat &se="; RemValBase! 
LPRINT "REm V a! SSO =": RemValSSGI 
RemValTotl = RemValAsph! + RemYa.IBasel + RemVaiSGG! + .5 "'MiscCostTJ 
PWRemVal! == RemValTotl *Factor! 
LPRlNT "Remaining Val ="; RemValTotl 
LPRINT "PW Rem.aining Val =": PWRemVal! 
EXIT SUB 
' Option error handling routine. 
' Ignore errors here and let d.ialog's controls 
' handle the errors. 
SALVAGElerror: 
SELECT CASE ERR 
CASE 7: 'Out of memory. 
MSGBOX "Out of memory. Can't load d.ialog. ", 0. "FileOpen" 







'•••-.-.••• PROGRAM RlJITING.BAS **"'*****••••• 
'$INCLUDE: 'RUTIING.Br 
DEFSNG!-N 
SUB ACRUT (STRSII, PSII, HR VI, SPEED!, RTM!, STNLGI) 
' •-•••••• SUBROUllNE ACRUT •••••••• 
DEFINT I-N 
RNRP = HRVI • (!I/ ((SPEED • 52801) /36001)) 
IF RNRP < L1 THEN RNRP = ll 
IF STRSI >PSI THEN STRSI =PSI 
A= .00938 
B =-.10392 
c = .63974 
D =((-.000663 'RTM• 2) + (.1521' RTM- 13.304)) + ((1.46- .00572 • RTM) • ALOGlO(STRSl)) + .301 
IF STNLG = 01 THEN GOTO 12 
CALL POL YRT(A, B, C, D, STNLG, ADNM) 
CRNRP = RNRP + ADNM 
STNLG =(A 'ALOG!O(CRNRP) • ALOG!O(CRNRP) • ALOG!O(CRNRP)) + (B • ALOG!O(CRNRP) • ALOG!O(CRNRP)) + (C • 
ALOG!O(CRNRP)) + D 
GOT043 
12 STNLG =(A • ALOGlO(RNRP) • ALOG!O(RNRP) • ALOG!O(RNRP)) + (B • ALOG!O(RNRP)' ALOG!O(RN'RP)) + (C' 
ALOG!O(RNRP)) + D 
43 EXIT SUB 
END SUB 
DEFSNGJ-N 
FUNCTION ALOG!O ()(.) 
ALOG 10 =LOG()() I 2.30258509# 
END FUNCTION 
SUB BESSEL (NI'!, XII, Y!) 
' ••••••••• SUBROUTINE BESSEL ••••••••••• 
DEFINT 1-N 
DIM PZ(6), QZ(6), CP 1(6), Q 1(6), DBesse1(20) 
PI= 3.1415927# 
PZ(l) = 1#: PZ(2) = -.0001125#: PZ(3) = .00000028710938#: PZ(4) = -2.34496580-09: PZ(5) = 3.9806841D-ll: PZ(6) = -l.l536133D-l2 
QZ(l) = -.005#: QZ(2) = .0000046875#: QZ(3) =- 000000023255859#: QZ(4) = 2.83070870-10: QZ(5) = -6.39120960-12: QZ(6) = 
2.ll24704D-12 . 
CP 1( 1) = I#: CP1(2) = .0001875#: CPl(l) = -.0000003691406l#: CP 1(4) = 2.77132320-09: CP 1(5) = -4.5114421D-ll: CP 1(6) = 
1.27504630-12 
Ql(l) = .015#: Ql(2) = -.0000065625#: Ql(3) = 000000028423828#: Q 1(4) = -l.2662044D-l0: Ql(5) = 7.14311660-12: Ql(6) = 
-2.5l27056D-I l 
I 030 NBessel = NI 
X=XI 
IFX-7! <=0! THEN GOTO lOll ELSEGOTO 10l7 
1031 X2=X/21 
FAC =-X2 "'X2 
IF NBes"'l <= 01 THEN GOTO !Ol2 ELSE GOTO I 034 
!Ol2 C= !I 
Y=C 
FOR I= I TO l4 
T=l 
C=FAC*C/(T*T) 
TEST= ABS(C)- 101 '(-8) 
IF TEST<= 01 GOTO !Ol6 ELSE GOTO lOll 
103l Y=Y+C 
NEXT! 
1034 C =X2 
Y=C 
FORI= I T0l4 
T=I 
C = FAC • C I (T" (T + Ll)) 
TEST= ABS(C)- 101 A (-8) 
IF TEST<= 01 GOTO l0l6 ELSE GOTO 10l5 
1035 Y=Y+C 
NEXT I 
I 036 EXIT SUB 
1037 IF NBmel <= 01 GOTO 10l8 ELSE GOTO 1039 
1038 FORI= I T06 
DBes,.,I(D = PZ(l) 
DBessel(l + I 0) = QZ(l) 
NEXT! 
GOTO 1040 
10l9 FORI= I T06 
DBessel(I) = CPl(D '1#/:###'#l"'#l'lr#lf:!I#'::'THIS WAS Pl() WHICH DID NOT EXIST 
DBessei(I + 10) = QI(D 
NEXT! 




P = DBessei(6) * T2 + DBessel(5) 
FORI=! T04 
J= 5- I 
P = P * T2 + DBessel(J) 
NEXT! 
Q = DBessel(16) * T2 + DBessel(l5) 
FOR I= 1 TO 4 
J= 5 -I 
Q = Q • T2 + DBessei(J + 10) 
NEXT I 
Q=Q'Tl 
T4 = SQR(X' Pn 
T6 = SIN(X) 
T7=COS(X) 
IF NBeml <= 01 THEN GOTO 1041 ELSE GOTO 1042 
l04I T5=((P-Q)'T6+(P+Q)'T7)1T4 
GOTO I043 
1042 T5 =((P +Q)' T6- (P- Q) • T7)1T4 
1043 Y = T5 
EXIT SUB 
END SUB 
: ._i-S~JG I-N 
'UB COFE (KJN%, PSII) 
DEFINT I-N 
' ######################SUBROUTINE COFEII#################### 
DIM Q(2, 2) 
LC= KlN 
N = NS- I 
FORK= 1 TON 
Tl = E(K)"' (I! +V(K +I)) I {E(K+ I) • (I!+ V(Klll 
TIM=Tl-I! 
PH= P • H(K) 
PH2 =PH • 2! 
VK.2 = 2! • V(K) 
VKP2=2! * V(K+ I) 
VK4=2! * VK2 
VKP4 = 2! * VKP2 
VKK.8 = 8! • V(K)"' V(K + l) 
X(K, l, l) = VK4- 3!- Tl 
X(K, 2, 1) = 0! 
X(K, J, 1) =TIM' (PH2- VK4 +Ill 
X(K,4, 1)""-2! • TIM * P 
TJ = PH2 • (VK2- !!) 
T4:VK.K8+ I! -3! *VKP2 
T5 = PH2 • (VKP2- !!) 
T6 =VK.K8 + !! - 3! * VK2 
X(K, l, 2) =iTJ +T4- Tl' (T5 +T6))1P 
X(K_ 2, 2) =Tl * (VKP4- 3!)- I! 
X(K, 4, 2) = TIM' (11- PH2- VKP4) 
X(K, 3, 4) = (Tl- T4- TI '(T5- T6)) I P 
T3 = PH2 *PH- VKK.8 +I! 
T4 = PH2 • (VK2- VKP2) 
X(K, I, 4)=(Tl +T4 +VKP2- TI '(T3 +T4 + VK211 I P 
X(K, 3, 2) =(-Tl +T4- VKP2+Tl' (TJ- T4 +VK2))1P 
X(K, 1, 3) = TlM' (!!- PH2- VK4) 
X(K. 2,3) = 21' TIM' P 
X(K, 3, 3) = VK4- 31- TI 
X(K, 4, 3) = 0! 
X(K, 2, 4)=TIM' (PH2- VKP4 + 1!) 
X(K, 4, 4) = Tl '(VKP4- 31)- 11 
NEXTK 
' COMPUTE THE PRODUCT MATRICES PM 
SC(N) = 4! ' (V(N)- 11) 
IF N- 2 < 01 THEN GOTO !045 ELSE GOTO 1044 
1044 FORK!= 2 TON 
M=NS-Kl 
SC(M) = SC(M +I)' 41 '(V (M)- I!) 
NEXTKI 
83 
I 045 'CONTINUE IN FORTRAN 
Q(l, I)= 11 
Q(2, 2) = I! 
Q(l, 2) = 01 
QQ=P"'2!*H(N) 
IFQQ- I72! <=0! THEN GOTO 1046 ELSEGOTO 1047 
1046 'CONTINUE IN FORTRAN 
Q(I, 2) = EXP(-QQ) 
' Q(2,1) IS NOT NEEDED FOR INITIALIZING THE PM MATRIX 
1047 'CONTINUE IN FORTRAN 
THE FOLLOWING LOOP INITIALIZES PM(N.,) 
FORM= I T04 
LL=(M+ 1)12 
FORJ=JT04 
PM(N, M. J) = X(N, M, J) 'Q(LL, 2) 
NEXT J 
NEXT M 
FOR Kl =2 TON 
K=NS-Kl 
KK=K+l 
QQ= P' 2! 'H(K) 
IF QQ- 1721 <= 01 THEN GOTO 1048 ELSE GOTO 1049 
1048 'CONTINUE IN FORTRAN 
Q(2, I)= EXP(QQ) 
Q(1, 2) =Ill Q(2. 1) 
GOTO !050 
I 049 'CONTINUE IN FORTRAN 
Q(1,2)=01 
Q(2, 1) = IE+20 
1050 'CONTINUE IN FORTRAN 
FORM= I T04 
LL=(M+ 1)12 
FOR J = 3 TO 4 





SOLVE FOR C(NS) AND D(NS) 
T3=21'V(I) 
T4=TJ-I! 
FM(l)=P' (PM(!, I, l)+PM(I, 3, l))+Tl 'I PM( I. 2. 3\- PM11.4, 3\) 
FM(2) = P • (PM(1, 1, 3)- PM(!, 3, 3\) + T4 • rPM(!, 2, 3\ +PM( I. 4, 3\) 
FM(l)=P '(PM(!, !,4)+PM(I, 3, 4\)+TJ' (PM( I. 2. 4\- PM(!, 4.4\) 
FM(4) = P '(PM( I. I, 4) ·PM(!, 3, 4\) + T4 • <PM(!, 2. 4\ +PM(!, 4, 4\) 
DFAC = SC(I) I ((FM(!)' FM(4\- FM(J) • FM12\\ • P • PI 
A(LC, NS) = 01 
B(LC, NS) = 0! 
C(LC, NS) = -FM(J)' DFAC 
D(LC. NS) =FM(!) • DFAC 
BACKSOL YE FOR THE OTHER A.B.C,D "'***THIS LOOP WAS REMOVED IN FLOPPY CODE*"" .. * 
FOR Kl =I TON 
A(LC, Kl) = (PM(KI, I, 3) • C(LC, NS) + PMIKI. I. 4\ • DILC. ;-.iS)\ I SC(KI) 
B(LC, Kl) = (PM(KI, 2, 3)' C(LC, NS) + PM(KI. 2, 4\ • D(LC, ;-.iS)) I SC(KI) 
C(LC, Kl) = (PM(KI, 3, 3)' C(LC, NS\ + PMIKI. 3. 41' D(LC, ;-.iS)\ I SC(KI) 





SUB DGARUT (M%, STRSI, HRVI, Wll, S1GJI. STNLG!l ············-·-····-·······················-··················•••*'"*"' ·•••••••••••••••••••-•••••• SUBROlJTINE DGARI..Ff •••••••••••••***"'"'"'"'*"'"'" ....................................................................... 
DEFTNT l-N 
Wl =0 
IF Wl < .001 AND M<> 3 AND M<> 4 THEN W\ = 3! 
IFWI <.001 ANDM=l ORM =4 THEN Wl =4.5 
SIG3 = .35 "' STRS 
A= .0066- .004 'ALOGIO(WI) 
8 = -.142 + .092' ALOGIO(WI) 
C=.72 
D = (-4.41 + (.0173 + 003' Wl) • (STRS\)- ((.00075 + 0029 • Wl) • (SIGJ\) 
IF STNLG = 0! THEN GOTO 21 
CALL POLYRT(A, B, C, D, STNLG, ADNM) 
CHRV = HRV + ADNM 
84 
STNLG =(A • ALOG10(CHRV) • ALOG10(CHRV) • ALOGIO(CHRV)) + 18 • ALOG!O(CHRV) 'ALOG!O(CHRV)) + (C' 
ALOG!O(CHRV)) + D 
GOT047 
2I STNLG =(A' ALOG!O(HRV)' ALOGIO(HRV) • ALOG!O(HRV)) + (8 'ALOGIOIHRV)' ALOG10(HRV)) + (C' ALOG10(HRV)) + D 
47 EXIT SUB 
END SUB 
DEFSNGI-N 
SUB EMOD (M%. NS%, ThickNival!(), HH!O, ICON%, NNT%. ACMOD!. DGAMOD!, SUBMOD!, Eeqv!, ThickB!) 
'# !!' ##'## :: '¥### SUBROUTINE EMOD ########################## 
DEFINT 1-N 
ThickE = OI 
ThickB = 01 
FOR NN =I TONS'+ l'D045 
MA = MA TYP(NN) 
IF MA= I THEN GOTO 1006 ELSE IF MA= 2 THEN GOTO 1007 ELSE IF MA= 3 THEN GOTO !0004 ELSE IF MA= 4 GOTO I008 
IF MA= 5 THEN GOTO I003 ELSE GOTO I007 
IF NN = NS THEN GOTO I008 
I 003 E(NN) = 2000001 
GOTO I009 
I 0004 E(NN) = 50000001 
GOTO I009 
I006 ADP= ANSDPT(NN) 
CALL TEMP(Mo/, NNT%, ADP!, TMI) 
RTM2 =TMI 
ACMOD = ( 101 A ( 1.0 I5 - .0 I8 • RTM2 + .00005 • RTM2 • RTM2)) • 600000 
IF A CM OD> 6000000# THEN A CM OD= 6000000# 
IF A CM OD< 200001 THEN ACMOD = 20000! 
E(NN) = ACMOD 
GOTO I009 
I007 IF SIGMA3(NN) = 01 THEN SIGMAJINN) = 5' 
IF M<> 3 AND M<> 4 THEN W(NN) = 3' 
IF M =3 ORM = 4 THEN W(NN) =4.5 
DGAMOD = !01 A ((5.4624- 2.729 • ALOGIO(WiNNlll + 1 l75 + ll9 • ALOGIO(W(NN))) '(ALOG!O(SIGMA3(NN)))) 
IF DGAMOD > 3000001 THEN DGAMOD = 300000' 
IF DGAMOD < 10001 THEN DGAMOD = l 000! 
E(NN) = DGAMOD 
ThickE = ThickE + HH(NN)"' (E(NN))" (.3333) 
ThickB = ThickB + HH(NN) 
GOTO I009 
l008 IF SIGMA3(NN) = 0! THEN SIGMA3(NN) = J! 
IF W(NN) = 01 AND M<> 3 AND M<> 4 THEN W!NN) = 7' 
IF W(NN) = 0! AND M= 3 OR M= 4 THEN W(NN) = 8' 
SUBMOD = IOI A ((5.33I + .0007 • SIGMAJ(NNll + 1 li246- 01006 • SIGMA3(NN) + .0003I • SIGMA3(NN) A 2)' W(NN)- (.02496-
.00188"' SIGMA3(NN) + .0000549 * SIGMA3(NN)" 2)"' W(NN)" 2) 
IF SUB MOD> 2200001 THEN SUB MOD= 220000! 
IF SUB MOD< 501 THEN SUB MOD =50! 
E(NN) = SUBMOD 
IF ICON = I THEN E(NNl = 6000000# 
l009 NEXTNN 
Eeqv = (ThickE I ThickB)" 3 
I 0 10 EXIT SUB 
END SUB 
DEFSNGI-N ............................................................................. 
SUBROUTINE PAVER\IT THIS IS THE MAIN SUB ·--·-········-················•*••·······················*·········· SUB Pavenrt (Esa!IstYI, YcarRut%, AnalysPS, SpcedVal AS SINGLE, ESALVal AS SINGLE, CBRVai AS SINGLE, MainLNumLayei'AS 
INTEGER, ThickMval() AS SINGLE, M"eria!MLinoll AS INTEGER, CO HR V() AS SINGLE, TOillFL AS SINGLE, RliTDopth AS STRING) 
DEFINT I-N 
LOCATE I5, 17 
PRINT "TIIINKING ABOliT THE RUTIING DEPTH ... 
SPEED = SpeedY a! 
ESAL = ESAL V a! 
CBR=CBRVal 
AnPeriod% =V AUAnalysP$) 
NS = MainLNum.Layers 
PRINT# 12. "" 
PRINT #12," PAVEMENT COMPONENT INFORMATION, .. 
FORI= I TONS 
HH(I) = ThickMval(l) 
MA TYP(I) = MaterialMLine(l) 









IF MA TYP( I) = I AND MA TYP(2) = I AND MA TYP(3) <> I THEN 
NS = MainLNumLayers- I 
Hll(l) = ThickMval(l) + ThickMval(2) 
Hll(2) = ThickMval(3) 
MA TYP(2) =MA TYP(3) 
Hll(3) = ThickMval(4) 
MATYP(3)= MATYP(4) 
Hll( 4) = ThickMval(5) 
MA TYP( 4) = MA TYP(5) 
Hll(5) = ThickMval(6) 
MATYP(S)=MATYP(6) 
Hll(6) = ThickMval(7) 
MA TYP(6) = MA TYP(7) 
END IF 
IFMATYP(l)= lAND MATYP(2)= lAND MATYP(3)= I AND MATYP(4)<> l THEN 
NS = MalnLNumLayers • 2 
HH(l) = ThickMval(l) + ThickMval(2) + ThickMval(3) 
Hll(2) = ThickMval( 4) 
MA TYP(2) = MA TYP( 4) 
Hll(l) = ThickMvai(S) 
MA TYP(3) =MA TYP(S) 
Hll(4) = ThickMval(6) 
MA TYP( 4) = MA TYP(6) 
HH(S) = ThickMval(7) 
MA TYP(S) =MA TYP(7) 
END IF 
IFMATYP(I)= l ANDMATYP(2)= I AND MATYP(3)= I ANDMATYP(4)= l ANDMATYP(S)<> l THEN 
NS = MainLNumLayers · 3 
HH(l) = ThickMvaJ( I) + ThickM:val(2} + Thick:Mval(3) + TbickMvaJ(4) 
HH(2) = ThickMvai(S) 
:-M TYP(2) =MA TYP(S) 
HH(3) = ThickMval(6) 
MA TYP(3) =MA TYP(6) 
Hll( 4) = ThickMva1(7) 
MATYP(4) = MATYP(7) 
END IF 
FORLL=!TONS 
ANSDPT(LL) = 0# 
NEXTLL 
PRINT #12, "#OF LAYERS IN THE SYSTEM=": MainLNum.Layers;" Including Subgrade" 
PRINT #12. "" 
PRINT #I2, "RUTTING INFORMATION'' 
HTOT =0! 
FOR LL= I TONS 
;FLL= I THENHTOT=O!ELSEHTOT=HTOT+HH(LL- I) 
IF LL =I THEN ANSDPT(LL) = HH(LL) I 2! ELSE ANSDPT(LL) = HTOT + HH(LL) I 2! 
SIGMA3(LL) = 0 '!001 
W(LL) = 0 '20! 
:-!EXTLL 
~umCycle% = NS • AnPeriod% 
Jo%=0 
TOTDFL=O! 
FOR LL = I TONS'+ I DO 27 
ANSDP! =ANSDPT(LL) 
MA= MA TYP(LL) 
STNLG=O# 
ANVOL = Esa!!stYI 
FOR M:MJ\.1M = I TO AnPeriod% 
Joo/o::::Jo%+ l 
LOCATE !5, 51 
PRINT"("; Jo%; " of'; NumCycle%; ")" 
FORM= l TO !2 
FORKK= l T024 
IF MA TYP(LL) = l THEN CALL TEMP(M%, KK% AN SDP 1!, TMI) 
RTM=TM 
Wl =W(LL) 
SIG3 = SIGMA3(LL) 
VOLUME= VOLUME+ HRV 
HRV = COHRV(KK. M)' ANVOL' .0068 • .441! • .707 
CALL STRESS(Mo/o, LLo/o, MATYP%(), Tbick.Mvall(), HH!(), PSI!, WGTI, ANSOPll, KK%, IGIMIC%, ICON%, StressUsedl) 
STRSl = StressU..i 
IF MA = l THEN GOTO 302 
IF MA= 2 THEN GOTO 303 
lF MA = 3 THEN GOTO 303 
IF MA = 4 THEN GOTO 304 
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IF MA= 5 THEN GOTO 303 ELSE GOTO 303 
302 CALL ACRUT(STRSll, PSI!, HR VI, SPEED!. RTM!. STNLGI) 
GOTO 108 
303 CALL DGARUT(M%, STRSll, HRVI, Wl!, SIGJ!, STNLG!) 
GOTO I08 
304 CALL SUBRUT(STRSl!, HRV!, Wl!, SIG3!, CBRI, STNLG!) 
GOTO 108 
108IF MMMM > I THEN HllllH = HH(LL)- DEFLlMMMM. LL) ELSE HHHH = HH(LL) 
DEFL(MMMM, LL) = (101' STNLG) • (HHHHl 
NEXTKK 
107NEXTM 
ANVOL = ANVOL * 1.03 'ESAL GROWTH 2% AnnuaJ.ly 
NEXTMMMM 
DEFLECTION(LL) = DEFL(AnPeriodo/, LL) 
IF DEFLECTION(LL) > HH(LL) THEN DEFLECTION iLL)= HH(LL) 
IF ICON= I AND MA= 3 THEN DEFLECTION<LL) = 0! 
IF LL = I GOTO 109 
IF LL > I GOTO 112 
II2IF MATYP(LL) = 5 AND MATYP(LL+ I)= 4 THEN DEFLECTION(LL)=O! 
IF MATYP(LL) =4 AND MATYP(LL- I)= 5 THEN DEFLECTION(LL) =0! 
109 TOTDFL = DEFLECTION(LL) + TOTDFL 
~EXTLL 
TOTDFL=O# 
FOR MMMM == I TO AnPeriod% 
TOTDFL=O# 
FOR LL = I TONS 
IF ICON= I AND MA =3 THENDEFL(MMM\.1. LLI = 01 
TOTDFL = TOTDFL + DEFL(MMMM. LL l 
~TLL 
PRINT #12, "RUT DEPTH ="; TOTDFL:" AT YEAR=· \>!MMM 
IF TOTDFL >=V AURliTDepth$) THEN 
Y earRut<'/o = Ml\.1MM · 1 
PRINT #12, "RUT DEPTH REACHES": Rt:TOcpthS:" In. A r YEAR""": YearRut% 




Y earRufl/11 = MMM1v1 
PRINT #12, "RUT DEPTH REACHES": RL'TDeptbS: ·· lo AT YEARS> ANALYSIS PERIOD!!" 
PRINT #12 "" 
110 EXIT SLll 
END SUB 
DEFSNG I-N 
SUB POLYRT (A!, B!, C!, D!, STNLG!, ADNM!I 
' #:###########-########## SUBROUTINE POLY R T rJr:m#######ti#######-##3 
DEFINT 1-N 
DIM XPolyrt( lO) 
;-J = 1 
XPolyrt(N) = I! 
TS =D- STNLG 
1001 XI = XPolyrtC.N)- (A * XPolyrt(N)"' 3 + 8 • XPolyrti .'i)" 2 + C • XPolyrt(N) + TS) I (3"' A* XPolyrt(N)" 2 + 2 "' B * XPolyrt(N) +C) 
IF ABS(XPolyrt(N)- XI)> .005 THEN Z =XI 
IF ABS(XPolyrt(N)- XI)< .005 THEN GOTO 1004 
N=N+ I 
IF N = I 0 THEN GOTO 1002 
XPolyt1(N) = Z 
GOTO 1001 
'*"'***"'"'*****"'***•••*"""1lilS LINE FOR ERROR IN' #OF ITERA TIONS*"'•n•••u• 
1002 MSG$ ="MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDED: PROGRAM ABORTED" 
MSG$ = MSG$ +CHR$(13) + CHR$(10) +"DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE INPUT FILE" 
RESPONSE= MSGBOX(MSG$, 4, "INPUT FILE DATA ERROR") 
lF RESPONSE= 6 THEN END ELSE END 'need to call menu program here ........................................................................ 
1004 ROOT= XI 
ADNM = 101• ROOT 
I 005 EXIT SUB 
END SUB 
DEFSNG I-N 
SUB StRESS (M%, LL%, MATYP%!(:), Thick.Mval!(), HH!(), PSI!. WGTl, A..1\JSDPU, KK.0/~ IGIMIC%, ICON%, StressUsed!) 
' ~#####-########## SUBROUTINE STRESS ~################## 
'SHARED E(), V(), HQ, AZ(), A(), B(), C() 
DIM TEST( !I), W2(4) 
DEFINT 1-N 
IF KK > I AND IG!MJC = 0 GOTO I029 
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NNT = 10 
N=NS-1 
ITN= 46 
ITN4 = 184 
K=ITN+ l 
'IF MATYPo/o(LL)= 5 THEN 
CALL EMOD(Mo/, NS%, ThickMvall(), HHI(), ICON%. NNT%. ACMODI, DGAMODl, SUBMODI, E"'!v!, ThickBI) 
ERatio = E(l) I E"'!v 
IF ERatio > 50! THEN £Ratio = 50! 
IF ER.atio < 1 I THEN ER.atio = l t 
STRESS!= PSI' 10 A(.0852032# + .0003707# • (ThickB I HH(l))- .036058 • HH(l)- .082307' (ALOG!O(ER.tio))) 
IF STRESS!> PSI THEN STRESS!= PSI 
IF MA TYP'/o(LL) = 1 THEN 
s ..... Used =STRESS! 
GOTO 1029 
END IF 
IF STRESS! < (.1 • PSI) THEN STRESS!= (.I • PSI) 
STRESS2 =PSI' 10 A (.07347# + 4.73414 • ALOGlO(STRESSl/ PSI)+ 2.696 • ((ALOGlO(STRESSl/PSI)) A 2)) 
IF STRESS! >= (.4 • PSI) TilEN 'STRESS!= (.45 • PSI) 
STRESS2 = (.165772#- 1.14097' (STRESSl/ PSI)+ 1.911592' ((STRESS!/ PSI) A 2))' PSI 
END IF 
STRESS3 =PSI' 10 A (.5688875#- .070407#' (ThickB I HH(l))- 1.81363 • (ALOGlO(IIH(l)))- .298495 '(ALOGlO(ERatio))) 
IF STRESS3 >= (.2 • PSI) THEN STRESSJ = STRESS3 • .75 
IF STRESS3 > 1001 THEN STRESS3= 1001 
STRESS4 = (.0002001 + .3496905# '(STRESS3/ PSI)+ .662716 • ((STRESSJ I PSI) A 2))' PSI 
IF NS = 3 AND LL = 2 THEN ' 1 AND LL <> JTHEN 
StressU sed = STRESSJ 
GOTO 1029 
END IF 
IF LL < NS THEN 
Depth = ANSDP l - HH(l) 
IF Depth <=(.5 • ThickB) TilEN 
StressUsed = STRESS3 + (((.5 • Thic~- Depth\ t ( 5 • Thick.B)) • (STRESS2- STRESS3)) 
GOTO 1029 
END IF 
IF Depth> (.5 "'TbickB) THEN 




IF LL = NS THEN 
S"""U'ed = (10 A ( 1.36606- 1.81452' ALOG!OiANSDPl - (ThickB + HH(l ))))) ' STRESS4 
GOTO 1029 
END IF 
l 029 EXIT SUB 
END SUB 
DEFSNG!-N 
SUB SUBRUT (STRSI, HRV!, Wl !. S!G31, CBR!, ST:<LG!l 
REM################ SUBROUTINE SUB RUT ######tt##########-###########3 
DEFINT I-N 
SIG3 = .35 • STRS1 
IF CBR = 0! THEN GOTO 57 
IF CBR <> 01 THEN W3 = .8633 - .05645 • ALOG l O!CBR \ 
WI=!O"W3 
57 A= .007 + .001 • WI 
8 =-.018 • Wl 
C=lO"(-l.l+.l"Wi) 
D = ((-6.5 + .38 • Wl)- ( l.l • ALOGIO(SIG3))) + !1.86 • ALOG lO(STRSI)) 
IF STNLG = 01 THEN GOTO 38 
CALL POLYRT(AI, Bl, Cl, Dl, STNLGI, ADNM!l 
CHRV = HRV + ADNM 
STNLG =(A • ALOGIO(CHRV)' ALOGlO(CHRV) • ALOGIO(CHRV)) + (B • ALOGIO(CHRV)' ALOGIO(CHRV)) + (C' 
ALOG!O(CHRV)) + D 
GOT042 
38 STNLG =(A • ALOGlO(HRV) • ALOGlO(HRV) • ALOGIO(HRV)) + (B • ALOG!O(HRV) • ALOGIO(HRV)) + (C' ALOGIO(HRV)) + 
D 
42 EXIT SUB 
END SUB 
DEFSNGI-N 
SUB TEMP (RMN%, HRo/o, DP!, TMI) ···-·····-········-················*•••••*•••• '*"'***••••••• SUBROtJTil'>il! TEW ••••••*••••••••••••••• .................................................... 
DEFINT I-N 
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CAZEZE = -.8882061# 
CAZEV1 = -5.409584# 
CAZEV2 = 1.419966# 
CAZEV3 = -.1436045# 
CAZEV 4 = .00600 1302# 
CAZEV5 = -.00008782359# 
CAP1ZE = -2.312872# 
CAP1V1 = 3.643902# 
CAP1V2 = -1.000187# 
CAP1V3 = .108219# 
CAP1V4 = -.004867211# 
CAP1V5 = .00007657193# 
CAP2ZE = .3188233# 
CAP2V1 = -.4041188# 
CAP2V2 = .1103354# 
CAP2V3 = -.01201035# 
CAP2V4 = .0005488345# 
CAP2V5 = -.000008829082# 
CAP3ZE = -.01064115# 
CAP3V1 = .01438466# 
CAP3V2 = -.00390228# 
CAP3V3 = .00042378# 
CAP3V4 = -.0000194274# 
CAP3V5 = .0000003144042# 
CNAPl =CAZEVl* HR% 
CNAP2 =CAZEV2 *HR%" 2 
CNAP3 = CAZEV3. HR% A 3 
CNAP4=CAZEV4*HR%"4 
CNAPS = CAZBVS * HR%,.. 5 
CNAPll =CAP lVI* HR% 
CNAP12 = CAPIV2 *HR% A 2 
CNAP13 =CAPIV3 • HR%" 3 
CNAP14 = CAP1V4 *HR%" 4 
CNAPIS =CAPIVS *HR%" 5 
CNAP21 = CAP2Vl *HR% 
CNAP22 = CAP2V2 * HR%" 2 
CNAP23 = CAP2V3 • HR%" 3 
CNAP24 =CAP2V4 *HR% A 4 
CNAP25 =CAP2VS *HR%" 5 
CNAP31 = CAP3Vl *HR% 
CNAP32 =CAP3V2 *HR%" 2 
CNAP33 = CAP3V3 * HR%" 3 
CNAP34 =CAP3V4 * HR% 11 4 
CNAP35 = CAP3V5 • HR% A 5 
AZERO =CAZEZE+CNAPI + CNAP2 + CNAP3 +C:'-<'AP4 +CNAPS 
AONE::: (CAPlZE +CNAPll + CNAP12 +CNAPI3 + CNAP14 +CNAPIS) * DP 
ATWO = (CAP2ZE + CNAP21 +CNAP22 + CNAP23 + CNAP24 + CNAP25) * DP" 2 
A TIIR.EE = (CAP3ZE + CNAP31 + CNAP32 + CNAP33 + CNAP34 + CNAP35) * DP" 3 
CONSTA = AZERO + AONE + ATWO +A THREE 
CBZEZE = .5449503 
CBZEV1 = .01836149# 
CBZEV2 = -.0 1005689# 
CBZEV3 = .001579478# 
CBZEV4 = -.00008601361# 
CBZEV5 = .000001517039# 
CBP 1ZE = -.004002625# 
CBP1V1 = .0112879 
CBP 1 V2 = -.001222558# 
CBP1V3 = -.0001705093# 
CBP1V4 = .00001952838# 
CBP1V5 = -.0000004628811# 
CBP2ZE = .0007371035# 
CBP2V1 = -.001401982# 
CBP2V2 = .0002543963# 
CBP2V3 = .000001147628# 
CBP2V4 = -.000001274846# 
CBP2V5 = .00000003690588# 
CBP3ZE = -.00007334696# 
CBP3V 1 = .00007449587# 
CBP3V2 = -.00001665841# 
CBP3V3 = .000000875523# 
CBP3V4 = .000000001938508# 
CBP3V5 =-6.1764510-10 
CFBP1=CBZEV1•HR% 
CFBP2 = CBZEV2 • HR%"' 2 
CFBP3 = CBZEV3 • HR% A 3 
CFBP4 =CBZEV4 • HR%"' 4 
CFBPS =CBZEVS • HR%"' 5 
CFBPll =CBPlVl* HR% 
CFBP12 = CBP1V2. HR% A 2 
CFBP13 = CBPIV3 • HR% 11 3 
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CFBP14 = CBP1V4 • HR%' 4 
CFBP15 =CBP1V5 • HR%' 5 
CFBP21 = CBP2Vl *HR% 
CFBP22 = CBP2V2 *HR%"' 2 
CFBP23 = CBP2V3 'HR% A l 
CFBP24 =CBP2V4 *HR% A 4 
CFBP25 =CBP2V5 • HR%"' 5 
CFBP31 =CBP3Vl*HR% 
CFBP32 = CBP3V2 • HR%,.. 2 
CFBP33 = CBP3V3 • HR% A 3 
CFBP34 =CBP3V4 *HR% A 4 
CFBP35 = CBP3VS *HR% A 5 
BZERO = CBZEZE + CFBP 1 + CFBP2 + CFBPl + CFBP4 + CFBP5 
BONE= (CBPlZE +CFBPll + CFBP12 + CFBPll + CFBP14 + CFBP15) • DP 
BTWO =(CBP2ZE +CFBP21 + CFBP22 + CFBP23 + CFBP24 +CFBP25)' DP' 2 
BTHREE = (CBPlZE + CFBPll + CFBP32 + CFBP33 + CFBP34 +CFBP35)' DP' 3 
COEFFB = BZERO + BONE + BTWO + BTHREE 
ADD I =~.0757- .0221* HR%A2 
ADD2 = 10"' (-2.96 + .0582 * HR% 11 2) 
ADDl =ADD! - ADD2 
lF ADDl < -31 THEN ADDl = -31 
SliTPML = 10 A ADDl 
SUFOUR =-.316 + .0814 • HR%+ .0125 • HR%" 2 ~ .00115 "'HR% t. 3 + .000023 *HR%" 4 
SliTPHR = SUFOUR + S!ITPML 
SRTPMN = .603 - .353 • RMN% + .153 • RMN%,.. 2- .0179 "' RMN%" 3 + .000629 * RMN% A 4 
SURTEM =SUTPHR • SRTPMN * 132! 
IF RMN% <= 8 THEN ARTEMP = 7.46 * RMN% + 25.3 
IF RMN% > 8 THEN ARTEMP = -12.42 • RMN% + 1841 
HORVAR = SURTEM + ARTEMP 
PVTP =COEFFB' HORVAR +CONSTA 






SUB CrnckCalc (OverLayY"'"')AS INTEGER, OvorLayNum AS INTEGER, OverLayYearCrkAS INTEGER, RR!Value AS STRING, RIValue 
AS STRING) 
'THE FOLLOWING LOOP IS USED TO CALCULATE THE AGE WHEN 
'THE LENGTH OF CRACKING EXCEEDS 2400 SO THAT LATER 
'MORE COMPREHENSIVE EQUATIONS MAY BE INCLUDED W/0 
'HA VINO TO CHANGE THE PROGRAMMING LOGIC 
'**"'""""'"'*"'"'*UPDATED Ill!*••• 
' Crack Criteria is long longer used Ill 
' Based on Overlay data for non~interstate/parkway routes 
'Average RI overlay= 2.56, OVL Year about 9.2 year 
'Variable OveriayY ea.rCrk in the program should be interpretated as 
' Overlay V earRI, which is= 9 years OR depends on input R1 
AGE%= 0 'Age of the pavement since placed or overlayed 
AGE%= ((VAL(RRIValueS) • 100)- 100 • VAL(RlValueS))' (.5) 
'00 
'AGE%= AGE%+ 1 
'CALCULATE LENGTH OF TRANSVERSE CRACKING 
'CrackTransl = (10 1\ (-.285 + .182 * AGE%))"' I 0.56 
'CALCULATE LENGTH OF LONGITUDINAL CRACKING 
'LogAgel =LOG( AGE%) I LOG( ID) 
:crackLong! = ( 10" (1.656 • LogAge! - .0 156)) • l 0 56 
TOTAL CRACK LENGTH IS THE SUM OF LONGITL1JI}JAL 
'AND TRANSVERSE CRACK LENGTH 
:cracKLength! = CrackTrans! + CrackLong! 
'CHECK IF CRACK LENGTH IS GREATER THAN "00 LINEAR FEET !MILE 
'LOOP WHILE CrackLength < 40001 
'ASSUME THAT THE OVERLAY WlLL BE NEEDED THE YEAR BEFORE THE 
'CRACKING EXCEEDS 2400 LINEAR FEET/MILE 
'AGE%=AGE%- I 
'AGE%=9 
IF OverLayNum > I THEN 
OverLayYearCrk = OverLayYear(OverLayNum- l) +AGE% 
ELSE 
OverLay Y eruCrk = AGE% 
END IF 
IF OverLayNum% =I THEN PRINT #12, "BASED ON PERFORMANCE CRITERIA:" 
IF OverLayNum% =I THEN PRINT #12, ''RI DECREASES TO"~ RIValueS; "AT YEAR="; OverLayYearCrk 
EXIT SUB 
END SUB 
SUB OverLay (Ana1ysP AS STRING, OverLayYear1) AS I~TEGER, OverLayNum AS INTEGER. OverLayYearRut AS INTEGER, 
OverLayYeruCrk AS INTEGER. Repave AS STRING. Reauurung.Life AS INTEGER. OverLayYearPCC AS INTEGER, PavType AS STRING) 
Analys1sPeriod% = VAUAnalysP) 
IF PavTypeS <>"I" THEN GOTO 55 
IF OverLayYearRut% < OverLayYeaJCrk% THEN 
OverLayYear%(0verLayNum%) =OverLay V earRuf% 
IF OverLayNum% = l THEN PRINT #12, "RUTTING CRITERIA CONTROLS OVERLAY DESIGN!!" 
ELSE 
OverLayYear%(0verLayNum%) =OverLay V earCrk% 
IF OverLayNum% =I THEN PRINT#I2, "RI CRITERIA CONTROLS OVERLAY DESIGN!!" 
END IF 
55' 
IF VAL(PavTypeS) >= 2 THEN OverLayYea..rO/o(OverLayNum%) = OverLayYearPCC% 
'DETERMINE IF OverLayYoar EXCEEDS THE ANALYSIS PERIOD 
'IF NOT THEN REDESIGN OR AN OVERLAY IS NEEDED 
IF OverLayYear%,(0verLayNum%) >= AnalysisPeriod% THEN 
Rem.ainingLife% = OverLayYear%(0verLayNum%)- AnalysisPeriod% 
RepaveS ="NO" 
ELSE 
Repaveli = ''YES" 
END IF 




"DECLARE SUB Expert6aa (DelPsi AS STRING, Reliability AS STRING, STDeviation AS STRING) 
"$FORM Expert6 
INCLUDE$= "ACOVERL Y.BI" 
DEFINT I-N 
'SUB Expert6aa(DelPsi AS STRING, Reliability AS STRING, SIDeviation AS STRING) 
'DIM PUSHED AS INTEGER 
'END SUB 
DEFSNGI-N 
SUB ReDesign (EsalOvorLay AS SINGLE, CBRVal AS SINGLE, OvorLayNum AS INTEGER, MainLNumLayers AS INTEGER, ThickMVal() 
AS SINGLE, OverLThick AS SINGLE, OvorLThickPC AS SINGLE, PavType AS STRING, FactorA AS SINGLE, MateriaiMLine() AS 
INTEGER,_ 
OverLayYear()AS INTEGER) 
"DECLARE SUB Expert6aa(DELPsi AS STRING, Reliability AS STRING, STDeviation AS STRING) 
REM "'*"'** PROORAM REDESIGN.BAS ***"'-**"' 
REM Ufor predicting AC overlay thickness and PCC Overlay too! 
REM **based on Predicted Layer coeff. when overly required: variable for AC, 0.1 basc'subbase 
DEFINT 1-N 
CLS 
SCREEN.ControiPane~ 16) = 5 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT" OVERLAY DESIGN ....... " 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT" OVERLAY DESIGN. 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT " OVERLAY DESIGN 
LOCATE 15, 20 
PRINT " OVERLAY DESIGN 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT" OVERLAY DESIGN ...... 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT " OVERLAY DESIGN .... 
LOCATE 15, 20 
PRINT" OVERLAY DESIGN .... 
LOCATE 15, 20 
PRINT" OVERLAY DESIGN ... 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT" OVERLAY DESIGN 
LOCATE 15, 20 
PRINT" OVERLAY DESIGN . 
LOCATE 15, 20 
PRINT " OVERLAY DESIGN .. 
LOCATE 15, 20 
PRINT" OVERLAY DESIGN .. 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT " OVERLAY DESIGN 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT" OVERLAY DESIGN ..... 
LOCATE 15, 20 




IF VAL(PavType$) >= 2 THEN GOTO CONTI 
'•••••••••SN fandSN e:ffCOWtiTATION *"'"'*-"'"'"'"'***•••••••••••••••••••• 
al "'.43 + ((.0019422 • OverLayYear%(0verLayNum%)))- ((.00033 • OverLayYearO/o(OverLayNum%) • OverLayYear"lo(OverLayNum%))) 
IF al < .1 THEN al "' .l 
a2 =.I 
a3 =.I 
a4 = .1 
a5 =.I 
a6 = .1 
IF MaterialMLine(2) = 1 THEN a2 = .43 +(.0019422 • OverLayYear%(0verLayNum%))- ((.00033 • OverLayYeatVo(OverLayNum%) * 
OverLay Year''lo(OverLayNum% ))) 
IF MaterialMLin<(2)= I ANDa2 < .15 THEN a2 =.I 
IF Materia.1ML.ine(3):::: I TIIEN a3 = .43 + (.0019422 • OverLayY ea.J"'l/a(OverLayNum%))- ((.00033 * OverLayYear%(0verLayNum%) * 
OverLa.yYear%(0verLayNum%))) 
IF MateriaJMLin<(3) =I AND a3 < .15 THEN a3 =.I 
IF MaterialMLine(4) = l THEN a4 = .43 +(.0019422 • OverLayYear'%(0verLayNum%))- ((.00033 • OverLayYear'Vo(OverLayNum%) * 
Overi...ayYear%(0verLayNum%))) 
IFMaterialMLin<(4)= I ANDa4 <.15 THENo4 =.I 
IF MaterialMLine(S) = l THEN a5 = .43 +(.0019422 • OverLayYea.r'%(0verLayNum%))- ((.00033 * OverLayYea.f;;.(OverLayNum%) * 
OverLayYeatl/a(OverLayNum%))) 
IF MateriaJMLin<(5) = I AND a5 < .15 THEN a5 = .I 
IF OverLayNum% > 1 THEN al = .43 + (.0019422 • OverLayYear%1(-0verLayNum%))- ((.00033 * OverLayYea.f/o(OverLayNum%) * 
OverLayYeatl/o(OverLayNum%))) 
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IF OverLayNum% > lAND Materia.llifi.,ine(2) = 1 THEN a2 = .43 + (.0019422 * OverLayYeatlfo(OverLayNum%))- ((.00033 • 
OverLayYear'%(0verLayNum%) • OverLay Year'/,( OverLay Num%))) 
IF OverLayNum% > 1 AND MaterialMLine(2) = 1 AND a2 < .1 THEN a2 = .1 
IF OverLayNum% > 1 AND MaterialMLine(3) = l THEN a3 = .43 + (.0019422 * OverLayYeatlfo(OverLayNum%))- ((.000343 • 
OverLayYeat%(0verLayNum.%) • OverLayY ear%(0verLayNum.% ))) 
IF OverLayNum% > 1 AND Materia1Mline(3) = l AND a3 < .1 THEN a3 = .1 
IF OverLayNum% > lAND MaterialMLine(4) = l THEN a4 = .43 + (.0019422 • OverLayYear%,(OverLayNum%))- ((.00033 • 
OverLayYeax'l/o(OverLayNum.%) • Overl..ayYeat%(0verLayNum%))) 
IF OverLayNum%> lAND MaterialMLine(4) =I AND a.4 < .l THEN a4 = .1 
IF OverLayNum% > 1 AND MaterialMLine(5) = 1 THEN a5 = .43 + (.0019422 • OverLayYear%(0verLayNum%))- ((.00033 • 
OverLay Year%(0verLayNum.%) • OverLayY eatVo(OverLayNum.% ))) 
IF OverLayNum%> 1 ANDMaterial.MLine(5)= l ANDa5 < .1 THEN a5 =.I 
CONTl' 
STD = .45 'V AL(STDeviatiooS) 
IF PavTypeS <> "I" THEN STD= .35 
REL = 90' V AL(ReliabilityS) 
SV = 21 'V AL(DeiPsiS) 
IF REL < 50 THEN REL = 50 
IF REL < 95 THEN 
Z = -.487404 + .0321 • REL- .000459 • REL * REL 
END IF 
IF REL = 90 THEN Z = -1.282 
IF REL = 95 THEN Z = -1.645 
IF REL = 96 THEN Z = -1.751 
IF REL = 97 THEN Z = -1.881 
IF REL = 98 THEN Z = -2.054 
IF REL = 99 THEN Z = -2.327 
IF REL = 99.5 THEN Z = -2.7 
IF REL>99.5AND REL <= 99.9THEN Z = -2.7 
IF REL = 99.9 THEN Z = -3.9 
IF REL > 99.9 THEN Z = -3.75 
RM = 1500 • (CBRVal)' SUBGRADE RESILIENT MOD. 
IF VAL(PavTypeS) >= 2 THEN GOTO CONT2 
SNE = ThickMVal(l) • al + ThickMVal(2) • a2 + Thick.MVal(3) • a3 + ThickMVal(4)"' a4 
PRINT #12, "SNE"; SNE 
IF MainLNumLayers% = 2 THEN" SNE = Thick.MY al( 1) • a l 
IF MainLNum.LayCTS% = 3 THEN SNE = ThicklvfV al( I) * a I + ThickMV a1(2} • a2 
IF MainLNumLayecs%= 4 THEN SNE = Thick.MYal( 1) • al + ThickMVa1(2) • a2 + ThickMVal(3) • a3 
IF MainLNum.Laycrn% = 5 THEN SNE = Thick.MVa]( I l • a! + Th.ick.MVal(2) • a2 +ThickMVa1(3) • a3 + Th.ick:MVa1(4) • a4 
IF MainLNum.Layers% = 6 THEN SNE = Thick.MVal(l) • a\+ TbickMVai(2) • a2 + TbickMVal(3) * a3 + ThickMVal(4)-• a4·+Thick.MVal(S)"' 
aS 
IF MainLNum:Laycrn% = 7 THEN SNE = Thick.MVal( 1) • a\+ TbickMVal(2) • a2 + ThickMVa1(3)"' a3 + ThickMVal(4) * a4 + Thick.MVal(5) * 
a5 +TbickMVal(6) • a6 
SN=SNE 
20 Xl = Z * STD+ 9.36 * LOG(SN + 1) I 2.302585 - 2 + 1.32 • (LOG(RM) /2.302585)- 8.07 
X2 = (LOG(.37037 • SV) 12.302585) I (.4 +I 1094 I 11 SN + 11' 5. 19))) 
ESALcal = lO "(XI+ X2) 
IF ESALcal > EsaJOverLayl THEN GOTO 25 
SN = SN + .025 
'PRINT # 12, "Overlay Year = ", OverLayY ea.t'/o(OverLayNum%) 
'PRINT #12 "a!="· al 
'PRINT# 12: "a2=": a2 
'PRINT #12 "a3="· a3 
GOTO 20 ' ' 
25 OverLThicld = (SN- SNE) I .44 
PRINT # 12, "Computed Overlay Thiclmess ="; Overt Thick! 
GOTOCONT3 
CONT2' 
~ .................................................................................... .. 
'FOR PCC PAVEMENT, BASED ON RI-ESAL MODEL DEVELOPED, AND ASSUME THAT 
'RI failure= L5 and RI for Overlay= 2.7, then RL=38.10 and thus 
'CF=0.84 (ASSTHO's COND. FACTOR), in this program CF=0.8 is used 
...................................... _.... ................................................. * •• 
ThickSGI =ThickMVal(MainLNumLayers%)/12 
IF Thick.SGI < 21 THEN Tb.ickSGI = 2! 
IF ThickSGI > 101 THEN ThickSGI.= 10! 
Ksgl = 229.5519 + .0699282# • RM- 23.271 • (Thick.SG1) 
IF ThickMVal(2) = 0 THEN Ksgl = (229.5519 + .0699282# • RM- 23.271 • (ThickSGl))ll.l5 
IF ThickSGI > 10! THEN Ksgl = (229.5519 + .0699282#' RM- 23.271 • (10))1 1.1 
IF ThickSGI > !01 AND ThickMVal(2) = 0 THEN K<gl = (229.5519 + .0699282# • RM- 23.271 '(ThickSGI)) I 1.265 
Kcorr = 10 "(-.061092 + .8351739# * (LOG(Ksgl)) I 2.302585)' corrected K for LS=1 
DEFF = .8 • ThickMVal(l) 
IF OverLayNum% > l THEN DEFF = .7"' Tb.ickMVal(l) 
DPC=DEFF 
IF K.corr < 101 THEN Kcorr= 10! 
IF Kcorr > 8001 THEN Kcorr = 800! 
IF Kcorr < 1001 AND DPC <= 1.5 THEN DPC = 1.5 
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IF Kcorr >= IOOI AND DPC <= 2.5 THEN DPC = 2.5 
IF Kcorr >= 4001 AND DPC <= 3.25 THEN DPC = 3.25 
IF Kcorr >= 8001 AND DCP <= 3.5 THEN DPC = 3.5 
DO 
XI = -.4487 + 7.35 • (LOG(DPC + I) I 2.30258509#)- .06- (.2466723# I (I + (16240000 lf(DPC + I) A 8.46)))) 
X2 = 3.24 • (LOG(l.l817 • ((DPC A (.75))- l.l32) I ((DPC A (.75))- .39993 • (Kcorr) A (.25)))) 12.30258509# 
ESALcal = 10 A (XI+ X2) 
DPC = DPC + .25 
LOOP WHILE ESALcal < Esa!Ove,Layl 
DPCf = DPC - .25 
Facto,AI = 2.2233 + .0099 • (DPCf- DEFF)A 2- .1534 • (DPCf- DEFF)'Facto'to convert PCC TO AC 
Oved.Thicld = Facto,AI' (DPCf- DEFF) 
Ove'L ThickPCI = (DPCf- DEFF) 
PRINT #12, "Computed Overlay Thickness (AC on PCC=)"; OverLThick! 
PRINT # 12, "Computed Overlay Thickness (PCC on PCC=)"; OverL ThickPC! 
CONT3: 
END SUB 
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